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Any examination of the language of literature or
the language of the emotionally-disturbed will focus,
eventually, upon language used to describe emotive states.
It is not possible that there can be a novel about social
beings wherein there is not revealed the emotive or attitudinal nature of the characters.

The revelation must be

portrayed through the words constituting the aesthetic
object, the novel.
From Davitz's point of view, the whole clause as
utterance reveals certain kinds of disturbances, emotivelyregistered.

It is his position that in literature the

disturb.ed person can gain some therapy because he will
find there many of the clauses he uses himself, as a disturbed person.

The kinds of clauses selected by the

person will reveal to the psychologist-or psychiatristii

iii
the degree or extent of the individual's disturbance.
Of course it is not maintained that every set
of words or clauses will evoke a specific emotion.

It

is not urged that every set of words or clauses will
describe, reveal, or even measure a certain emotion.
Nevertheless, there are tones in utterances that reflect
or point to some emotive states rather than to others.
It is possible for the literary critic or for one interested in literature as such to consider how the occurrences
of the same or like clauses noted by the psychologists in
Davitz's text work to point to the characterizations of
the main characters in the book, insofar as they use the
same or like clauses used by Davitz and his associates.
The novelistic art of Bernard Malamud as seen through
two works, The Fixer and The Assistant, is used for the
application of Davitz's theories.
The random sample employed is a twelve and a half
percent sample.

The rather precise emotive theory of

Robert Plutchik is employed throughout as a check for the
application of Davitz's theories.

It appears reasonable,

in view of the findings in this monograph, to urge that
Davitz's theory can be applied in terms of the emotions
and attitudes in his theory and in the light of Plutchik's
theory, to the utterances in the two novels.
It must be noted that some real effort must be
made to find serial statements to go along with Davitz's

iv
clausal list.

It is suggested that before Davitz's

theories can be applied usefully and easily some adjustment must be made along the lines of a more useful distinction between emotions and attitudes.

For the purposes

of this monograph, the Plutchikian emotive theory provides
such a useful distinction.
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CHAPTER I
NATURE OF THE MONOGRAPH, PURPOSES, PREVIOUS WORK,
SPECIFIC ELEMENTS TO BE PROVEN, PROCEDURE,
AND ESSENTIAL DEFINITIONS
I.

GENERAL STATEMENT ON THE NATURE OF THE MONOGRAPH
The growing emphases on language reveal, among

other matters, that language must serve the total personality of the user.

That one never has enough linguistic

competence to express the bewildering complexities of a
total personality of mind, head, and heart is true.
Nevertheless, if one is not face-to-face with a speaker
and if he must face the written word, whatever is to be
communicated, expressed, or communed must come through
the written word and confines itself to graphic representations of the worlds of emotions.
Without dwelling on the various means used by
the reader to discern or evaluate what he reads, it is
probably correct to assert that what the reader does
obtain from his reading must be filtered by the readers'
own experiences, biases, or emotive or intellectual
1
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states or slants.

Now, psychologists are concerning

themselves more significantly with the language itself.
It is not surprising that they would essentially and
eventually look in· the direction of literature.
To be literature, the work must evoke emotions
or must express them.

However, the term "emotions" is

not always fruitful, for it is seldom that pure emotions
evince themselves in writing or in speaking as such.

At

least, no one emotion has been found to be entirely isolated
from other emotions and beliefs.
It is more correct to state that in human conduct
there exists a set of emotive states and that each state
has a set of emotions within that state.

Robert Plutchik's

theory states that attitudes result from crossing emotions
in different states.

The crossing of the emotions is

always accompanied by certain beliefs.

Thus, any attitude

is the result of crossing beliefs and emotions.
Literature and human conduct in the "real" for
the psychologist are always looked at from the emotive
point of view.

Psychologists, now quick to discern

that literature is essentially the response of different
individuals and their views toward experience--unique and
individual views--look for certain utterances that reveal
an emotive or attitudinal response to experience as seen

3

through the personalities of the characters.
While no linguist and no serious or competent
psychologist would assert that the linguistic utterance
is the belief, emotion, or attitude, or that the word is
the thing, or idea, or event, or person, or emotion, there
is strong feeling-and belief-that certain clauses with
their phonological constructions reveal certain behavioral
tendencies in individuals.
Joel R. Davitz, Professor of Psychology at the
Teachers College of Columbia University, has a 1969 work
1
on The Language of Emotion.
This text and its findings
is one of the bases for this monograph.

As Davitz

points out, much of one's familiarity with persons and
literature must be through the spoken or written word:
Experience must be studied as it is
reported through some language system.2
Davitz and his associates compiled a dictionary of common
emotional terms.
not prescribed.

These terms were reported and described,
Thus, there is a certain common denomi-

nator whereby each individual can find his emotive or
attitudinal responses in the clauses used in the emotive
1Joel R. Davitz, The Language of Emotion
(New York: Academic Press,"""1969).
2 Ibid., p. 2.
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dictionary.

Over five hundred clauses were used, clauses

to represent emotions or attitudes later to. be defined
and described in the monograph.

The response of the sub-

jects in the experiment to the clauses or phrases revealed
an emotive index or dictionary.
It is now speculated that individuals habitually
using or recognizing these clauses themselves reveal a
high state of emotive disturbance or response to experience.

If it is agreed that literature exaggerates and

that the behavior of main characters, linguistically
assessed, is an exaggerated or heightened revelation of
their characters, then the characters in the novels or
short stories or plays, for example, can be assessed
attitudinally.
When one passes over the obvious inference that
patients or psychology

subjec~s

can be evaluated in

accordance to their response to the intensity of linguistic statements, orally or in written literary form,
it would appear that some useful literary criticism may
come from applying Davitz's theories of the emotions to
the literary structures in novels, for example.

The

novel is chosen because its length makes it truer to all
of any man's life than would be true of the short story,
which would indicate perhaps the intense truth of some
small aspect of a man's life.

5
The nature, then, of this monograph is to choose
some contemporary novelist on the American .s.cene and to
assess from Davitz'.s position the emotive ·index of certain
major characters in two novels.

This matter can be han-

dled through identifying the same statements or serial
statements as they occur in the novels.
Because the reader is more familiar with modern
idiom, the novelist chosen is contemporary.

Further, the

novelist chosen is American because the sentence patterning
in Davitz and Malamud is essentially an American-English
linguistic patterning.

The specific novelist was chosen

because of the agreed upon intensity with which he views
his current milieu.

A certain intensity approaching

eschatological standards is useful in revealing how the
dictionary of emotive language operates.
In order to avoid the halo effect or the anti-halo
effect that could come from choosing a novel.one had liked,
or disliked, the decision was to choose by random sample
two novels by Bernard Malamud.

The two novels chosen in

this fashion are The Fixer3 and The Ass:i:s·tant. 4
Thus, the direction of this monograph evolves
from what has been described, with the results to determine
whether the method and content of Davitz can be applied
to literary novelistic structures.
3Bernard Malamud, The Fixer (New Yo.rk:
Strauss and Giroux, 1966),~5 pp.

Farrar,

4Bernard Malamud, A Malamud ·Re·ader; The As·s·i·s·t·ant
(New York:

Farrar, Strauss and Giroux, 1967~528 pp.
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II.

PURPOSES

The purposes of this monograph are to determine
whether it is possible to examine literary structures for
emotive content based on a quasi-objective approach whereby
an emotive dictionary of current terms or clauses is applied
to contemporary novelistic structure, whether a system
based on semantic rather than on phonological grounds is
linguistically useful, and whether a workable set of
methods and techniques can be made explicit or implicit
as to working with other novels or other forms of literature.
III.

PREVIOUS WORK DONE IN THE FIELD

As far as can be ascertained, a psycholinguistic
analysis of Bernard Malamud's novelistic art has never
been att'empted.

Careful study of the relevant research

sources--Abstracts of Master's Theses, Abstracts of
Doctoral Dissertations, and National Register of Educational Researchers--and other sources--Psychological
Abstracts, Social Science and Humanities Index to
Periodical Literature, and Encyclopedia of Educational
Research--indicates that no other study of the application
of Joel R. Davitz's emotive theories to literary structures
has yet been undertaken.

In.addition, a search through

7
the Reader 1 s ·Gu:i:de to Periodical Literature from 1952
through 1972 listed several articles dealing with
Malamud, none of which, however, dealt with psycho-emotive
aspects.
Research does indicate that other studies of
the novel from a psycholinguistical point of view have
been accomplished.

Three monographs which contain the

application of Dr. Robert Plutchik's emotive theory as
described in this monograph to literary structures are:
Plutchik's Emotive Theory As Applied to the Eschatological
Elements in the Key Works of Graham Greene, by Joseph
Mills; The Applied Axioms of Social Psychology as Carried
by the Language of Alfred Eaton's Attitudes in John
O'Hara's From the Terrace, by Henry Rogers; and Thought
Structures in the Novelistic Art of

~

··and ·Sinclair Lewis, by Colleen Dummitt.

Scott Fitzgerald
While in the

previously-mentioned monographs the theories of Robert
Plutchik, Samuel Reiss, and Alfred Eaton have been applied
to literary structures, the writer can discover no evidence
of the content and method of Davitz having been applied
to literary novelistic structures in any thesis at the
graduate level.
While Malamud has been written about in many
areas of concentration, research indicates the concern of

8

several writers in the concepts of suffering and goodness
in his works.

In "The Theme of Suffering in the Work of

Bernard Malamud and Saul Bellow," Lois Lewin5 discusses
the suffering caused by psychological and emotional
drives within the protagonist.

There are recurring

structural elements in Malamud's fiction within which
the concept of suffering takes on meaning.

For Malamud,

asserts Lewin, suffering is
. . . the one possible mode of goodness and
engagement in this world. One must suffer if one
is to preserve one's integrity; . . . and the
amount of suffering which o ne endures may be a
measure of one's humanity. 6
Theodore Solotaroff, like Lewin, concludes that one of the
difficulties Malamud faces is that the material comes to
his mind with events, emoti.ons, and values all so intimately related that his works become variations of a
common theme of striving and suffering.7 In The Fixer,
the central action is a "process of suffering through
violence, torture, an attempted poisoning, and a suicide . . . never before has Malamud written such taut,

5Lois S. Lewin, "The Theme of Suffering in the
Work of Bernard Malamud and Saul Bellow," Dissertation
Abstracts, 28:5021-A, June, 1968.
6Ibid., p. 5021.
7Theodore Solotaroff, "Bernard Malamud: The Old
Life and the New," The Red Hot Vacuum, (New York: Atheneum,
1970), p. 79.
-
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muscular prose. 118 ·Malamud believes, affirms Marvin
Mudrick, that life is a contest between. good and .evil
impulses;9 he believes, says Ben Siegel that
each being is unique, responsible, imperfect,
and redeemable. No one is beyond redemption, and
in most instances love is the surest means of
attaining it. The amount of love a man is
able and willing to commit to life is, in
Malamud's universe, the measure of his grace. 10
J. Baumbach summarizes these thoughts:
Love is the redemptive grace in Malamud's
fiction, its highest good. The defeat of love
is its tragedy~ Love rejected, love misplaced,
love betrayed, loveless lust: these are the
main evils in Malamud's fictional world, . . .
Yet the world, for all its potential goodness,
is not good, and the good man, the man capable
of love, is inevitabl~ the sufferer, the
sacrifice, the saint. 1
M. Klein continues this line of thought emphasizing that
suffering is necessary to redemption:
to be engaged with this world--to
love this world, or to iove in this world--is
8Robert Alter, "Malamud as Jewish Writer 11
'
Commentary, XLII (September, 1966), 73.
9Marvin Mudrick, "Malamud, Bellow, and Roth,"
On Culture and Literature, ed. Jane A. Conrad (New York:
Horizon Press, 1970), p. 222.
10 Barbara Harte and Carolyn Riley (eds.), Contemporary
Authors, Vols. 5-8 (Michigan: Gale Research Co., 1969), p. 724.
11 J. Baumbach, "The Novels of Bernard Malamud,"
Kenyon Review, XXV, 1 (1963), 439,
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to suffer . . . . All and any experiences make
men suffer, and suffering is their achievement. 12
Hence, these various articles have each included a discussion of the theme of suffering and its relation to
goodness as it occurs in Malamud's works.
It might be appropriate to refer to the ideas of
suffering, goodness, persecution, and love so often
present in Malamud's works since these concepts which
deal with the psychopathology of language are of much
concern to Davi tz and Plutchik.

Davi tz, .like Plutchik,

suggests that there are tones in utterances which tend
to evoke some emotive states rather than others.

The

intensity or variation in the amount of emotion is considered in Plutchik's The Emotions: Facts, Theories
New Mode11 3as well as in Davitz's text.

and~

While the writer

chose Malamud's The Fixer and The Assistant by random
sample with no previous

evid~pce

that the emotions

evoked in the author's works often represent a high
degree of intensity, the cri·ticism just cited reveals
the intense attitudinal tones reflected in Malamud's
clauses ..
12 Marcus Klein, "The Sadness of Goodness," After
Alienation, (New York: The World Publishing Co., 1964),
p. 263.
l3 Robert Plutchik; The· Ellio't'io'ns :· Fa:c·ts; The·or.ies,
and~ New Mddel (New York: Random House, Inc., 1962), 204.

11

While the intention of the writer is not to
evaluate Malamud's novelistic art as such, the criticism
just cited reveals to the reader the intensity of Malamud's
attitudes and feelings which make the fictf.onal world
l

he has created uniquely his own.

Considering the lack

of articles dealing specifically with Malamud's use of
the language in an emotive sense, one can readily contend
that the area explored in this monograph is original in
nature.
IV.

SPECIFIC ELEMENTS TO BE PROVEN

The specific elements to be proven are that
Davitz has a workable thesis for determining emotions,
attitudes, and character, that Davitz's work can be
applied directly or through modification to the linguistic .structures of a modern novel, and that the
resultants
.
. have some relationship, usefully, to the
literary criticism just cited on the author .or his
work, in this case, to Bernard Malamud's The Fixer
and The Assistant.

V.

PROCEDURE

This monograph is developed through a series
of six procedural steps indicated by specific chapters.
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The first chapter contains the statements. as to the
general nature of the monograph, as to the purposes,
as to work that has been done in the field or on the
subject, as to the specific elements to be proven, as
to the procedures, and as to the definition of terms.
The second procedural step, comprising Chapter
Two, sets out a description of Davitz's theories, together with his clauses and standards for measurement.
This section involves an explanation of the basic principles of Plutchik's Theory of Emotions.

As well, problems

between Plutchik and Davitz are indicated, with a statement as to their resolution.
The third chapter deals with the clauses selected
from the first novel to be considered, The Fixer.

Begin-

ning with the sixth page (chosen by random selection) and
thence to every succeeding eight pages, the linguistic
utterances are classified for clausal statements within
the context of Davitz's theory.

This procedure also

involves a serial approach to the clauses.

That is, there

may not be the precise statement made by Davitz, but the
tone or tenor may be serial, or related.
The fourth chapter is treated in the same fashion
as the third chapter.

In this case, however, the
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selected clauses in the second novel, The Assistant, are
likewise classified.
The fifth chapter consists of tables for each
novel followed by an evaluation and discussion of the
findings, noting the significance of the data obtained.
This section concerns the analysis of the selected clauses
from the two novels which comprise Chapter III and Chapter
IV.

The application of Plutchik's theory serves as a

check on the conclusions determined through the application
of Davitz's theory.
The sixth chapter considers briefly critics'
evaluations of the novels insofar as the tones relating
to emotions or attitudes are concerned.

Then a summary

is made evaluating the usefulness of the approach and
suggesting whether there may be value in future applications.
VI.
Emotion.

TERMS TO BE DEFINED
An emotion is an accompaniment of an

experience whereby the blood pressure is increased
enough to stimulate the threshold for that particular
emotion.

It is realized that this is a rather objective

scientific definition, but the definition is not too
severe since literature is itself defined in terms of

14
emotive or attitudinal responses.
· At't'ftude.

Attitudes are the resultants .of

crossing _different emotions or of crossing or integrating emotions with beliefs.

To have an attitude,

two or more emotions are required, assuredly.

Further,

to have an attitude, the same set of emotions must be
evinced through the same or different repeated experiences in the novel--or in real life.
Character.

Character is defined ·in terms of

the repetition not of emotions but of attitudes.

For

the character of any individual to evince itself, there
must be several instances of the emergence or action of
the same attitudes.

Plutchik concludes that "persisting

situations which produce mixed emotions produce personality traits. 11 1 4
Psychopathology.

By psychopathology is meant

the use of language on a sustained high level of having
intense emotions evoked.
The discussion of the nature of the monograph,
purposes, previous work in the field, specific elements
to be proven, procedure, and essential definitions has
been completed.

The next step leads into Chapter Two

which consists of a description of Davitz's theory,
including his.clauses from the check list and his
14Pl utchik,
.
op. cit., p. 121.
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standards for measurement.

The basic principles of

Plutchik's theory are also discussed.

CHAPTER II
DESCRIPTION OF THE THEORIES OF
DAVITZ AND PLUTCHIK
Chapter II sets out a description of the ideas
and basic principles of Davitz and Plutchik.

As Plutchik's

theory has already been tested and proven applicable to
linguistic structures and valid in determining the attitudinal nature of characters in literary works, his
theory will be used as an attitudinal check in Chapter V
for the clauses used to evaluate the novels selected.

The

differences between Davitz and Plutchik are indicated
with a stateme·nt as to their resolution.
While one may agree with the linguist's point of
view that no word can carry an invariable meaning in most
languages, it is nevertheless true that certain words,
phrases, and sounds tend to evoke certain emotive responses,
and that these do so consistently.

Much work in Psycho-

linguistics has been done along these lines and has served,
on the whole, to support commonsense theories.

It is

generally conceded that words beginning with "sn .. " in
English, for example, evoke negative emotive responses.
It is true that the "cl •.. " and "g ... " words are heavy,

16
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harsh, and aggressive in tone.
Psychologists, desiring to deal with.greater than
the individual sound of the individual words, have looked
to phrases and clauses as tending to evoke emotive states
and as tending to evoke some emotive state. or states more
than another or more than others.

Joel R. Davitz in his

"Personality and Psychopathology Series" has one book,
The Language of Emoti"on, 1 5 suggesting that a certain number
of phrases or clauses tend to evoke some emotive or attitudinal responses rather than others.
Davitz assumes, as is true of Plutchik in his
The Emotions: Facts, Theories, and~ New Mo·de1, 16 that
a person's clausal output will indicate his emotive or
attitudinal nature.

If the output is sufficient by way

of clauses for one subject and for a.great many subjects,
Davitz has made the assumption that the clauses uttered
must certainly have some logical relationship with the
behavioral condition of those making them.
Davitz set out to compile a dictionary of common
emotional terms that might be of some use in establishing
objectively the definition of words used to label emotional
states.

His first step involved a series of intensive

15navitz, op. cit., passim, 115-192.
l6Plutchik, op. cit.
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interviews designed to elicit as full a description of
emotional experiences as could be obtained .

Davitz

had recourse to over twelve hundred subjects and asked them
to equate certain clauses and certain emotive states or
conditions .

In some instances he furnished the clauses;

in others , he had the subjects furnish them .

His next

step was to develop an extensive check list of statements
used to describe an emotional experience.

Through solid

procedures in keeping with the experimental psychologist
and his methods of operation , Davitz and his many associates
provided a check list of 556 statements which had evoked
emotive or attitudinal responses from the subjects.

This

final check list u sed in collecting data for the dictionary
is presented in Appendix A.
The items which occur in the first part of the
check list refer to physical sensations.

These are followed

by statements describing one ' s relation to the external situation or the world in general .

Next occur items describing

various cognitive events , followed by items concerning one ' s
relation to others .

These are followed by statements des -

cribing impulses to behave or control behavior .

Finally ,

there are a number of statements describing the formal
aspects of the experience such as how long the experience
lasts .

19
The data upon which the dictionary is based were
obtained from fifty subjects, twenty-five men and twenty-five
women, each of whom used the check list .to describe fifty
different emotional experiences identified by the terms in
the dictionary.

For example, the definition of a term

such as "Love" depends upon the· reports of the fifty people
who described their experiences of the emotional state
they have labeled "Love."

The major aim of the research

was to identify the commonalities among descriptions of
experiences reported under the same emotional label.
It was decided that these 556 items reflected
expression of or evocation of the following 50 terms used
to label emotional states which form the basis of Davitz's
dictionary of emotional meaning: *

*

Admiration
Affection
Amusement
Anger

Gratitude

*
*

Grief

Happiness.

Anxiety

*

Hate

*

Hope

Awe
Boredom

Impatience

*

Confidence.
Appendix B

*

*
*

Inspiration

Cheerfulness

*See

*.

Guilt

*

Apathy

*

*

*

Irritation
Jealousy

20

Contempt

Love

Contentment.

*

Nervousness *·

Delight .

Panic*

Depression *

Passion *

Determination

*

*

Disgust

Pride

Dislike. *

Relief

*

Elation

Pity *

*

Remorse

Embarrassment

Resentment

Enjoyment

*
Excitement *
Fear *

Reverence

Friendliness

Shame

Frustration
Gaiety

*

*

Sadness

*

*

Serenity *

Solemnity
Surprise

*
*

This list differs from Plutc:Qik's lists in that emotions
and attitudes are combined.

Therefore, the asterisk after

each emotion indicates an emotion; the rest of the terms
are attitudes.

The notation, or identification is made

so that the reader will be aware of the areas in which
Plutchik's list of emotions and Davitz's emotions coincide.
It was discovered that some of the descriptive
statements were used for more than one emotion or attitude.
It was also found that some of the emotions or attitudes,

21

obviously, .involved more .than one clause or phrase..

After

·some initial experimentation, it was found possib.l.e to cut
the 556 clauses to 382.
Davitz and his associates then found .that .the
clauses could be.grouped into twe1ve clusters, representing in one way or another the fifty. emotions cited.

The

clusters are indicated below:
Cluster 1:

Activation

Cluster 2:

Hypoactivation

Cluster 3:

Hyperact.ivation

Cluster 4:

Moving Toward

Cluster 5:

Moving Away

Cluster 6:

Moving Against

Cluster 7:

Comfort

Cluster 8:

Discomfort

Cluster 9:

Tension

Cluster 10: Enhancement
Cluster 11: Incompetence: Dissatisfaction
Cluster 12: Inadequacy
It can be seen that clusters can be divided several ways,
depending on the behavioral approach taken.

A pleasant.-

unpleasant, positive-negative, or valence dimension of
emotional meaning is involved. · :Ac"tiva:tion, Moving Toward,
· Comfo·rt, and "Enha:n:ceme·nt define those ·emotional states
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commonly viewed as p.leasant or positive.,. and the remaining
eight clusters define. emotional states commonly. viewed as
unpleasant or ne·ga:tTve. l 7
Davitz makes the division in terms of Positive
and Negative, Type I and Type II.

Thus, there are

essentially three. groups of clusters, two of them being
"negative" clusters.

Under the first group, POSITIVE,

Davitz has Activation, Moving Towii:rd; Comfort, and Enhancement.

Under the second. group, NEGATIVE: TYPE I, he has

Hypoactivation, Moving Away; Disc·omfort, and· Incompetence:
Dissatisfaction.

Then there is NEGATIVE: TYPE II.

Here

there is Hyperactivation, Moving Against, TensTon, and
Inadequacy.

For example, one might find in the Activation

cluster such clauses as:

"I feel effervescent, bubbly"

and "nothing is a burden; problems fade away and I'm free
from worry."
clauses as:

In the Hypoactivation cluster one finds such
"there's a lack of involvement and not caring

about anything that.goes on around me," and "all excitement,
vitality is gone."

Then in the Hyperactivation cluster

one might find the following clauses:

"I want to do

something, anything, to change the situation and relieve
the tension" and "an impulse to strike out, to pound,

17navitz, op. cit., pp. 114-115.
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or smash,. or kick,. or bite; to. do something that will hurt."
Examples of emotions. fr'om each category are:

POSITIVE

(Gaiety, Cheerfulness, Happiness, etc.); NEGATIVE: TYPE I
(Depression, Apathy, Boredom, etc.); and NEGATIVE: TYPE II
(Contempt, Anger, Hate, etc.).

In Chapter V, Tables VI-a,

VI-b, and VI-c show .the three_ groups of clusters organized
in definitions of POSITIVE, NEGATIVE: TYPE I and NEGATIVE:
TYPE II EMOTIONS.
One further point must be made regarding this
aspect of structural analysis.

This concerns the horizontal

organization of the clusters. below:
A Structural Analysis of Emotional.Meaning
C.l.us_ter.s.
Dimension
Positive
ACTIVATION Acti:v.ation
RELATEDNESS
HEDONIC
TONE
COMPETENCE

Moving
Toward
Comfort
Enhancement

Negative: Type I
Hypoactivation
Moving Away
Discomfort
Incompetence:
Dissatisfact'ion

Negative: Type II
Hyperactivation
Moving Against
Tension
Inadequacy

Of the four dimensions of emotion specified in the structure
of emotional meaning above, two of these--ACTIVATION and
HEDONIC TONE--refer primarily to internal events, while
the other two--RELATEDNESS and COMPETENCE concern the
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individual's interpretation of his relat.ionship to. the
environment in which he experiences an ·emotional state.
Present research indicates that people describe their
emotional experiences in terms of three related clusters-Hypoactivation, Activation, and Hyperactivation--clusters
which represent a range of reported experience along an
overall dimension of ACTIVATION.

For example, given a

certain level of activation, a person might label his
emotional state as Joy or Anger depending on whether he
interprets the situation so that he moves towards or
against others.

In another situation, a person might

label an emotional state as Frustration or Determinat·ion,
depending upon whether he sees himself in relation to his
environment as being Inadequate or Enhanc·ea . 1 8
In discussing the fourth dimension, COMPETENCE,
Davitz maintains that other

~riters

have discussed emotions

from the viewpoint of the organism's adaptation to the
environment.

Cannon (1929), in his "emergency theory"

of emotion, stresses the role of emotion in the organism's
survival; and Sartre (1948) interprets emotion as a way
of 'adapting" to the world,

Thus, for both.men, emotion

in one way or another is a means of achieving competence
in relation to the world.

Davitz then points out t.hat

18 Davitz, op. cit., pp. 121-133.
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Plutchik bas pre.sented the most .comprehensive. trea·tment of
emotions in terms of adaptation.

However, Davitz is not

concerned with Plutchik' s sys.tern of classifying emotions
and arranging them .according to their intensity level.
Instead, Davitz is concerned with Plutchik's conceptualization of emotion in relation to adaptati.on, for one might
view the dimension of COMPETENCE as reflecting a person's
sense of how well he is adapting to his environment.
It is Davitz's theory

tha~having

established

his clusters, emotions, and clauses, it is possible to
determine some degree of psychopathology in individuals
from their recognition of or identification with the
clusters, as determined by the clauses used.
a theory seems entirely logical.

And such

Even where one emotion

is chosen rather than another, each emotion tends to
fall within the same cluster.

It is to be indicated,

later in this chapter, that the same theory supports
Plutchik's emotive state propositions.
It is not expected that one will find the precise
set of clauses or phrases uttered in the same way in
every book, or in the responsive range of every individual.
However, it is expected that the serial factor does enter
the picture.

That is, it is expected that some other phrase

or clause must be uttered that is parallel to the meaning
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or meanings carried by the Davitzian clauses or phrases.
The question of "ps.ychopathology" enters .the picture.
It is agreed that the term is not without its prob.lems
here.

It would appear that where there. is much emotional

stress, or where the. emotions .evoked require a high threshold
intensity, the clauses involved are much more. dramatic
and emotionally-intense or attitudinally-intense than
so-called "normal" or "average hour-by-hour" output.
It would appear that Davitz considers literature
and intense behavioral experiences to have in common the
fact that they are highly-dramatized or exaggerated.

A

person responding to what must be considered the most
emotionally-charged set of words--and responding consistently--would show a knowledge of such highly-charged
sets of expression, or a revelation of his own .bent or
bias, or both.
In this monograph, the step is made in the
direction of having a complete aesthetic object--a novel-evaluated in terms of its statements--randomly-observed.
Since the sets of clauses are already determined and
since the writer has in mind serial statement that can
be used, it is believed that the bent or bias of the writer
of this monograph will not be imposed too strongly on
the novel itself.

(The novel, selected by random choice,
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had not .been read by this writer b.efore ·entering on this
project.·)

Before stating specifically, what is to be

done with Davitz's clauses, Plutchik's position will now
be considered.
Dr. Robert A. Plutchik, a noted psychologist at
Hofstra University, has a book; The Emo·t"i"o·ns: Facts,
Theories, and

_§::

New Model, in which he presents his theory

which grew from experiments on emotions in which he was
participating.

His position is one through which language

output is considered in terms of eight basic patterns of
adaptive behavior, or eight specific emotions designated
as primary emotive states.

The four po·s·it.i"ve primary

states are briefly explained as follows:

I.

Exploration

involves the individual's exploration of his environment
and the degree of his awareness of the situations around
him.

II.

In Reproduction, the subject is associating

positively with forms of pleasurable response to stimuli.
Emotions most closely related to this state are joy, love,
or sex.

III.

Incorporation involves the reception of

stimuli from external sources which are acceptable in
nature.

IV.

Orientation occurs when something new or

strange has been approached.
will now be considered.

V.

The· n·egat"i'ire primary states
In the state of De·s·t·ruction,

the individual is confronted with a barrier which stands
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bet.ween him and the desired_ goal.

.There. is an .attempt

to destroy .the barrier with some degr.ee of' intens.ity, with
rage being the highest possible state into which the person
may project himself'.

VI.

Protec·t-ion is the individual's

response to harmf'ul conditions of pain or destruction.
His emotions may range f'rom timidity. to terror, the highest
possible numerical value found on the scale.

VII.

Depri-

· va:tion involves the subject's behavior resulting f'rom the
loss of' something which was pleasurable.

In the last

negative state, Re·j ecti"on, the individual desires to rid
himself' of something which he once found desirable, but
no longer desires.

Each primary state contains two or

more emotions, decreasing in intensity f'rom the top emotion
listed--as indicated in the chart in Appendix

c.

Plutchik's theory is that the mind mixes emotions
in a way parallel to the
mixes colors.

mann~r
,,,

through
which the mind
.

When one conceives of the primary. emotions

as hues arranged around an emotion-circle similar to a
color-wheel, it is evident that any adjacent pair of'
primary emotions could be combined to f'orm an intermediate mixed emotion, just as any two adjacent colors on
the color-circle f'orm an intermediate hue.

For instance,

certain hues such as red and_ green or yellow and blue
are complementary or opposite, just as certain emotions
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are opposite:

joy and sorrow, love and hate.

A mixture

of any two primary emotions may be called a dyad. "Mixtures
of two primary emotions which are once removed on the
circle may be called secondary dyads, .while mixtures of
two primaries which are twice removed on .the circle may
be called tertiary dyads. 111 9 Thus, there are three dyads,
or crosses.
The first cross or primary dyad, finds the mind
mixing emotive states that are actually adjacent to each
other in the mind itself.

Thus I + II, II + III, III + IV,

IV + V, V + VI, VI + VII, VII + VIII, and VIII + I represent
crosses that occur on this primary level.

The result of

the crossing is, for each case, an attitude.
Secondary crosses involve skipping one state:
thus, in the secondary dyadic cross, attitudes are obtained
from mixing or crossing I + ++I, II + IV, III + V, IV+ VI,
V + VII, VI + VIII, VII + I, and VIII + II.

The tertiary

dyadic cross works in the same manner, with, however, two
emotive states being skipped on each cross:

thus, there

is I + IV, II + V, III + VI, IV + VII, V + VIII, VI + I,
VII + II, and VIII + III.

When the crossing is completed,

consistent attitudinal results are. kept, the others
discarded.
In the Plutchikian theory, which does not_ go counter
to the Davitzian theses, emotions are synthesized through
19p1utchik, op. cit., p. 115.
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beliefs to obtain attitudes.

The Plutchikian theory is

perhaps more sophist.icated in recognizing that no one
emotion can exist by itself, unless hysteria intervenes.
In the work of Davitz, emotions and attitudes tend to
occur together; no distinction is made between'them.

The

results of the dyadic crosses in Plutchik are set out
below.

The reader can compare these with Davitz's fifty

items.
PRIMARY
DYADS

SECONDARY
DYADS

pride

TERTIARY
.. DYADS
*

resentment
(outrage)*
. guilt

love

delight

curiosity

submission

alarm

disappointment

despair

shame

anxiety(dread)

misery

scorn (contempt)

sullenness (envy)

cynicism

optimism

aggression

pessimism

resignation

fatalism

*The terms in parentheses are alternative
designations of the emotion mixture. The dash indicates
that no suitable name has been found.
The dyadic crosses or emotion mixtures required in order
for the above attitudes to result are indicated in
Appendix D.
Davitz's theory is more functional for students of journalism, literature, and human behavioral
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expressions in real life .than Plutchik •·s .theory.

Individuals

tend to. clausal--and.greater-than-clausal output, as persons
. generally speak in terms of clauses as oppo.sed to single
words.

Therefore, whereas Plutchik furnishes no clausal

output for his corpus, Davitz furnishes a sophisticated
set of clausal statements, which will .be applied to the

then, Plutchik's work will be used primarily as an attitudinal check for the clauses used to evaluate the novel
selected.
The basic facts or observations in Davi tz. and
Plutchik may be summarized by examining the six propositions
presented by Davitz in his text and the six postulates
presented by Plutchik in his work.

Davitz presents a.

section called "notes toward a theory of emotion," in
which he presents a series of propositions, which, he
asserts, do not represent a comprehensive "theory of emotion," but make explicit some of the assumptions in his
work and summarize major findings in his research.

These

propositions are listed below:
Propositions
1.

Emotion refers, in part, to experienced events.

2. The construct of emotion refers to a class of
more specific states identified by labels such as affection, anger, etc.· Ea.ch of these labels refers to a
range of experiences in which there is general consensus
among members of a particular language group.
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3. The language of emotion ref.lects, somewhat
abstractly and.with less than perfect precision, the
referent experiences; but is is also influenced by
the nature of the language used to report experiences,
linguistic habits, and variables associated with the
situation in which reports are obtained.

4. The definitions of emotional states can be
structured in. terms of 12 clusters of descriptive
items that in turn can be fit into four major dimensions of reported emotional experience.
5. Labeling an emotional state depends upon the
individual's pattern of experience, represented verbally by the organization and emphasis of the clusters
identified in the structural analysis of emotional
meaning.
6. Emotional states are elicited by stimuli
psychologically relevant to the four dimensions of
emotional meaning: ACTIVATION, RELATEDNESS, HEDONIC
TONE, and COMPETENCE.
The primary aim of the above propositions, says Davitz,
is to stimulate and guide further research. 20
Plutchik's theory attempts both an analysis and
synthesis of the complex emotions of everyday life.

His

postulates are indicated below:
Postulates of the Present Theory
1. There is a small number of pure or primary
emotions.
2. All other emotions are mixed; that is, they
can be synthesized by various combinations of the
primary emotions.
3. Primary emotions differ from each other with
regard to both physiology and behavior.

2 Dnavitz, op. cit., pp. 131-146.
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4 .. Primary. emotions in their pure. form are
hypothetical constr.ucts or idealized states whose
properties can on.ly be inferred from various kinds
of evidence.

5. Primary emotions may be conceptualized in
terms of pairs of polar opposites.
6. Each emotion can exist in varying degrees
of intensity or levels of arousal.
·
Plutchik emphasizes that the above postulates cannot
be conceived of as true or false; but he hopes they will
be judged in terms of their usefulness. 2l Both psychologists
have set forth their ideas and have carried them out in a
meaningful and useful way as far as the attitudinal analysis
of the language is concerned.
The discussion of the theories of Davitz and
Plutchik has been completed.

The next step deals with

applying Davitz's clauses to statements selected from the
first novel considered, The Fixer.

The random sampling

is made from every eighth page in the chosen novel.

21 Plutchik, op. cit., pp. 41-42.

CHAPTER III
DAVITZ'S THEORY AS APPLIED
TO SELECTED CLAUSES FROM THE FIXER
In Chapter Three of this monograph, application
of Davitz's descriptive statements used in obtaining
definitions of emotional terms is made to selected
clauses from forty-three randomly-sampled pages contained
22
in Bernard Malamud's, The Fixer.
Beginning with the
sixth page and thence to every succeeding eight pages,
the linguistic utterances are classified for the clausa·1
statements within the context of Davitz's theory.

While

the selected statements from the novel may not. be the
precise statements collected by Davitz, the tone may be
related.

Thus, the emotive index of certain major char-

acters in the novel may be assessed.
The clauses are numbered consecutively according
to their appearance in the novel.

The name of the character

concerned in each clause is listed beside the clause.
Davitz assumes that a person's clausal output indicates
his emotive or attitudinal nature and that certain
22

Bernard Malamud, op. cit., passim, pp. 6-335.
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Since
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phrases or clauses tend to evoke some emotive or attitudinal
responses rather than others, the clauses or phrases in
Davitz's check list which are parallel to the selected
clauses from The Fixer are indicated.

These serial state-

ments follow the charts and are numbered according to the
selected clause to which they are related.

Emotions dis-

played by the characters are indicated according to Davitz's
fifty emotions.

Likewise, Plutchik's character attitudes

resulting from emotion mixtures are indicated.
Davitz

For example,

names "guilt" an emotion while Plutchik describes

"guilt" as a character attitude resulting from the emotion
mixture of "fear" crossed with "sorrow;" Davitz considers
"anxiety" an emotion, while Plutchik designates "anxiety"
as an attitude resulting from the crossing of the emotive
states Protection and Exploration.
Approximately 70% of Plutchik's attitudes occurs
in Davitz's list of emotions.

These attitudes, which are

designated in Davitz or Plutchik as either an emotion or
an attitude, are capitalized in the charts for emphasis.
However, the following attitudes revealed in the selected
clauses from The Fixer do not occur in Davitz's list of
emotions:

despair, forlornness, misery, alarm, pessimism,

s.corn, optimism, dread, caution, outrage, and· cynicism.
Thus, when such an attitude results in Plutchik's column,
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the emotions, which, when crossed, result in that particular
attitude, are listed in Davitz's column.

When Yakov Bok,

for example, exhibits the attitude, "misery," the emotions
"sadness" and "disgust" are listed in Davitz's column.
A brief discussion follows the charts regarding
the findings in this chapter.

Chapter V includes a more

detailed analysis and evaluation of the results obtained
in Chapters III and IV.

·'
NO.

1.

2.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS = ATTITUDES

Yakov rose, enraged. "Don't
talk to me about charity. What
have I had all my life?"
(p.6)

Yakov

RESENTMENT

Rage + Disgust =
RESENTMENT

"Throughout my miserable childhood I lived in a stinking orphans' home, barely existing."

Yakov

RESENTMENT

Disgust + Anger =
RESENTMENT

Yakov

REMORSE

(p. 6)

3.

"I was practically born an orpha1
--my mother dead ten minutes later, and you know what happened
to my poor father."
(p.6)

4.

''···had considered a visit to
their weed-strewn graves but
hadn't the heart at the last
minute. "
(p .14)

5.

6.

Sorrow + Disgust
REMORSE

=

Yakov

Fear
Sadness

Fear + Sorrow = Despair

"The past was a wound in the
head."
(p.14)

Yakov

Sadness
Dislike

Gloominess + Dislike =
Forlornness

He thought of Raisl and felt
depressed.
(p.14)

Yakov

Fear
Depression

Apprehension + Dejection=
Despair

NO.

7.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

Yakov cursed Shmuel for wishing
the wagon on him.
(p.22)

Yakov

. .• he remembered his first
trembling sight of the city ...
dotted with white houses with
green roofs. . .
(p. 3 0)

9.

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS= ATTITUDES

Disgust
Anger

Disgust + Annoyance=

Yakov

AWE

Amazement + Apprehension = AWE

He wasn't without an eye for a ,
pretty scene.
(p.30)

Yakov

AWE

Surprise + Apprehension = AWE

10.

... globes glowed in the streets
and there were thick mists on
the river.
(p. 3 0)

Yakov

AWE

Surprise + Apprehension = AWE

11.

... he knew he would never return
yet what would it come to?(p.30)

Yakov

ANXIETY

Apprehension + Expectancy = ANXIETY

12.

He cursed when he thought of
her.
(p.30)

Yakov

CONTEMPT

Disgust + Anger =
CONTEMPT

8.

Scorn

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES

NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

13.

"Why should a man be afraid of
the world?"
(p.30)

·Yakov

,A.NXIETY

Fear + Expectancy=
ANXIETY

14.

Numb with fear that he would be
recognized as a Jew
(p.30)

Yakov

'Fear
Anxiety

Fear + Expectancy=
Dread

15.

. .. the strange odor of incense
increased his nervousness.(p.30)

Yakov

ANXIETY
Nervousness

Fear + Attentiveness=
ANXIETY

16.

He almost rose out of his .boots
as he was touched on the arm ...
(p. 3 0)

Yakov

Fear
Surprise

Fear + Astonishment=
Alarm

17.

Blast his questions, the fixer
thought.
(p. 38)

Yakov

Impatience
RESENTMENT

Dislike + Annoyance=
RESENTMENT

18.

Come already to the reward,
thought Yakov.
(p.38)

Yakov

Impatience
ANXIETY

Apprehension + Anticipation = ANXIETY

19.

Yakov ... listened with excitement to the proposition

Yakov

Hope
Excitement

Attentiveness + Happiness = Optimism

CHARACTER

(p.46)
w

"'

NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

20 . . . . the fixer ground his teeth in
anger at the cold-blooded nerve
of the thievery.
(p.54)

21 . . . . almost in panic ... when he
learned that the Lukianovsky ...
where -he was expected to live,
was a district forbidden to Jews
to reside in.
(p.54)

CHARACTER

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES

Yakov

Anger
Surprise

Anger + Amazement =
Outrage

Yakov

ANXIETY

Panic + Expectancy =
ANXIETY

22.

Even to ask him the most routine
questions troubled the fixer.
(p.62)

Yakov

ANXIETY

Fear + Expectancy =
ANXIETY

23.

He was irritable all day and
cursed himself for trifling mistakes ..•
(p.62)

Yakov

Dislike
Anger

Dislike + Anger=Scorn

24.

Yakov had rushed out of the shack.
warning them to leave ... (p.62)

Yakov

Anger
Irritation

Disgust + Anger=Scorn

NO .

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

DAVI TZ 'S
EMOTIONS

PLUTCHIK ' S
EMOTIONS = ATTITUDES

25 .

" Little bastards !" Yakov shouted ,
shaking his fist .
(p . 62 )

Yakov

Dislike
Anger

Dislike + Ange r

26 .

He was sleeping badl y .. . (p . 62)

Yakov

Fear
Sadness

Fear + Sorrow

27 .

Yakov , in a state of unrelieved
stress , coul d not b l ot out t h e
sight of himself marching mana(p . 70)
c l ed . . .

Yakov

ANXIETY

Fear + Expectancy

28 .

He had begged the colonel to let
him walk on the sidewalk to les sen his embarrassment , but was
forced into the wet center of the
street . . .
(p . 70 )

Yakov

29 .

For a moment there was no sound
in the cell.
(p . 78)

Yakov

Fear
Sadness

Fear + Sorrow

=

Despai r

3 O.

" Did I say something wrong? "
(p . 78)

Yakov

GUILT

Fear + Sorrow

=

GUILT

EMBARRASSMEN~

=

=

Scorn

Despair

=

ANXIETY

Surprise + Sorrow =
EMBARRASSMENT

CHARACTER

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

"I was hoping for a better life
than I had."
(p. 8 6)

Yakov

REMORSE

Sorrow + Dislike =
REMORSE

32.

His voice had begun to plead ...
(p.86)

Yakov.

ANXIETY

Fear + Expectancy =
ANXIETY

33.

"I figured I was born with a lot
more trouble. than I needed •..
(p. 94)

Yakov

REMORSE

Sorrow + Disgust =
REMORSE

34.

"Answer with respect!" The Prosecuting Attorney struck the ·table
with his palm.
(p.102)

Grubeshov

Disgust
Anger

Disgust + Anger =
Scorn

35.

Yakov could not argue the point.
(p.102)

Yakov

ANXIETY

Fear + Expectancy =
ANXIETY

36.

Grubeshov listened impatiently.
"Answer strictly to the point."
·
(p.lo2)

Grubeshov

Impatience
Anger

Disgust + Anger =
Scorn

NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

31.

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES

NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES

37.

Grubeshov ... whispered in
Colonel Bodyansky's lowered ear,
clutching his hand· tightly ...
(p.110)

38.

Yakov licked his dry lips ...
(p.110)

Yakov

39.

What he was expected to add to
the miserable state of Yakov's
affairs the fixer didn't know
and was afraid to guess. (p.110)

Yakov

ANXIETY

Fear + Expectancy =
ANXIETY

40.

Manacled, his legs chained, nervously exhausted •.. his body :in
flight though he tried with ten
fingers to hold on to his mind.

Yakov

ANXIETY

~anic

Grubeshov

ANXIETY

Fear
Nervousness

Fear + Expectancy =
ANXIETY

Fear + Sorrow = Despair

+ Expectancy =
ANXIETY

(p .110)

41.

Though almost a month had gone
by since his arrest he could
still only half believe this
had happened to him...
(p.110)

Yakov

Surprise
Fear
·

4 2.

. .. listened stunned to Proshko,
as though the accusation of the
monstrous crime .•. had happened
to someone he didn't know ..•
(p.110)

Yakov

Fear
Sadness

Amazement + Fear = Alarm

Fear + Sorrow = De_spair

NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS= ATTITUDES

43 . . . . although he remembered fear-

Yakov

Fear
Nervousness

Fear + Expectancy =
Dread

44.

It was as though he expected a
wild animal to spring out at
him.
(p.118)

Yakov

ANXIETY

Panic + Expectancy =
ANXIETY

45.

He glanced fearfully into the
t;iny cubicle with torn wallpaper and unmade cot ... (p.118)

Yakov

ANXIETY

Fear + Attentiveness =
ANXIETY

' 46.

This was what he remembered but
he worried they thought he was
thinking of something that would
·surely convict him were it known
what.
(p.118)

Yakov

ANXIETY

Fear + Attentiveness =
ANXIETY

47.

Yakov felt like crying but
couldn't.
(p.118)

Yakov

ing that something like this
might happen to him.
(p.110)

Sadness
Disgust;

Sorrow + Disgust = Misery

NO.

48.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

"Be respectful if you know what's
good for you," Grubeshov said
heatedly in an undertone. (p.134)

Grubeshov

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES

Dislike
Anger
(Contempt)

Dislike + Anger =
Scorn
(Contempt)

Rage + Amazement =
Outrage

''How can it be so if the opposite
is true," the fixer shouted, his
throat thick.
(p.134)

Yakov

Anger
Surprise

50.

"I would have been a happy man if·
my wife had given birth to a
child."
(p.134)

Yakov

Sadness
Disgust

Sorrow + Dislike = Forlor nness

51.

"I size you up as a man who is
Grubeshov
out for himself ... "
(p.142)

CONTEMPT

Dislike + Anger = Scorn
(Contempt )

52.

"If the Jews don't mean anything
to me, then why am I here?"(p.142)

Yakov

Fear
Sadness

Apprehension + Sorrow=
Despair

53.

"Please," said the fixer, breathing heavily ..• "
(p.142)

Yakov

ANXIETY
Fear + Attentiveness =
Nervousness
ANXIETY

NO.

54.

SE.LECTED CLAUSES

" ... do you really believe those
stories about magicians stealing
the blood out of a murdered
Christian child to mix in with
matzos?"
(p.142)

CHARACTER

Yakov

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS= ATTITUDES

Fear
Sadness

Fear + Sorrow = Despair

Disgust + Anger = Scorn
(Contempt)

55.

Grubeshov sat back, smiling
slightly. "I believe you killed
the boy Zhenia Golov for ritual
purposes ... All Russia will bel:ieve it."
(p.142)

Grubeshov

Contempt

56.

"A Jew is a Jew, and that's all
there is to it. Their history
and character are unchangeable."
(p.142)

Grubeshov

· Dislike
Contempt

Dislike + Expectancy =
Cynicism

57.

~s he cried out, Fetyukov reached
oehind him whipping a short heavy
stick out of his trousers. He
struck Yakov a hard blow on the
head.
(p.150)

Surprise
. Panic

Astonishment + Terror =
Alarm

Yakov

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS= ATTITUDES

NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

58.

The fixer went down on one knee,
holding both hands over his
pain-wracked, bloody head, then
fell over.
(p.150)

Yakov

Grief
Disgust

Grief + Disgust =
Misery

59.

His head ached sickeningly and a
searing pain throbbed on the
left side of his skull. (p.150)

Yakov

Grief
Disgust

Grief + Disgust =
Misery

60.

He was anguished. Would he be
beaten every time he was moved
to another cell and met other.
prisoners?
(p.150)

Yakov

ANXIETY

Fear + Expectancy =
ANXIETY, Dread

61. 'Why do you hit a man who has done
nothing to you?"
(p.150)

Yakov

Resentment

Disgust + Anger = Indignation (Resentment)

62.

Yakov

Grief
Disgust

Grief + Disgust =
Misery

"Let them kill me," he shouted.
(p.150)

CHARACTER

NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

Resentment

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES

Disgust + Anger =
Indignation

''If I weren't a Jew there'd be
no crime."
(p.158)

Yakov

"That's fine with me, your
honor," muttered Yakov, struggling with his emotions ..•
(p.166)

Yakov

Gratitude
Friendliness

Attentiveness + Happiness=
Optimism

"The nails in these hurt my feet
though nobody believes me."
(p .. 166)

Yakov

Grief
Irritation

Grief + Dislike =
Misery

66.

"Tell me your size and·I'll
send you a pair of shoes."
(p.166)

Bibikov

Serenity
Friendliness

Expectancy + Happiness=
Optimism

67.

"You understand it wasn't I but
the Prosecuting Attorney who
ordered your imprisonment."
(p.166)

Bibikov

Serenity
Friendliness

Attentiveness + Pleasure=
Optimism

68.

"··· that might be helpful to
you in establishing your innocence."
(p.174)

Bibikov

Hope
Friendliness

Attentiveness + Serenity=
Optimism

64.

NO .•

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

·DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

ANXIETY

69.

"Will I be abandoned to die in
this prison?''
(p.174)

Yakov

70.

"Who has abandoned you?" the
Investigating Magistrate asked,
looking at him gently. (p.174)

Bibikov

71.

"If' so what am I to do, your
honor?"
(p.174)

Yakov

72.

73.

Yakov about
All that remained was the dark
(Bibikov)
memory of' him hanging f'rom the
window, his bulbous eyes staring
at his smashed glasses on the
f'loor.
(p.182)

All night the fixer sat huddled
in the corner of the cell,
filled with the dread of dying.
(p.182)

Yakov

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS= ATTITUDES

Fear + Expectancy = ANXIETY

Serenity
Friendliness

Attentiveness + Serenity=
Optimism

ANXIETY

Fear +
Anticipation = ANXIETY

REMORSE

Grief'
+

= REMORSE

Disgust

Panic
Nervousness

Panic
+
Expectancy

= Dread

NO,

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

ANXIETY

74.

If he slept a minute his sleep
was steeped in the taste, smell,
and horror of dying.
(p.182)

Yakov

75.

He lay motionless in a graveyard, rigid, terrified. (p.182)

Yakov

More than death he feared tor(p.182)
ture.

Yakov

At dawn, when the dirty eye
staring ... touched him, he
woke from sleep begging for
(p.182)
his life.

Yakov

As the door creaked open he crie<
out; but the guards did not
(p.:t.8:
strangle him.

Yakov

76.

ANXIETY
(Nervousness)

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS= ATTITUDES

Fear
+
= Dread
Expectancy
(ANXIETY)

Surprise

+

= Alarm

Terror
ANXIETY
(Nervousness)

Fear

+

Expectancy

= ANXIETY
(Dread)

·,_
. ..

77.

78.

Panic
Surprise

Astonishment

+

= Alarm

Panic

Panic
Surprise

Astonishment

+

= Alarm

Panic
\Jl
0

CHARACTER

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

79.

All day the fixer walked in his
cell ... to hurl himself agains1
the wall, or smash his fists
against the metal door with
prolonged cries of grief.(p.182)

Yakov

So.

He mourned Bibikov with great
sorrow, great bitterness.(p.182)

Yakov

Grief
Fear

81.

His only peace had come from
these thoughts,. that a good man
was assisting him ... he would
be judged not guilty.
(p.182)

Yakov

Grief
Disgust

He had pictured himself freed,
(p.182)
hurrying back to the
shtetl ..•

Yakov

Serenity
Hope

But now these hopes and expectations ... on which he had
lived, were gone, snatched
from him without warning.
(p.182)

Yakov

Grief
·Depression

82.

Grief
Frustration

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES

Grief

+

= Misery

Loathing

Apprehension
+
= Despair
Grief

Grief

+

=

Forlornness

Disgust

Expectancy
+
= Optimism
Serenity

Grief

+

Attentiveness

= Pessimism

NO.

84.

85.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

Yakov ate the gruel and threw
it up. He sweated violently.
(p .198)

Yakov

He felt listless, despondent.
(p.198)

Yakov

DAVITVS
EMOTIONS

Fear
Nervousness

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS= ATTITUDES

Fear

+

Expectancy
Fear
Grief

Fear

+

Grief
86.

Yakov lay, enervated and panting, on the mattress. (p.198)

Yakov

ANXIETY
(Nervousness)

= Despair

Fear

+

Expectancy

87.

88.

At night he had terrible dreams,
visions of mass slaughter that
left him sleepless, moaning.
(p.198)

Yakov

He vomited repeatedly although
there was nothing left in his
stomach.
(p.198)

Yakov

Fear
Grief

= Dread
(Anxiety)

= ANXIETY
(Dread)

Fear
+

= Despair

Grief

Grief
Disgust

Grief

+

= Misery

Loathing

Vl
I\)

NO.

89.

SELECTED CLAUSES

He feared he might go crazy doing
nothing.
(p.206)

CHARACTER

Yakov

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

ANXIETY
(Boredom)

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTTONS=ATTITUDES

Fear

+

Attentiveness
90.

The newspaper strips he was giver..
to clean himself with Zhitnyak
forbade him to read though Yakov
managed to read some of them
anyway.
(p.206)

Yakov

Badness
Boredom

= ANXIETY

Sorrow

+

Attentiveness

= Pessimism

~

,.

91.
~:'!.

92.

93.

During the endless empty days,
to forget his misery a little,
the fixer tried to remember
things he had read.
(p.206)

Yakov

The worst thing about such
thoughts is when they leave you
and you're back in the cell.
(p. 214)

Yakov

:e counted time though he tried
not to.
(p. 214)

Yakov

Sadness
Dislike

Sorrow

+

Sadness
Disgust

Dejection

+.

Disgust
ANXIETY
(Boredom)

= Forlornness

Fear

+

Expectancy

-

= Forlornness

Dislike

= ANXIETY
l.Jl

w

DAVITZ'S
NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

94.

When one had nothing to do the
worst thing to have was an endless supply of minutes.
( p. 214)

Yakov

95.

At five in the morning the day
began and never ended.
(p.214)

Yakov

EMOTIONS

Sadness
Dislike

Sadness
Frustration

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS= ATTITUDES

Dejection
+
= Forlornness
Dislike

Sorrow

+

= Pessimism

Expectancy

96.

97.

98.

There was the sweeping of the
cell, urinating in the can, walking back and forth until one
began to count.
(p. 214)

Yakov

For the first time he wondered
if it were a matter of mistaken
identity.
(p.222)

Yakov

He was so nervous, irritable, so
oppressed by imprisonment he
feared for his sanity.
(p.230)

Yakov

Sadness
Frustration

Sorrow

+

= Pessimism

Expectancy

ANXIETY

Fear

+
Expectancy = ANXIETY

Irritation
Nervousness

Fear

+

Attentiveness

= Dread

NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES

Boredom
Fear

Panic
= Dread
+
Expectancy (Anxiety)

99.

Each day's oppressive boredom
(p.230)
terrified him.

Yakov

100.

The boredom and the nervousness
made him think he might go in(p.230)
sane.

Yakov

101.

Without the broom his thin
routine began to collapse.
(p .. 238)

Yakov

Sadness
Boredom

102.

What was left of the routine
was to be waked by the prison
bell in the morning, to eat
meagerly not once but twice a
day, and three times each day
to be searched to desperation.
(p. 238)

Yakov

Grief
Disgust

Boredom
Nervousness

Fear

+

= Dread

Expectancy

Sorrow
= Pessimis m
+
Attentiveness

Grief

+

Disgust

= Misery

Vl
Vl

NO.

103.

104.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

He was worn thin by the struggle
to wait, by the knowledge of his
innocence against the fact of
his imprisonment; that nothing
had been done in a whole year to
free him.
(p.238)

Yakov

He was stricken to be so absolutely alone.
(p.238)

Yakov

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

Grief
Depression

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES

Grief

+

= Pessimism

Anticipation

Sadness
Disgust

Dejection

+

= Forlornness

Disgust

105.

"Either I'm still crazy or it's
another mad dream.
(p.254)

Yakov

ANXIETY

Fear
+

= ANXIETY

Expectancy

106.

"We'll give you escape, you bastard. We'll give you consp±racy
.. We' 11 give you hunger," shoute,
the Warden.
(p.262)

HATE
CONTEMPT

Loathing

+

Anger

= HATE, CONTEMPT

NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES

107.

"You'll wish you had never
been born."
(p.262)

Warden

HATE
CONTEMPT

Loathing + Anger = HATE
CONTEMPT

108.

An excitement so thick it felt
like sickness surged through
the fixer.
(p.294)

Yakov

·Hope
Happiness

Expectancy + Happiness =
Optimism

109.

Then he asked, "Pardoned as a
criminal or pardoned as innocent?"
(p.29·4)

Yakov

Surprise
Inspiration

Acceptance + Surprise =
Curiosity

110.

Yakov said he wanted a fair
trial, not a pardon.
(p. 294)

Yakov

PRIDE

Anger + Happiness =PRIDE

111.

"Mr. Grubeshov, bring me to
trial. I will wait for the
trial, even to my death."
(p.302)

Yakov

PRIDE

Anger + Happiness = PRIDE

NO.

-SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES

=

112.

"And death is what you will get.
It's on your head, Bok." (p.302)

Grubeshov

Dislike
Anger

Disgust + Anger

113 •.

"On yours," said Yakov. "And
for what you did to Bibikov."
(p.302)

Yakov

Dislike
Anger

Disgust + Anger = Scorn

114.

Grubeshov stared at the fixer
with white eyes.
(p.302)

Grubeshov

·Surprise
Fear

115.

''But don't feel too bad, if it
weren't you there'd be another
in your place."
(310)

Ostrovsky

Friendliness Acceptance + Pleasure =
FRIENDLINESS

116.

"I know members of the bar who
openly say that Marfa Golov and
her lover committed the murder."
(p.310)

Ostrovsky

Hope
Attentiveness + Joy =
Determination
Optimism

Scorn

Amazement + Fear = Alarm

\Jl

co

NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

117.

This night before the trial, the
fixer was oppressed by fear of
death and though he was deathly
sleepy he would not sleep. (p.318)

Yakov

Anxiety
Nervousness

118.

:When his eyes shut momentarily he
saw someone standing over him with
a knife raised to rip his throat.
(p.318)

Yakov

Surprise
Panic

119.

If anyone attempted to sneak into
.the cell he would shout when the
(p.318)
door opened.

Yakov

Anxiety

PLUTCHIK 1 S .
EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES

Fear

+
= Dread, Distrust
Expectancy (Anxiety)

Astonishment
+
= Alarm
Panic

Fear
= Caution,
+
Expectancy Dread, Anxie ty
Distrust
'

120.

It might scare the assassins if the
thought any of the prisoners in the
cells down the corridor would hear,
and guess the Jew was being mur(p. 318)
dered.

Yakov

ANXIETY

Fear

+

= ANXIETY

Expectancy

Vl

\0

NO.

121.

122.

123.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

His heart was like a rusted chain,
his muscles taut, as though each
had been bound with wire. (p.318)

Yakov

The Deputy Warden, his fly open,
held a black bullwhip behind his
back.
(p.318)

Warden

"Suppose they withdraw the Act of
Indictment in the morning, hoping
I collapse or go insane before they
give me another."
(p.318)

Yakov

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS= ATTITUDES

Grief
Disgust

Grief
+

= Misery

Loathing

HATE
CONTEMPT

Loathing

+
= HATE
Anger CONTEMPT

Grief

Grief

Frustratio~

+

= Pessimism

Anticipation

124.

Though his wet eyes were lit, murderous, the Deputy Warden spoke
calmly.
(p.326)

Warden

125.

"I am within my rights to punish
you for interferring with and insulting a prison official in the
performance of his duty." (p.326)

Warden

HATE
CONTEMPT
HATE
CONTEMPT

Loathing
+
= HATE
Anger
Loathing

+ = HATE, CONTEMPT

Anger

°'

0

NO.

126.

127.

128.

129.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

My dirty luck. ·Yakov thought or
the way his lire had gone. I've
never been or use to anybody and
I'll never be.
(p.326)

Yakov

"Get out or my way or I'll cite
you ror insubordination, you senor-a-bitch."
(p.326)

Warden

The Deputy Warden had shot him.
(p.326)

Warden

"I am the victim, the surrerer
ror my poor people."
(p.334)

Yakov

DAVITZ'S
EMQTIONS

Grier
Depression

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS= ATTITUDES

Grier

+

= Pessimism

Expectancy

HATE
CONTEMPT

Loathing

CONTEMPT

Loathing

+

= HATE, CONTEMPT

Anger

+

= CONTEMPT

Anger

PRIDE

Anger + Happiness =
PRIDE

62
Serial Statements, from Davitz 1 s Check List
1.

I'm easily irritated, ready to snap; my blood
pressure_ goes up

2.

I feel sorry for myself; I can only think of what
caused the feeling

3,

I keep thinking about what happened over and over
again; it's a· very personal feeling

4.

there is a sense of loss, of deprivation; it's a very
personal feeling; my heart seems to ache; a sense of
longing

5.

there is a sense of nostalgia as old memories crop
up and I think of the past

6.

a sense of loss, of deprivation; an inner ache you
can't locate; I feel let down; there is a sense of
aloneness

7,

I keep wanting to say something nasty, something that
will hurt someone; I keep thinking of getting even

8.

I'm very aware of my surroundings, especially sensitive
to everything around me; a strong sense of interest and
involvement· in things around me

9,

there's an intense awareness of everything; I seem
to experience things with greater clarity; colors
seem brighter, sounds seem clearer, movements more
vivid; I'm peaceful, tranquil, quiet, in tune with
the world; my senses are perfectly focused; there's an
intensified focus to my sensations
l

10.

all my senses seem completely open; I seem to sense
everything immediately, completely, fully, with no
separation between me and the world

11.

there's an intense concern for what will happen next;
a sense of anticipation, waiting for something to
happen

12.

I keep thinking of getting even, of revenge; a confused
mixed-up feeling ·

63

13.

I keep .searching .for an explanation, for some understanding; I keep thinking, "why?"

14.

there's no sensation; I'm numb, desensitized; I'm
momentarily immobilized; paralyzed; unable to act
or move

15.

there is an increased awareness of essential things
like hot and cold, texture and smell; my stomach
shivers and trembles; I'm jumpy inside

16.

I'm jumpy, jittery inside; my body seems to speed up

17.

I'm jumpy, jittery, ready to snap;I have a tremendous
sense of being in a hurry, in a rush

18.

there is a very strong sense that time seems to slow
down, to drag; I want things to hurry up and begin to
change

19.

I'm optimistic and cheerful; the world seems basically
good and beautiful; men are essentially kind; life is
worth living; the future seems bright

20.

my teeth grind against each other; I'm wound up inside;
my. pulse and heartbeat quicken; there is a muscular
rigidity

21.

my blood
my body;
quicken;
control;

22.

there is a sense of being keyed up, overstimulated;
there is a sense of being gripped by the situation

23.

I'm wound up inside; my blood pressure goes up

24.

my body seems to speed up; I'm easily irritated

25.

there's an excitement, a sense of being keyed up,
overstimulated, supercharged; I want to say something
nasty

26.

I can't sleep; I f.eel as if I'm under a heavy burden

27.

there's a heavy feeling in my stomach; there is a
yearning desire for change; I want to withdraw,
disappear, draw back, be away from others, hide

pressure goes up; blood seems· to rush through
I'm wound up inside; my pulse and heartbeat
thoughts just rage through my head without
I'm stunned

64
28.

the world .seems no good, hostile, .unfair; I feel
choked up; I want .to hide, to escape, to run, to
get away

29.

everything s.eems quiet; there is a longing to have things
the same as before

30.

I keep wondering if I'm doing the right thing

31.

there is a sense of regret, a longing; I feel· sorry
for myself

32.

the pitch of my voice goes up; my whole body is
tense

33.

I feel sorry for myself; the world seems no good,
hostile, unfair

34.

there is an impulse to strike out, to pound, or
smash, or kick; to do something that will hurt; I
want to say something nasty, something that will
hurt someone
·

35.

I feel let down; I have a sense of being trapped,
inhibited

36.

I'm jumpy, jittery, ready to snap; I'm wound up
inside; I want to say something nasty

37.

there is a sense of being gripped by the situation

38.

my mouth gets dry

39.

there is a sense of being gripped by the situation

40.

my whole body is tense; there is a sense of being
overstimulated, supercharged

41.

I seem to be going around in a daze; there is a sense
of disbelief

42.

there is a sense of disbelief; I keep thinking "why?"

43.

there is a sense of anticipation, waiting for
something to happen

44.

there is a sense of being gripped by the situation;
there is intense concern for what will happen next

65

,,

45,

I want to do something, anything to change the
situation and relieve the tension; there is a sense
of aloneness, being cut off, completely by myself;
my attention becomes riveted on one thing

46.

I feel vulnerable and totally helpless; I want to
hide my feeling; I'm greatly concerned about doing
the wrong thing

47.

I want to act but I can't; ..• the sort of tears not
just from my eyes, but my whole self is crying

48.

there's an impulse to strike out, to do something
that will hurt

49.

my mouth. gets dry; there is a lump in my throat

50.

there is a sense of regret; a sense of longing

51.

I want to say something nasty, something that will
hurt someone

52.

the feeling is very deep inside; I keep asking myself
11 Why? II

53.

breathing becomes shallower; I want to do something,
anything to relieve the tension

54.

there is a sense of disbelief

55.

I want to say something nasty, something that will
hurt someone

56.

I want to say something nasty ...

57.

tears come to my eyes, the sort of tears not just from
the eyes, but my whole self is crying; there is a sense
of being deserted, betrayed, and the world indifferent
to me; the world seems no good, hostile, unfair

58.

a sense of being totally unable to cope with the
situation; there is absolute physical turmoil

59.

my head aches, throbs; every pain is magnified; my
temples throb

60.

a sense of uncertainty about the future; the world
seems no good, hostile; a sense of being totally unable
to cope with the situation, to control the situation

66
61.

I keep searching for an explanation, for some understanding;
I keep thinking, "why?"

62.

a sense that this is the end; there is no future in sight

63.

I feel totally helpless; I feel· sorry for myself

64.

I'm afraid of expressing, releasing the feeling; I
want to hide my feeling

65.

a sense of being deserted, betrayed and the world
indifferent to me; I want to be comforted, helped by
someone.

66.

a sense of trust and appreciation in another person

67.

men are essentially kind; there is a renewed appreciation of life

68.

I'm optimistic· about the future; the future seems
bright

69.

there is intense concern for what will happen next; ·
I think of death

70.

there .is a mellow comfort, a lessening of tension,
a general release

71.

there's an intense concern for what will happen next

72.

I keep thinking about wh~t happened over and over
again; I feel choked up;·' there is a sense of loss;
my heart seems to ache

73,

I think of death; I seem to be caught up and overwhelmed by the feeling

74.' I think of death; there's an increased awareness of

essential things like texture and smell, hot and cold

75.

I'm momentarily immobilized; paralyzed.; unable to act
or move; I feel vulnerable and totally helpless; my
whole body is tense; I'm afraid of the feeling

76.

I'm afraid of the feeling; I feel vulnerable and
totally helpless
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77,

I want to be comforted, helped by someone; I'm afraid
of the feeling; my hands are shaky

78.

I seem to act on reflex, without thinking; the feeling
comes without warning

79,

I feel empty, drained, hollow, dead inside; it hurts
to be alive

80.

I feel as if I'm under a heavy burden; there is a
deep, intense pain

81.

a longing to have things the same as before; a sense of
not knowing where to go, what to do

82.

I try to escape into dreams and fantasies

83.

there is a sense of loss, of deprivation; everything seems
unimportant, useless

84.

I sweat; I feel vulnerable and totally helpless

85.

I feel empty, drained, hollow, understimulated,
undercharged; I feel mentally dull

86.

everything seems chaotic; there is a quickening of
heartbeat; I'm breathless

87.

I can't control my thinking; I'm haunted by terrible
thoughts that I can't stop

88.

I feel nauseated, sick t9 my stomach

89.

I've got to do something with my hands; I feel driven
to move, be active, do something, anything, dance, jump,
run, move--anything but sitting or standing still

90.

I have a sense of being trapped, tied down, inhibited

91.

I try to stop thinking of the situation and try to
think of other things; I begin to think about what
I can do to change the situation

92.

my thinking is rapid; I try to stop thinking of the
situation and try to think of other things

93,

I try to escape into dreams and fantasies
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94.

I want to do something, anything, to change the
situation and relieve the tension

95.

there is a yearning, a desire for change

96.

there is simply no place to go, no way of ever getting
out

97.

there is a sense of disbelief

98.

it is as if I were in quicksand; the harder I struggle
to get out of the feeling, the deeper I'm drawn in;
I want to fight against it, not let the feeling
overcome me

99.

there is a sense of aloneness, being cut off, completely
by myself

100.

I keep thinking of what will happen next; I feel as if
I'm in a vacuum

101.

I feel let down; there's a lack of involvement; I feel
aimless

102.

there is a yearning desire for change

103.

there is a sense of uncertainty about the future

104.

there is a sense of aloneness, being cut off, completely by myself

105.

I can't believe what's happening is true

106.

there is an impulse to hurt someone

107.

I want to say something that will hurt someone else

io8.

the future seems bright; there is a renew~d appreciation
of life

109.

there is a warm excitement; I can't believe what's
happening is true

110.

a sense of "rightness" with oneself; I feel stronger
inside

111.

there are moments of strength; I have a sense of sureness
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112.

I keep thinking of getting revenge

113.

I feel that I'll burst or explode, as if there is too
much inside to be held in; I feel strong inside

114.

I'm momentarily immobilized, paralized, unable to
act or move

115.

men are essentially kind; I'm optimistic about the
future

116.

life is worth living; the future seems bright; there
is an intense concern for what will happen next

117.

I want to do something, anything to change the situation and relieve the tension

118.

I'm afraid of the feeling; I'm stunned; my heart
pounds

119.

I seem to act on reflex without thinking

120.

my whole body is tense; thoughts just race through my
head with no control

121.

I want to do anything to relieve the tension; my heart
aches; there is a muscular rigidity

122.

my attention becomes riveted on one thing; I'm easily
irritated

123.

there is an intense concern for what will happen
next

124.

I keep thinking of getting revenge; there is an impulse
to hurt, to hit or to kick someone else

125.

I'm easily irritated; I want to hurt someone

126.

I lose all confidence in myself and doubt myself;
there is a sense of being betrayed and the world
indifferent to me; it seems that nothing I do is right

127.

I want to say something nasty, something that will
hurt someon~

128.

I'm wound up inside

129.

there is a sense of well-being; a sense of being
important and worthwhile; there is a heightened selfawareness

-
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The major character in The· Fixer, Yakov Bok,
evinces the following character attitudes:

pride, alarm,

despair, misery, forlornness, pessimism, scorn, anxiety,
and dread.

He is most strongly characterized by "anxiety,"

"dread," and "forlornness."

These attitudes resulted from

an appropriate crossing of emotions within the emotive
states--Protection, Exploration, Deprivation, and Rejection.
According to Davi tz, Yakov '·s most intense emotions are
classified under the primary clusters--Discomfort, Inadequacy,
Hyperactivation, and Tension.

Davitz's serial statements

occurring most frequently for this character follow:

''my

whole body is tense; I want to do something, anything to
change the situation and relieve the tension; it hurts to
be alive; there is

a

sense of loss, of deprivation; my

heart seems to ache; there is an intense concern for what
will happen next, a sense of anticipation."
Characters in this novel evincing only one main
personality trait or attitude are the Prosecuting Attorney
(Grubeshov), the Warden, and the Investigating Magistrate
(Bibikov).

The first two characters are strongly charac-

terized by "contempt," "hate," and "scorn."

They are

presented as ruthless, pitiless individuals.

Serial

statements occurring most frequently for these two characters are "there is an impulse to strike out, to hurt,

I

,,
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to hit or to kick someone else; I keep thinking of
getting revenge; I'm wound up inside."

The last char-

acter considered in this novel, Bibikov, is characterized
by the positive attitudes--"optimism" and "hopefulness."
According to Davitz's list, emotions most frequently
evinced by Bibikov are "serenity," "hope," and "friend-.
liness," although the latter is considered an attitude
by Plutchik.

Thus, for Bibikov, one finds such serial

statements as "there is a renewed appreciation of life;
the w6rld seems basically.good; men are essentially kind;
life is worth living."
The novel as a whole is characterized by such
attitudes as "misery," "contempt," and "anxiety"--by
such emotions as "panic," "nervousness," "dislike," and
"sadness."

These emotions are listed under Davitz's

Negative: Type I and Negative: Type II Emotions.

The

clusters under which these emotions are classified: are·
Discomfort, Moving Against, Hyperactivation, and Tension.
Thus, Davitz's emotions, clusters, and serial statements
are in agreement with Plutchik's attitudes.
The application of Davitz's clausal statements
to the selected clauses from the first novel considered,
The Fixer, has been completed.

Chapter IV is treated in

the same fashion as Chapter III; however, the selected
clauses in the second novel, .The Assistant, are classified.

CHAPTER IV
DAVITZ'S THEORY AS APPLIED
TO SELECTED CLAUSES FROM THE ASSISTANT
In Chapter Four of this monograph, application
of Davitz's statements from his check list is made to
selected clauses from twenty-nine randomly-sampled pages
contained in Bernard Malamud's The Assistant. 23 Beginning
with the sixth page which is page eighty in A Malamud
Reader, and thence to every succeeding eight pages, the
selected clauses are classified for the clausal statements
within the context of Davitz's theory.

Thus, the emotive

index of certain major characters in the novel may be
assessed.
Three characters are considered in this novel-Morris Bober; his daughter, Helen; and Frank Alpine, the
"assistant."
expressed

Just as in The Fixer, there are attitudes

in~

list of emotions.
2

Assistant which do not occur in Davitz's
When such attitudes as "forlornness,"

~ernard Malamud, op. cit., passim, pp.80-305.
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"disappointment," "scorn," "optimism," and "pessimism"
result in Plutchik's column in the charts, the emotions
required for such an attitude to result are listed in
Davitz's column.

When Morris Bober, for example, shows

"disappointment," the emotions "surprise" and "sadness"
are listed in Davitz's column.
Comments follow the charts noting the significance
of the findings.

Chapter V includes a more detailed

discussion of the findings in this chapter.

,l

NO.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

The grocer •.. had never altered
his fortune, unless degrees of
poverty meant alteration ..•
(p. 88)

Morris
Bober

The harder he worked--the less
(p.88)
he seemed to have.

Morris

He thought he had long ago
touched bott.om but now knew ·,there
was none.
(p.96)

Morris

"I slaved my whole life for
nothing ..• 11
(p. 96)

Morris

The next morning, Frank was there
to help him haul in the milk
bottles ... when Morris, who knew
a poor man when he saw one, invited him for coffee.
(p.104)

Morris

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

Sadness
Disgust

Sadness
Frustration

Sadness
Depression

PLUTCHtK'S
EMOTIONS= ATTITUDES

Sorrow

+

= Forlornness

Disgust

Sorrow

+

= Pessimism

Expectancy

Sorrow

+

= Pessimism

Expectancy

Sadness
Disgust

"RIENDLINESS

Sorrow

+

= Forlor_nness

Disgust

Happiness
+
= FRIENDLINESS
Acceptance

N0.

6.

SELECTED CLAUSES

He seemed preoccupied, nervous.
(p.104)

CHARACTER'

Frank
Alpine

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

GUILT
(Nervousness)

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS= ATTITUDES

Fear

+

= GUILT

Sorrow

7.

He seemed to need to talk, broke
into sweat ..•
(p.104)

Frank

SHAME

Fear

+

= SHAME

Disgust

8.

..• drew a breath and once more was
at the point of speaking, but now
a shudder passed through him, followed by a fit of shivering.
(p.104)

Frank

ANXIETY

9.

She gazed with envy through a
wire fence at the large lit
houses...
(p.112)

Helen
Bober

·Jealousy

... she had been thinking about her
life., the difference between her
aloneness now and the fun when
she was young...
(p.112)

Helen

Jealousy
(Depression)

10.

Apprehension
+
= ANXIETY
·Expectancy

Deject;i.on
+ = ENVY
Anger

Sorrow

+

Anger

= ENVY

NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

11.

12.

13.

CHARACTER

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

Jealousy
Shame

..• as others of them graduated
from college, envious, ashamed
of how little she was accomplishing, she stopped seeing them too.
(p.112)

Helen

Did you steal from me my milk
and rolls?"
(p.120)

Morris
to
Frank

Surprise
Sadness

·"Yes .•. on account of I was hungry'.
(p.120)

Frank

SHAME

·

11

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES

Sorrow

+

ENVY

=

Anger

Amazement
+
= Disappointment
Sorrow

Apprehension

+

= SHAME

·Disgust

14.
15.

"Nobody has any responsibility to
take care of me but myself."
(p .120)

Frank

At three, when Ida departed for
an hour ... Frank felt relieved.
(p.128)

Frank

GUILT

Fear

+

GUILT

=

Sorrow
Contentment
Relief

Expectancy

+

Pleasure

=

Optimism

NO.

CHARACTER

SELECTED CLAUSES

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES

'

Alone, he did a lot of casual
eating, sometimes with unexpected
(p .128)
pleasure.

Frank

He talked a lot as he waited on
them, sometimes saying things
that embarrassed Ida but made the
customers, the gentile housewives,
laugh.
(p.136)

Frank

18.

One of the women customers called
Frank a supersalesman, a word
that brought a pleased smile to
his lips.
(p.136)

Frank

19.

He did his work quickly,
complained, kept himself
clean ... and answered her
ly.

never
neat and
polite(p.136)

Frank

16.

17.

Contentment
Delight

Pleasure

FRIENDLINESS

Happiness

+

= Delight

Surprise

+

= FRIENDLINESS

Acceptance

FRIENDLINESS

'RIENDLINESS

Pleasure
+.
=FRIENDLINESS
Acceptance

Pleasure

+

Acceptance

= Friendliness

NO.

20.

21.

22.

23.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

He thought he might lose his grip
and fall, and he thought of her
opening the bathroom window and
seeing him lying at the bottom of
the shaft in a broken, filthy
heap.
(p.144)

Frank

He felt a throb of pain at her
nakedness, an overwhelming desire
to love her...
(p.144)

Frank

. ... at the same time an awareness
of loss, of never ha~ing had
what he had wanted most, and
other such memories he didn't
care to recall.
(p.144)

Frank

But in looking he was forcing her
out of his reach ... her eyes reflecting his sins, rotten past,
spoiled ideals, his passion
poisoned by shame.
(p.144)

Frank

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

ANXIETY
Nervousness)

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS= ATTITUDES

Fear
= ANXIETY

+

Expectancy

AWE

Surprise

+

= AWE

Fear

Sadness
Disgust

SHAME

Sorrow
+

= Forlornness

Disgust

Fear

+

Disgust

= SHAME

NO.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

... she seemed, to his horror, to
be staring at him through the
window, a mocking smile on her
lips, her eyes filled with
scorn, pitiless.
(p.144)

Frank

He thought wildly of jumping,
bolting, broken-boned, out of
the house...
(p.144)

Frank

In the cellar, instead of the
grinding remorse he had expected
to .suffer, he felt a moving joy.
(p.144)

Frank

Morris looked at him in surprise
"Why should I steal from my cus(p.152)
tamers?"

Mor± is

"When a man is honest he don't
worry when he sleeps at night.
(p.152)

Morris

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS·

GUILT

PLUTCHIK'S
· EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES

Fear

+

= GUILT

Sorrow

ANXIETY

Panic

+

= ANXIETY

Expectancy

DELIGHT
Enjoyment

Irritation
Surprise

Confidence
Contentment'

Joy

+

= DELIGHT

Surprise

Surprise

+

Sorrow

= Disappointment

Expectancy

+

Happiness

= Courage,
Optimism
-...:i
\D

NO.

29.

30.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

He felt infinitely relieved, believing that if a person figured
for himself something big ..• he
had a better chance to get it
than some poor jerk who couldn't
think that high up.
(p.160)

Frank

He could hardly breathe in his
unhappiness •••
(p.160)

Frank

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

Confidence
Determinatio.

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS= ATTITUDES

Expectancy

+

= Optimism

Serenity

REMORSE

Grief

+

= REMORSE

Loathing
31.
•,

. All this he thought he would
someday tell Morris.
(p.160)

Frank

REMORSE

Sorrow

+

=

REMORSE

Disgust

32.

33.

"I hope you're alone," she said
angrily, where you're so blithely
discussing this subject. II (p.176)

Helen
Bober

When he had hung up, Helen stood
at the phone wondering if she had
done right.
(p .176)

Helen

Contempt
Dislike

'

Disgust

+

Anger

Sadness
Disgust

= Scorn, Cont empt

Gloominess

+

= Forlornness

Disgust
CX>

0

NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES
'

34.

35.

36.

37,

38.

No single blade of' green, or
f'lower to light the eye or
(p.184)
lif't the heart.

Helen

She f'elt as if' she were made of'
knots and in desperation ..• lef't
the house, not knowing which
way to go.
(p.184)

Helen

Frank saw her coming and wasn't
·sure he cared one way or the
(p.184)
.other.

Frank

·To his great surprise he saw
·that only a little more than
:three dollars had been added to
.the sum he had noted on leaving
(p .192)
the store.

Mor:i!is

He could hardly believe this
·and f'elt upset to the point of'
(p .192)
.illness.

Morris

Sadness
Depression

·sadness
Frustration

Apathy
Depression

Sadness
Surprise

Sadness
Irritation

Sorrow
= Forlornn ess

+

Disgust

Grief'

+

Disgust

= Forlornness

Sorrow

+

Disgust = Forlornness

Amazement

+

= Disappoint ment

Sorrow

Amazement
+ = Disappoint ment
Sorrow
CX>

I-'

CHARACTER

NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

39.

He wanted then to ask her to
come to his room but felt she
wouldn't, so he didn't ask.
(p.200)

Frank

She worried, wondering what
rusty wound their homelessness
had opened in him.
(p.200)

Helen

Morris, thinking of the stolen
milk bottles, gazed guiltily.at
(p.208)
his assistant.

Morris

Frank happened to notice the
size of his hands, then had to
go to the toilet.
(p.208)

Frank

For a moment his heart hammered
with fear, but he got up and
forced himself to open the door.
(p. 208)

Frank

4 0.

41.

42.

43.

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

GUILT

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES

Fear

+

= GUILT

Sorrow

Fear
Sadness

Sadness
Irritation

SHAME

Apprehension
= Despair

+

Gloominess

Surprise

+

= Disappointment

Sorrow

Fear

+

= SHAME

Disgust

ANXIETY

Fear

+

= ANXIETY

Expectancy
co
I\)

NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

44.

"I called because I wished I
were seeing you tonight instead of Nat."
(p.224)

Helen

45.

Her legs buckled and she slid
to the ground.
(p.232)

Helen

46.

Frank, she thought with tremulous joy.
(p.232)

Helen

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

Friendliness

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS= ATTITUDES

Pleasure

+

= Friendliness

Acceptance

·Panic
· Surprise

LOVE

Amazement
+ = Alarm
Panic

Joy

+

= LOVE

Acceptance

47.

She sobbed in relief. (p.232)

Helen

Love
Relief
-

48.

He put her down and they
kissed under the trees. (p.232·

Frank
and
Helen

LOVE

Happiness

+

= Love

Acceptance

Happiness

+

Acceptance

= LOVE
CD

w

,\

NO.

50.

51.

52.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS .

.... but he spoke of his starved·
and passionate love, and all the
endless heartbreaking waiting;
(p.232)

Frank
to
Helen

LOVE

She would gladly have forgotten
her life, in sleep, but dared
not stay home, dared not be questioned.
(p.240)

Helen

REMORSE

... if he was still there, she.
would order him to leave or would
scream him out of the house.
(p.240)

Helen

"Helen, 11 • • • "my heart is sorrowful.
I want to apologize."
(p.248)

Frank

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES

Happiness

+

= LOVE

Acceptance

Sorrow

+

= REMORSE

Disgust

Contempt

Disgust

+

Anger

REMORSE

= Scorn,
Contempt

Sorrow

+

= REMORSE

Disgust

53.

Her lips quivered.
"Don't speak
to me, 11 she said in a voice
choked with contempt.
(p.248)

Helen

Contempt

Loathing

+

Anger

= Scorn,
Contempt

NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

54.

That night he dreamed he was
standing in the snow outside
her window.
(p.248)

Frank

"Helen, nothing can kill the
love I feel for you.'' (p.248)

Frank

:If the store blows away some
:dark night I might as well be
: dead, Frank thought.
(p. 248)

Frank

"In your mouth it's a dirty
(p.248)
word."

Helen

Morris, after arguing a bit,
lay back in bed and after that
didn't care if he ever stepped
into the store again. (p.256)

Morris

55.

56.

57.

58.

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

Sadness
Serenity

LOVE

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES

Sorrow

+

=

Forlornness

Disgust

Happiness

+

=

LOVE

Acceptance

REMORSE

Grief

+

REMORSE

=

Disgust

CONTEMPT

Loathing

+

Anger
Depression
Apathy

=

CONTEMPT,
Scorn

Sorrow

+

Attentiveness

=

Pessimis m

I,

CHARACTER

NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

59.

He was filled with melancholy
and spent hours dreaming of his
boyhood.
· (p.256)

Morris

60.

He had not for a long time asked
Ida what went on downstairs but
he knew without thinking.(p.256)

Morris

61.

Morris, uneasy at what he was
engaged in, invited Podolsky
into the back...
(p.264)

Morris

Morris, unable to stand the
planned dishonesty ... came from
behind the counter ... and told
him earnestly that the store
was rundown but that a boy with
his health and strength .•. could
build it up.
(p.264)

Morris

62.

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

Depression
Sadness

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS= ATTITUDES

Sorrow

+

= Forlornness

Dislike

Depression
Sadness

GUILT

Sorrow
+
= Forlornness
Dislike

Apprehension

+

= GUILT

Sorrow

SHAME

Apprehension
+
= SHAME
Disgust

co
0\

CHARACTER

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

PLUTCHIK'S
EMOTIONS=ATTITUDES

NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

63.

He was filled with excitement
and dread that somebody would
tell him he had just dreamed
a dream...
(p.280)

Morris

64.

So he put his foot on anticipation and kept his mouth shut .. ·.
(p.280)

Morris

Hope
:Happiness

65.

Seeing Ida's astonished expression, he was surprised at
(p.280)
his nerve .•.

Morris

Confidence

. .. Ida wept joyfully, while
Morris, still stunned,.reflecte
that his luck had changed.
(p.280)

Morris

DELIGHT

Joy + Surprise = DELIGHT

"Why do you give me so much?"
(p.296)

Helen

DELIGHT

Pleasure + Surprise =
DELIGHT

He thought maybe he could work
it if she went to a free collegE
(p.296)

Frank

Hope
Happiness

Expectancy + Pleasure =
Optimism

66.

68.

Anxiety
Excitement

Apprehension

+

Expectancy

= .Anxiety,
Dread

·Anticipation
= .Optimism,
+
Happiness
Hopefulness
.
Expectancy

+

= Courage

Joy

NO.

SELECTED CLAUSES

CHARACTER

DAVITZ'S
EMOTIONS

Expectancy

Hope
Determinatioi

Expectancy

Frank

The big thing, exciting yet
frightening, was to talk to her,
say what he hoped to do. (p.296)

Frank

71.

He despaired he could ever con(p.296)
vince her.

Frank

Fear
Sadness

72.

He cursed himself for having
conceived this mess he couldn't
now bring himself to speak of.
(p. 296)

Frank

REMORSE

To speak to her, after all that
had happened to them, seemed impossible ... disgrace, physical
(p.296)
pain.

Frank

70.

73.

EMOTIONS= ATTITUDES

Hope
Contentment

All he asked for himself was the
privilege of giving her somethin1
she couldn't give back. (p. 296)

69.

PLUTCHIK'S

+

Pleasure

+

Joy

= Hopefulne ss,
Optimism

= Hopefulnes s,
Optimism

Apprehension
= Despair
+
Sorrow

Sorrow
+

= REMORSE

Disgust

-REMORSE

Sorrow

+

= REMORSE

Disgust
co
co
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Serial Statements from Davitz's Check List
1.

there is a sense that the feeling will never end;
there is no way of ever getting out

2.

as if I were in quicksand; the harder I struggle to
get out of the feeling, the deeper I'm drawn in ·

3.

I feel let down; I lose all _confidence in myself
and doubt myself; there is a sense of weakness

4.

I feel empty, drained, hollow; I feel let down;
I feel totally helpless; I feel sorry for myself

5.

there is a sense of tolerance and acceptance of others;
there is a sense of well-being; a sense of trust and
appreciation of another person

6.

I'm jumpy, jittery; there is a sense of being keyed up,
overstimulated, supercharged

7.

I sweat; I want to be comforted, helped by someone;
there is a tight knotted feeling in my stomach

8.

there is a sense of being totally unable to cope with
the situation; I'm jumpy, jittery; the feeling begins
with a sharp sudden onset; it comes without warning

9.

there is a sense of longing; I feel insignificant;
a sense of loss, of deprivation

10.

I feel let down; I can only think of what caused the
feeling; I feel lost, sorry for myself

11.

I keep thinking of what the other person has, how
successful or how lucky he is; I feel insignificant;
I want to hide my feeling

12.

there is a sense of disbelief; I feel let down

13.

there is a lump in my throat; there is a sense of regret

14.

I can only think of what caused the feeling

15.

there is a general release, a lessening of tension;
I feel safe and secure; there is a· mellow comfort
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16.

there is a warm excitement; a sense of harmony and
peace within; I'm loose, relaxed

17.

there is a sense of being carefree but within balance;
a sense of giving, doing something, for another person;
there is a special lift in everything I do and say;
there is a strong sense of interest and involvement
in things around me

18.

I feel like smiling; I'm optimistic and cheerful;
I have a sense of being important and worthwhile

19.

there is a sense of tolerance and acceptance of
another person; there is a sense of well-being

20.

there is an intense concern for what will happen
next; my whole body is tense; thoughts just race
through my head without control; a sense of being
gripped by the situation

21.. I want to touch, hold, be close physically to the

other person; there is an intensified focus to my
sensations; there is a desire to give of myself to
another person
22.

there is a sense of longing; a sense of loss, of
deprivation

23.

I get mad at myself for my feelings· or thoughts;
a sense of being no good, worthless; I want to hide
my feeling

24.

I have a sense of being no good, worthless;I feel
vulnerable and totally helpless

25.

there is an impulse to hide, to escape, to run, to
get away; thoughts just race through my head without
control

26.

I am free of conflict; there is a renewed appreciation
of life

27.

there is a sense of disbelief; there's a sense of
well-being

28.

I feel safe and secure; a sense of "rightness" with
oneself; nothing cah go wrong
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29.

I have a sense of sureness; I have a sense of wellbeing; there is a sense of "rightness" with oneself
and the world

30.

I seem to be caught up and overwhelmed by the feeling; I can't smile or laugh; my heart seems to ache

31.

thoughts just race through my head without control;
there is a sense of regret

32.

I want to say something nasty to someone; there is
an impulse to strike out, to say something that will
hurt

33.

I keep thinking of what happened over and over again;
I feel let down

34.

there is a sense of being dead inside; I feel empty,
drained, hollow

35.

there is a sense of not knowing where to go, what to
do; there is a yearning desire for change

36.

there is a general "I don't care attitude"

37.

there is a sense of disbelief; I feel let down;
there is a sense of regret; a sense of longing to
have things the same as before

38.

blood seems to rush through my body; I want to strike
out, explode, but I hold back, control myself

39.

there is a sense of regret; I keep blaming myself for
the situation; I keep thinking about what happened
over and over again

40.,

I keep blaming myself for the situation; I feel as if
I'm under a heavy burden

41.

I keep thinking about what happened over and over again;
I feel let down

42.

I get mad at myself for what I've done; I want to hide
my feeling

43.

I'm afraid of the feeling; I'm momentarily immobilized;
paralyzed; unable to act or move

t
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44.

there is a sense of trust and appreciation of another
person; there is a sense of confidence in being with
another person

45.

I feel vulnerable and totally helpless; a sense of
being totally unable to cope with the situation

46.

I feel safe and secure; there is a general release,
a lessening of tension; everything--breathing, moving,
thinking--seems easier

47.

there is a general release, a lessening of tension;
I am free from worry

48.

there is an intense positive relationship with another
person; I want to touch, hold, be close physically to
the other person

49.

I want to touch, hold, be close physically to the
other person

50.

it hurts to be alive; I don't want to talk to anyone
about how I am feeling

51.

I keep thinking of getting even; I can't smile or
laugh; I want to say something nasty

52.

there is a longing to have things the same as before;
I feel choked up

53,

I want to say something nasty, something that will
hurt; I feel choked up

54.

I try to escape into dreams and fantasies

55,

there is a sense of belonging with another person;
I want to protect, please another person

56.

I feel aimless: everyone seems far away; as if my
will to do anything were lost

57.

I want to say something nasty, something that will
hurt

58.

there seems to be a lack of feeling inside; my body
seems to slow down; my feelings seem dulled; a general
"I don't care attitude," as if my will to do anything
were lost
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59,

I try to escape into dreams and fantasies; my mind
wanders

60.

I feel empty, drained, hollow; there is an inner ache
you can't locate

61.

I want to hide my feeling; I am gre.atly concerned
about doing the wrong thing

62.

I want to do something to change the situation;
there is a sense of regret

63.

there is a sense of disbelief; I'm excited in a calm·
way

64.

there is a sense of anticipation, waiting for something to happen; the future seems bright

65.

there is a sense of well-being; there's a sense of
smiling at myself

66.

I'm optimistic and cheerful; the world seems basically
good; I keep thinking how lucky I am

67.

I keep thinking, "why?"

68.

I'm optimistic about the future; there's a sense of
well-being

69.

there is a sense of giving, doing something for
another person

70.

there is an intense concern for what will happen
next

71.

I want to fight against it, not let the feeling
overcome me; I begin to think what I can do to change
the situation

72.

I get mad at myself for things I have done; there is
a sense of regret

73,

I keep blaming myself for the situation; I have a feeling
that time has passed and it's too late; there is a longing
to have things the same as before; I keep thinking about
what happened over and over again

'
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The major character in The Assistant, Frank
Alpine, displays the following personality traits or
attitudes:

"love," "forlornness," "remorse," "guilt,"

"shame," "optimism," and "anxiety."

He is most strongly

characterized by "remorse" for he regrets his past wrongs
repeatedly throughout the novel.

This attitude results

from the emotions mixture of "sorrow" and "disgust."
According to Davitz, Frank's most intense emotions are
classified under the primary clusters--Incompetence:
Dissatisfaction and Moving Toward--"remorse" classified
under the first cluster and "love" under the second
cluster.

Frank's love for Helen Bober is discussed

further in Chapter V.

Davitz's serial statements occurring

most frequently for this character follow:

"there is a

sense of regret; I get mad at myself for things I have
done; I keep blaming myself for the situation; I keep
thinking about what happened over and over again."
Morris Bober, the Jewish grocer, evinces the
following character attitudes:
pointment," and "pessimism."

"forlornness," "disapMorris does, however,

show some "optimism" near the end of the novel when he
thinks for a moment that his luck is changing, but this
attitude does not occur frequently enough to label Morris
as an "optimistic" individual.

Emotions revealed most
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frequently by this character are classified under Davitz's
primary clusters--Di·sc·omfort, Tnc·omp·etence: Di·s·sat·isfac·tion,
and Hypoactivation.

For Morris, one finds such serial

statements as "there is a sense of regret; I feel empty,
drained, hollow; I keep blaming myself for the situation;
I have a feeling that time has passed and it's too late;
there is no way of ever getting out; I feel insignificant."
The last character considered in this novel, Helen,
evinces the following attitudes:

"love," "remorse," "for-

lornness," "scorn," "contempt," and "envy."

Thus, Helen

is characterized by more negative attitudes than positive.
Her most intense emotions are classified under Davitz's
primary clusters--Incompetence: Dissatisfaction, Moving
Against, and Tension.
The attitudes revealed most frequently by the
three characters in The Assistant result from the emotion
mixture of "sorrow" and "disgust."

These attitudes,

"remorse'' and "forlornness,'' occur eighteen times in the
selected clauses of the characters.

The majority of the

emotions revealed in this novel may be classified under
Davitz's Negative: Type I and Negative: Type II emotions,
just as with the first novel.
The selected clauses presented in Chapters III
and IV have been classified for clausal statements within
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the context of D.av:itz' s theory.

The findings in Chapters

III and IV are tabulated on tables in Chapter V.

A dis-

cussion and evaluation of the emotions and attitudes
revealed within the context of the characters in the
two novels follow the tables.

CHAPTER V
PLUTCHIK'S THEORY AS APPLIED TO THE SELECTED
CLAUSES FROM THE FIXER AND THE ASSISTANT
This monograph has progressed through Step Five
on the premise that certain phrases or clauses tend to
evoke some emotive or attitudinal responses rather than
others.

In Chapters III and IV, Davitz's theory is

applied to clauses selected from Malamud's The Fixer
and The Assistant.

This chapter concerns the analysis

of those clauses according to Plutchik's theory of emotions.
The results are tabulated on tables as to the number of
times a particular attitude occurs and as to the degree
of intensity through which the character evinces that
particular attitude.
Plutchik's theory of emotions is significant
because the theory deals with the intensity of emotions.
Because long-lasting, repetitious, complex emotions are
known as personality traits, an application of Plutchik's
emotive theory should aid in characterizations.

An

examination of the listing of dyads shows that many of
97
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them represent feeling states that seem to be persistent.
Emotions such as pride, submission, and embarrassment are
usually long-lasting, and are called personality traits.
Since some degree of conflict is connected with the mixing
of emotions, all personality traits imply components of
greater or lesser conflict.

Fenichel expresses this

concept in the following way:
. . . In character attitudes, conflicts
between impulses and fears may be relatively
frozen.
. . This then is the situation. Once
there was a conflict. The individual withdrew
from this struggle by means of a permanent ego
alteration. The forces that at one time
opposed each other are now wasted in the useless and rigid defensive attitu~qs of the ego;
the conflict has become latent.
Thus, persisting situations which produce a conflict between
two or more emotions produce a unique personality trait or
character attitude.

The character attitude is a result

of opposing emotive states varying in intensity; reactions
to the same or different experiences are not of the same
emotional intensity.

Plutchik allows for these variations

in intensity by providing for each primary state a range
of specific emotive tones.

See Appendix C for a represen-

tation of the emotive states and their component emotions
with Plutchik's a?signed intensity values; for example,
under the primary emotion of Reproduction, the emotions

24 Plutchik, op. cit., p. 121.
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range from Ecstasy with an intensity. .of (1.0. 00) to Calmness
with an intensity of (3.30}, the numerical value .of intensity decreasing as one goes down the scale.

With Plutchik's

theory, degrees of emotional intensity can be determined,
thus leading to the definite attitude involved in a literary
work.
In determining the numerical value for each degree
of intensity under the primary states, Plutchik conducted
controlled research using a scale of 1 to 11 to plot the
intensities.

He gave a list of synonyms describing emotions

to a_ group of thirty college students who were to examine
the entire list and rate the emotions in terms of the
degree of intensity that they represented:

1 designated

a very, very low intensity of the emotion.

6 meant a

moderate level of intensity of the emotion, while 11
denoted a very, very high level of intensity of the emotion.
Plutchik's theory is used as an attitudinal check on the
results determined through applying Davitz's theory:

the

average emotive intensities for the primary states of
each character

are indicated.

The analysis is made

according to Plutchik 1 s chart, 2 5 using the eight primary
emotional states_ given, and determining the degree·of
25 Appendix C
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intensity under each state.

The total number of occur-

rences under each state is added.

In order to find the

average dominant emotion under each primary state, the
total occurrences are added numerically and are divided
into the sum of the intensities to find the average for
that particular state.

The average dominant emotion and

the level of intensity for four characters in The Fixer
and for three characters in The Assistant are indicated.
The actual analysis of the selected clauses
taken from Malamud's two novels is plotted--according to
Plutchik's concept--on the following pages.

Tables I-a-d

and II-a-c indicate the crossing of the dyads, the number
of times a particular attitude occurs, and the degree of
that attitude.

As well, the dominant average intensity

of emotion under each primary state is indicated for each
of the seven major characters in this study.

Tables I-a-e

concern only those emotion mixtures which result in
Chapter III or in the selected clauses from the first
novel considered, The Fixer.

Likewise, Tables II-a-d

focus on those clauses selected from The Assistant, while
Table III serves as a composite table indicating the
findings in both novels considered.

The results

discovered through the application of Plutchik's theory
tabulated in Table III are then classified according to
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Davitz •·s Patt.erning of' Clusters in Emotional States.
This classif'ication is f'ound in Table IV with the percentage of' positive and negative complex ·emotions revealed
in the clauses of' the characters indicated.

Table V

indicates the percentage of' positive and negative emotive
states revealed in the clauses according to Plutchik.

One

may consult Tables VI-a-c to perceive how Davitz broadly
classif'ies emotions.

Table VII consists of' the number

of' occurrences of' the primary clusters in both novels.
Comments noting the signif'icance of' the data obtained
accompany the tables.
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TABLE I-a
THE CROSSING OF DYADS INDICATING CHARACTER
ATTITUDES OF YAKOV BOK IN.THE FIXER
Resulting State and
Frequency of Occurrence
in 107 Selected Clauses

Cross

Degree

moderate to
high
high
high
high
moderate to
high
moderate to
high
high

AVERAGE EMOTIVE INTENSITIES
FOR THE EIGHT PRIMARY EMOTION DIMENSIONS
Emotive State
I

II
IV

v

VI
VII
VIII

Destruction
Reproduction
Orientation
Protection
Deprivation
Rejection
Exploration

Average Intensity
Anger (8.40)
Happiness (7.10)
Astonishment (9.30)
Fear (7.96)
Grief ( 8. 83)
Disgust (7.60)
Expectancy (6.76)
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TABLE I-b
THE CROSSING OF DYADS INDICATING CHARACTER
ATT.ITUDES OF GRUBESHOV, THE PROSECUTING
ATTORNEY .IN THE FIXER

-

Resulting State and
Frequency of Occurrence
in 2 Selected Clauses

Cross

pegree

SECONDARY DYADS
VII + I

Scorn, Contempt 6

moderate

AVERAGE EMOTIVE INTENSITIES
FOR THE EIGHT PRIMARY EMOTION DIMENSIONS
Average Intensity

Emotive State

I
VII

Destruction

Anger

Rejection

Disgust

.,.

( 8 . 4 O)

(7.60)
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TABLE I-c
THE CROSSING OF DYADS INDICATING .. GHARACTER
ATTITUDES OF THE WARDEN IN THE FIXER
Resulting State and
Frequency" of. Occurrence
in I Selected Clauses

Cross

Degree

SECONDARY DYADS
VII + I

Hate, Contempt

moderate to
high

7

AVERAGE EMOTIVE INTENSITIES
FOR THE EIGHT PRIMARY EMOTION DIMENSIONS
Emotive State

I
VII

Average Intensity

(8.40)

Destruction

Anger

Rejection

Loathing

(9.10)
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TABLE I-d
THE CROSSING .OF DYADS INDICATING CHARACTER
ATTITUDES OF BIBIKOV, THE INVESTIGATING
MAGISTRATE, IN THE FIXER
Resulting State and
Frequency· of Occurrence
in 4 Selected Clauses

Cross

Degree

SECONDARY DYADS
VIII + II

Optimism

4

low to
moderate

AVERAGE EMOTIVE INTENSITIES
FOR THE EIGHT PRIMARY EMOTION DIMENSIONS
Emotive State

II
VIII

Reproduction
Exploration

Average Intensity

Serenity

(4.36)

Attentiveness

(5.86)
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TABLE I-e
TOTAL OCCURRENCES OF THE CHARACTER ATTITUDES
REVEALED IN THE SELECTED-CLAUSES OF
FOUR CHARACTERS IN THE FIXER
......Oci.currerici.es .of. '.Gharact.er. Attitudes
'

Cross
Yakov

Grubeshov

Bibikov

Warden

PRIMARY DYADS

TOTAL

= Pride
IV+ V = Alarm
V + VI = Despair
VI + VII = Misery,
I + II

3

3

8

8

8

8

22

22

8

8

Remorse,
Forlornness

SECONDARY DYADS
VI + VIII
VII + I

= Pessimism

= Scorn,

VIII + II

Hate,
Contempt

12

= Optimism

7

9

4

= 28
4

TERTIARY DYADS
V + VIII

= Anxiety,
Dread
l

31

31
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TABLE II-a
THE CROSSING OF DYADS INDICATING CHARACTER
ATTITUDES OF FRANK ALPINE IN
. THE ASSISTANT
Resulting State and
Frequency· of Occurrence
in J6 Selected Clauses

Cross

Degree

PRIMARY DYADS
II + III

Love,
Friendliness
Guilt

6

moderate

4

moderate

Remorse,
Forlornness

9

moderate to
high

V +VII

Shame

5

moderate

VIII + II

Optimism

5

moderate

Anxiety

4

moderate

V + VI
VI + VII
SECONDARY DYADS

TERTIARY DYADS
V + VIII

AVERAGE EMOTIVE INTENSITIES
FOR THE EIGHT PRIMARY EMOTION DIMENSIONS
Emotive State
II
III

v

VI
VII
VIII

Reproduction
Incorporation
Protection
Deprivation
Rejection
Exploration

Average Intensity
Pleasure (5.70)
Acceptance (4.00)
Fear (7,96)
Sorrow ( 7. 53)
Disgust (7.60)
Expectancy (6.76)
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TABLE II-b
THE CROSSING. OF DYADS INDICATING CHARACTER
ATTITUDES OF MORRIS.BOBER IN
THE "/\:SSTSTANT

Resulting State and
Frequency or Occurrence
in ·20 Selected Clauses

Cross

Degree

PRIMARY DYADS
VI + VII

Remorse,
Forlornness

4

moderate

IV + VI

Disappointment

6

: moderate

VI + VIII

Pessimism

4

moderate

SECONDARY DYADS

AVERAGE EMOTIVE INTENSITIES
FOR THE EIGHT PRIMARY EMOTION DIMENSIONS
Emotive State
IV
VI
VII
VIII

Orientation
Deprivation
Rejection
Exploration

Average Intensity
Amazement (8.30)
Sorrow (7.53)
Disgust (7.60)
Expectancy (6.76)
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TABLE II-c
THE CROSSING OF DYADS INDICATING CHARACTER
ATTITUDES OF HELEN BOBER IN
. THE ASSISTANT

Resulting State and
Number of Occurrences
in ·18 Selected Clauses

Degree

II + III

Love

4

moderate

VI + VII

Remorse,
5
Forlornness

moderate

Scorn

4

moderate

Envy,
3
Sullenness

moderate

Cross

PRIMARY DYADS

SECONDARY DYADS
VII + I
TERTIARY DYADS
VI + I

AVERAGE EMOTIVE INTENSITIES
FOR THE EIGHT PRIMARY EMOTION DIMENSIONS
Emotive State
I
II
III
VI
VII

Destruction
Reproduction
Incorporation
Deprivation
Rejection

Average Intensity
Anger (8.40)
Happiness (7.10)
Acceptance (4.00)
Sorrow (7.53)
Disgust (7.60)
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TABLE II-d
TOTAL OCCURRENCES OF THE CHARACTER ATTITUDES
REVEALED IN THE SELECTED.CLAUSES OF·
THREE CHARACTERS IN 'THE ASSTS'rANT
· .oc.curr.ences .of. -Character Attitudes
Cross
Frank
..

... -

-

Morris

Helen
....
- ...

TOTAL.

PRIMARY DYADS
II + III

= Love,

= Guilt
+ VII = Remorse,

V + VII
VI

4

6

Friendliness

Forlornness

4
9

10

4
4

5

18

SECONDARY DYADS

= Disappointment
V + VII = Shame
VI + VIII = Pessimism
VII + I = Scorn,
IV+ VI

5

= Optimism

5

4

4
4

Contempt

VIII + II

6

6

4

5

5

4

4

TERTIARY DYADS
V + VIII
VI + I

= Anxiety

= Envy,

Sullenness

3

3

.
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TABLE III
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OF THE CHARACTER ATTITUDES
REVEALED IN THE SELECTED CLAUSES IN
THE FIXER AND THE ASSISTANT
~-

-~

Crosses Which Occurred
In The Two Novels

The
The
Fixer + Ass'iStant = Total
0
=
3
+
3

PRIMARY DYADS
I + II = Pride
II + III

= Love,

Occurrences of
Character Attitudes

0

+

10

=

10

IV + V = Alarm

8

+

0

=

8

V + VI = Despair, Guilt

8

+

4

=

12

22

+

18

=

40

IV + VI = Disappointment

0

+

6

=

6

V + VII = Shame

0

+

5

=

5

VI + VIII = Pessimism

8

+

4

=

12

VII + I = Scorn, Hate,
Contempt

28

+

4

=

32

4

+

5

=

9

Dread

31

+

4

=

35

VI + I =Envy, Sullenness

0

+

3

=

3

Friendliness

VI + VII = Misery, Remorse,
Forlornness
SECONDARY DYADS

VIII + II = Optimism
TERTIARY DYADS
V + VIII

= Anxiety,

* indicates those character attitudes revealed in
both novels
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TABLE .IV
CLASSIFICATION OF CHARACTER ATTITUDES REVEALED IN
THE FIXER AND THE ASSISTANT ACCORDING TO
~DAVITZ'S CLASSIFICATION OF EMOTIONS
Results From
Dyadic Crosses

Classification

Occurrences

•

Computations

..

PRIMARY DYADS
3

Pride

Positive

3

Love,
Friendliness

Positive

10

Alarm

Neg. Type 2

8

Despair,
Guilt

Neg. Type 1

12

Remorse,
Misery

Neg. Type l

40

Disappointment

Neg. Type l

6

Negative
Emotions

Shame

Neg. TYPE: l

5

88 %

Pessimism

Neg. Type l

12

Scorn, Hate,
Resentment,
Contempt

Neg. Type 2

32

Optimism

Positive

Positive 10
Emotions _9_
22

I

.12 %
175/ 22.00

SECONDARY DYADS

9

TERTIARY DYADS
Anxiety

Neg. Type 2

Envy

Neg. Type 2

.

.

..

35
...

·3

175
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TABLE V
OCCURRENCES OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE EMOTIVE STATES
REVEALED IN THE FIXER AND THE ASSISTANT
Emotive States
Positive
Emotive States

Computations

Occurrences
The
The
Fixer + Assistant

Reproduction

7

+

19

Incorporation

0

+

10

Orientation

8

+

5

43

+

Exploration

51r +

Pos. and Nfil:;..
Percentage

109= 32 %

m

(Positive)

17
51= 109
Emotive States
109 Positive
+237 Negative
346

Negative
Emotive States
Destruction

28

+

7

Protection

48

+

17

Deprivation

37

+

33

Rejection

45

+
+

22
79 = 237

158

237 = 68 %
m
· (Negative)
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TABLE VI-a
PRIMARY CLUSTERS IN DEFINITIONS OF POSITIVE EMOTIONS
ACTIVATION
Admiration
Amusement
Awe
Cheerfulness
Delight
Elation
Enjoyment
Gaiety
Happiness*
Hope

MOVING TOWARD
Affection
Love *

COMFORT

ENHANCEMENT

Contentment
Determination
Friendliness*
Gratitude
Reverence
Serenity

Confidence
Inspiration
Pride *

TABLE VI-b
.PRIMARY CLUSTERS IN DEFINITIONS OF NEGATIVE: TYPE I EMOTIONS
HYPOACTIVATION
Boredom
Depression

MOVING AWAY

DISCOMFORT

INCOMPETENCE:
DISSATISFACTION

Apathy

Grief*
Pity
Sadness*

Guilt*
Remorse*
Shame*

TABL~.VI-c

PRIMARY CLUSTERS IN DEFINITIONS OF NEGATIVE: TYPE II EMOTIONS
HYPERACTIVATION
Anger*
Fear
Panic*

*

MOVING AGAINST
Contempt*
Dislike
Hate *

TENSION
Disgust*
Frustration
Impatience
Irritation
Jealousy *
Nervousness
Resentment*

INADEQUACY
Anxiety*

The
indicates EMOTIONS from Davitz which are equivalent to
the CHARACTER ATTITUDES in Table IV obtained from Plutchik.

TABLE VII
OCCURRENCES OF THE TWELVE PRIMARY CLUSTERS, ACCORDING
TO DAVITZ, IN THE SELECTED CLAUSES FROM
THE FIXER AND THE ASSISTANT
The Twelve Primary Clusters

The Two Novels

ACTIVATION
The Fixer
The Assistant

8

7

=

15

HYPOACTIVATION
The Fixer
The Assistant

12 = 19
7

HYPERACTIVATION
The Fixer
The Assistant

MOVING
TOWARD

COMFORT

ENHANCEMENT

70 -- 7

MOVING
AWAY
0

=

0

MOVING
AGAINST

DISCOMFORT

34
17

=

51

TENSION

INCOMPETENCE:
DISSATISFACTION
6

22 = 28

INADEQUACY

29 = 34
5

I-'
I-'
\Jl
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Presentation of the dyads formed from the crossing
of emotive states found in each of the novels considered
in this study follows. The first novel considered, The
26
.
f ew passages o f p 1 easure or happiness.
In
F ixer, contains
this novel, the emotive states Des·truction and Protection
receive the major emphasis.
Yakov Bok, the major character, is the overseer
in a Kiev brick factory, a simple "fixer," who finds himself to his amazement arrested for the murder of a Christian
boy whose body has been found stabbed many times.

Yakov

lives in Tsarist Russia during a violently hostile period
of anti-Semitism, and when the body of a dead boy is
found, the local Black Hundreds group accuses the Jews of
his murder sayipg that the manner in which he was killed
indicates that the blood was slowly drained to be collected for use in matzos.
a crime he did not commit.

Thus, Yakov is arrested for
During the long suffering in

prison that follows his refusal to "confess," Yakov is
transformed from a miserable, remorseful, pessimistic,
panic-stricken, and grief-stricken ''little'' man to a
hero who possesses much pride.
Four primary dyads are revealed in the context
of Yakov.

The first primary dyad which results from a

crossing of the emotive states Destruction and Reproduction
2 6Malamud, op. cit., passim, pp. 6-335.
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which Plutchik names "pride," receives strong emphasis
near the ·end of the· .novel when Yakov refuses .to. accept
a pardon:
I will wait for the trial, even to
my death.27
In Chapter III the preceding quotation is indicated as
being parallel to the meaning of the Davitzian clauses,
"there is a sense of 'rightness' with oneself and the
world; there are moments of strength."

These serial

statements, according to Davitz's theory, are descriptions
of experiences chosen as representative of the emotion
"pride."
The second primary dyad resulting from the mixture
of the primary emotions Orientation and Protection which
Plutchik names "alarm" is found in a high degree in Yakov.
He expresses this primary dyad several times throughout
the novel--when he is beaten, starved, and poisoned are
a few examples.

Yakov's intense nervousness causes him

to express "alarm" in the following incident:
As the door creaked open he cried out. 28
Yakov is also strongly characterized by "despair produced by the mixture of panic and grief, especially when
he discovers Bibikov, his only friend and hope-hanging in a nearby cell--murdered.
27Malamud, The Fixer, p.302.
28 Ibid., p. 182.
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dyad .evinced by Yakov results from a crossing of the
emotive ·states· Dep·riva:t·ion and ReJection whi.ch Plutchik
designates as "misery," "remorse," and "forlornness."
As Table I-a indicates, this cross occurs twenty times,
with the dominant emotions being "grief" and "disgust."
Yakov, a prisoner placed in progressively restricting
confinement--from communal cell to solitary confinement-is mangled physically and mentally for two and a half
years but never lets himself surrender his integrity
because of it.
Two secondary dyads are revealed in the context
of Yakov.

He exhibits a high degree of "pessimism" in

the selected clauses, especially after he waits, hopes,
and anticipates with the knowledge of his innocence for
a whole year during which time nothing is done to free
him.

Thus, the mixture of the emotions "grief" and

"expectancy" causes Yakov to become highly "pessimistic."
Another secondary dyad which results from a crossing of
the negative primary states Rejection and ne·stru·ction
which Plutchik designates as "scorn," "indignation,"
and "resentment," receives strong emphasis.
The discussion of the primary and secondary
dyads occurring in the clauses of Yakov bas been completed; the tertiary dyads are now considered.

The
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crossing of the emotive ..states ·protecti.on and Exploration
is the only .tertiary. dyad revealed in the clauses of Yakov
and is perhaps the most significant.

The· ·cr·ossing of these

two primary states results in the complex emotion which
Plutchik describes as "anxiety" or "dread."

Yakov

becomes quite anxious anticipating what will occur in
the future:
Will I be abandoned to die in this prison? 2 9
Yakov's question is representative of his long-lasting
emotion "anxiety."

Davitz's serial statements to Yakov's

clauses evincing "anxiety" are "there is intense concern
for what will happen next; I'm afraid of the feeling."
Thus, according to Davitz and Plutchik, the mixture of
fear and expectancy produces "anxiety."

One of the six

occurrences of the emotions resulting in dread may be
observed in the following:
All night the fixer sat huddled in the
corner of the cell, filled with the dread
of dying.30
At this point in the novel Yakov begins to fear for his
sanity.

The thirty-one (31) occurrences of this tertiary

dyad revealed in the clauses of Yakov serve to strengthen
the hypothesis that "anxiety" and "dread" most strongly
characterize the first character, Yakov Bok, considered
2 9Malamud, The Fixe;, p. 174.

30 Ibid. , p. 1 8 2.
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iri 'The' 'Fixer.

Since 83 .per.cent of the .se.l.ec.ted clauses

in Chapter III ref'ers in some way to. Yako'v, .it is under..:
standable why each of the three remaining characters
evinces only one cross or emotion mixture.

Gruoeshov,

the next character to be evaluated, is revealed as displaying "cynicism" in the following lines:
A Jew is a Jew, and that's all there is
to it. Their history and character are unchangeable.31
·
But this one display, by itself, is not sufficient to
label him a "cynic."

In order for a character of an

individual to evince itself, the same set of emotions must
be revealed through repeated experiences.
Consideration of the emotions in the selected
clauses of Grubeshov, the Prosecuting Attorney, reveals
several instances of one secondary dyad.

The complex

emotion which Plutchik desc;r:i,bes as "scorn" or "contempt".
results from a crossing of Rejection and Destruction.
Grubeshov's scornful manner toward Yakov is exemplified
during his attempt to persuade Yakov to confess:
Grubeshov sat back, smiling slightly. I
believe you killed the boy Zhenia Golov for ritual
purposes . . . All Russia will believe it.32
Though Grubeshov appears to be a most scornful individual,
Malamud presents the Deputy Warden as the most merciless
31
32

.
Malamud; The· Fixer, p. 14 2.
Ibid.
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and contemptibl.e .character in the novel ..
The third ch·arac.ter considered in The Fixer, the
Deputy Warden, is depicted as the most ruthless, pitiless
individual in the novel.

The same secondary dyad revealed

in the selected clauses of Grubeshov, is presented at a
higher degree of intensity in the Warden.

Both "hate"

and "contempt" resulting from a mixture of the emotions
"loathing" and "anger" receive very strong emphasis in
the characterization of the Warden:
'

Though his wet eyes were lit, murderous,
the Deputy Warden spoke calmly . • . . Get out
of my way or I'll cite you for insubordination,
you son-of-a-bitch.33
This scene takes place as Kogin, a prison guard, attempting
to protect Yakov from further ridicule and suffering, is
killed by the Warden.

Mellard maintains that the univer-

sality of Yakov' s role and the effectiveness of his. suffering is shown in the influence he has on other men--and
these are willing to die for him:

Kogin, a Catholic, Shmuel,

a Jew, and Bibikov, a socialist.34 And it is for these
that Yakov is himself prepared to die by the novel's end.
Table I-d indicates the last character considered
in The Fixer, Bibikov.

One secondary dyad resulting from

33 Ibid., p. 326.
34 James M. Mellard, "Four Versions of Pastoral,"
Bernard Malamud and the Critics, eds. Leslie A. Field and
Joyce W. Field (New York: New York University Press, 1970),
p. 80.
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a crossing of the emotive. states Reproduction and Exploration
which Plutchik names "optimism" seems to be persistent in
the clauses of Bibikov, the Investigating Magistrate:
. . • that might be helpful to you in
establishing your· innocence. 35
An investigation by Bibikov reveals encouraging evidence
which gives him reason to persuade Yakov that there is
still hope.

After Bibikov's murder, Yakov begins to see

himself not only as an individual who has led a deprived,
unhappy life, who is merely striving for a better existence-but also as a symbol of his people.

"Friendliness" also

prevails in the clauses spoken by Bibikov to Yakov.
Table I-e shows a summary of the attitudes revealed
by four characters in The Fixer.

The crossing of dyads of

each character has been evaluated and discussed.

The

results tabulated indicate that the character attitudes
evoked most frequently in the selected clauses from this
novel are "anxiety" and "dread" resulting from a crossing
of the emotive states Protection and Exploration, and
"scorn" and "hate" resulting from a crossing of Rejection
and Destruction.

An analysis of the findings from The

Assistant follows.
Presentation of the primary dyads in the clauses
of the first character considered in The Assistant follows.

3:t.ralamud, op. cit., p. 174.
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Table II-a indicates that three primary dyads are found
in the clauses of Frank Alpine, the "assistant" in this
novel.

Malamud has chosen as the central character for

this novel an individual much like Yakov in The Fixer.
Mellard describes Frank Alpine as "less worldly, more

' human beings ••..
innocent, inexperienced, or naive than most
though he has seen the world, gets into trouble because
he is so naive about crime and people. 11 36 Ben Siegel
speaks of
Malamud's reluctance to give up on anyone.
Each being is unique and responsible, imperfect,
and redeemable. No one is beyond redemption, and
in most cases love is the surest means of attaining it. 37
Frank finds love in Helen--a result revealed from crossing
Reproduction and Incorporation, two positive primary
emotions:
Helen nothing can kill the love I feel
for you.3B
Frank, the Italian

delinquen~,

to Helen and her family.

atones for all his wrongs

A secondary primary dyad revealed

in the clauses of Frank is the complex emotion which Plutchik
names "guilt."

Frank has strong tendencies toward guilt,

36 Mellard, op. cit., p. 76.
37 Ben Siegel, "Victims in Motion: Bernard Malamud's
Sad and Bitter Clowns," Bernard Malamud and the Critics,
eds. Leslie A. Field and Joyce W. Field (New York: New
York University Press, 1970), p. 12.
38Malamud, The Assistant, p. 248.
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especially when he..becomes. friends wi.th the_ gro.cer whom he
had once· robbed.

The third primary dyad, "remorse," is

strongly evidenced in the clauses of Frank.
"remorse" soon after he robs Morsis.
brings him to "shame."

He displays

His .strong disgust

Frank deeply regrets his act of

raping Helen, after which she calls him "Dog--uncircumcised dog! 11 39 Helen's love for him turns to loathing but
Frank does not give up:
Helen, • . . my heart is sorrowful.
to apologize.40
Helen eventually returns his love.

I want

In the last of the

novel, Frank is circumcised:
The pain enraged and 4nspired him.
Passover he became a Jew. 1

After

He becomes a Jew, thus wedding himself to_ suffering, for
he hopes to marry discontented, suffering

He~en.

Two secondary dyads and one tertiary dyad
occurring in the clauses of

Fran~

result in the long-lasting

emotions known as "shame," "optimism," and "anxiety."
A moderate degree of "shame" is displayed by Frank as he
squeezes into the dark air shaft in Morris's_ grocery,
slowly pulls himself up the dumb-waiter ropes, straddles

39Ibid., p. 232.
40Ibid., p. 248.
41 Ibid., p. 305.
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a narrow .ledge around the shaft, and trembl.es with excitemerit as he ·sp.ies on Helen through the bathroom window and
sees her step out of he·r housecoat:
He felt a throb of pain at her nakedness . . . .
He felt greedy as he gazed . . . so long as he must
look. But in looking he was forcing her out of
reach, making her into a thing only of his seeing,
her eyes reflecting his sins, rotten past, spoiled
ideals, his passion poisoned by his shame.42
He is so disgusted (fear + disgust

= shame)

with himself

that he feels "relieved, grateful" when the bathroom window
is covered with steam.

A tertiary dyad which results from

a crossing of the emotion mixture "fear" and "expectancy"
which Plutchik designates as "anxiety" is also expressed
in this scene as Frank is clinging to the swaying ropes:
He thought he might lose his grip and fall,
and he thought of her opening the bathroom window
and seeing him lying at the- bottom of the shaft in
a broken, filthy heap.43
Frank does not fall,

however~

when the bathroom window

is covered with steam, he lets himself down quietly.
Though Malamud presents Frank as a social misfit characterized primarily by "remorse" and "shame," a moderate degree
of "optimism" is revealed in the context of Frank.

A_t

the end of the novel, when Morris dies, Frank takes his
42 Ibid., p. 70.
4 3Ibid.
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place as grocer and is optimi stic about working while
Helen attends co llege .
Table II- b indicates the findings fr om tlhe clauses

..

of the second character cons idered in The Assistant , Morris
Bober .

Bellman describes Morris , the unsuccessful grocer ,

a s a drab , down- and- out little nobody who invites our instant
pity (and sometimes contempt) because of his hard luck . 44
The only primary dyad found in the clauses of Morris r esults
from a crossing of the emotive states Deprivation and Rejection which Plutchik names "remorse" and "forlornness. "
Morris is the typical Malamudian poverty- stricken character :
The grocer . . . had never altered his fortune ,
unless degrees of poverty meant alteration . . . 45
Morris ' s "remorse " moves to " forlornness " as he lies sick
in bed, unable to tend the store:
He was filled with melancholy a nd spent
hours dreaming of his boyhood.46
He worries intensely about the merciless future until his
fantasies of the past take his mind off t he present temporarily .
Two secondary dyads are found in the clauses of

44 samuel Irving Bellman , "Women , Childre n and
Idiots First : Transformation Psychology ," Bernard Malamud
and the Critics , eds . Leslie A. Field and Joy ce W. Field
(New York : New Yo rk University Press , 1970) , p . 12 .
4 5Malamud , The Assistant , p . 88 .
46 Ibid ., p . 256 .
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Morris.

The mixture of Orientation and Deprivation

results in the complex emotion which Plutchik describes
as "disappointment."

Morris displays "sorrow" and

"surprise" when he learns that Frank has been stealing
milk and rolls from him.

Morris is even more disappointed

in Frank when he discovers that Frank has been stealing
from the cash register:
To his great surprise he saw that only a
little more than three dollars had been added to
the sum he had noted on leaving the store.47
Morris knows that more money should have been added to
the sum since he had watched and counted the customers
leaving his grocery from the barber shop across the street.
Another secondary dyad revealed in the context of Morris
results from a crossing of the emotive states Deprivation
and Exploration which Plutchik names "pessimism."
-

Morris

displays pessimism from the beginning of the novel-He t'hought he had long ago touched .bottom
but now he knew there was none.48
to the end of the novel when he returns home from the
hospital:

4 7Malamud, ~Assistant, p. 192.
48 Ibid., p. 96.

'
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Morris, after arguing a bit, lay back in
bed and after that didn·' t car~ if he ever
stepped into the store again.~9
He lies in bed listening to the heavy silence below--no
ringing of the cash register, no customers.

Earl H. Rovit

asserts that
·'

hedged in by the fatal limitations of human
existence, and imprisoned beyond that by a sense
of being 'alien' in a Gentile world, Malamud's
Morris Bobers gradually dry up externally until
they make a small disturbance in the relentless
routine of life with their deaths.50
Morris is miserably disappointed and forlorn near the end
of the novel as he feels himself dying:
For his family he had not provided, the
poor man's disgrace . ·. . . Ida was asleep at
his side. He wanted to awaken her and apologize.
He thought of Helen. It would be terrible if she
became an old maid. His mood was of regret. I
gave away.my life for nothing. It was the thunderous
truth.51
Morris dies feeling restless, miserable, dejected.
Consideration of the· emotions in the selected
clauses of Helen Bober, the grocer's daughter, reveals

49 Ibid. , p. 25 6 .
50Earl H. Rovit, "The Jewish Literary Tradition,"
Bernard Malamud and the Critics, eds. Leslie A. Field and
Joyce W. Field (New York: New York University Press, 1970)
p. 12.
51Malamud, op. cit., p. 286.
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two primary dyads, "love" and "forlornness;" one secondary
dyad, "scorn;" and one tertiary dyad, "envy."

Helen's

love for Frank turns to "scorn" after Frank takes her by
force:
. . • if he was still there, she would order
him to leave or would scream him out of the house. 52
Edwin M. Eigner describes Helen as "haughty and bitter. 1153
Malamud presents her as a discontented, bigoted, and
unforgiving woman.

Her own attitude towards her father's

poverty makes it clear that she will never respect Frank
once he takes Morris's place in the grocery:
Who can admire a man passing his life in such
a store: He buried himself in it; he didn't have
the imagination to know what he was missing. He
made himself a victim. He could, with a ltttle
more courage, have been more than he was.5~
Yet Frank continues working in the grocery after Morris's
death, and Frank and Helen are destined to marry.

Helen

is strongly characterized by "forlornness 11 and 11 envy. 11
She is envious of her friends who have. graduated from
college and is ashamed of how little she is accomplishing.
Helen is filled with "forlornness" as she gazes out her
window in this scene:
No single blade of green, or flower to light
the eye or lift the heart.55
5 2Malamud, The Assistant, p. 240.
53Edwin M. Eigner, "The Loathly Ladies," ·Bernard
Malamud and the Critics, eds. Leslie A. Field and Joyce W. Field
tNew York: New York University Press, 1970), p. 12.
54Malamud, op. cit., p. 290.
55Ibid., p. 184.
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Thus, Helen is characterized by the crossing of' four
negative emotive states which result in

11

f'orlornness,"

"scorn," and "envy" and two positive emotive states which
result in "love."

,.,

.
Table II-d summarizes the complex emotions or

personality traits revealed by three characters in The
Assistant.

The emotion mixtures of' each character have

been discussed.

The results plotted on the chart indicate

that the character attitudes evoked most f'requently in the
selected clauses from the second novel considered are
"remorse" and "forlornness."

These long-lasting emotions

result f'rom a mixture of' "sorrow'' and "disgust."

In

The Fixer, the emotive states Destruction and Protection
receive major emphasis.

But in comparison, The Assistant

contains major emphasis in Deprivation and Rejection.
Table III summarizes.the findings of' the two novels
considered in this study, The Fixer and The Assistant.

The

total occurrences of' the character attitudes revealed in
both novels are indicated by adding the character attitudes
resulting f'rom primary, secondary, and tertiary dyads in
Table I-e and Table II-d.

The character attitudes

expressed most f'requently in the two novels result from a
crossing of' Deprivation and Rejection which Plutchik names
"misery," "remorse," and "f'orlornness."

This primary dyad
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occurs forty times in the selected clauses from both
novels.

"Anxiety" resulting from a mixture of Prot·ection

and Exploration occurs thirty-five times in the clauses
from the two novels, while "scorn," "contempt," "hate,"
and "resentment" resulting from a crossing of the emotive
states Rejection and Destruction are found in twenty-nine
instances.
Table IV consists of the dyads resulting from
the selected clauses in both novels, the classification
of the emotions or attitudes according to Davitz's theory,
and the number of times the attitude occurs.

In Table V

the occurrences of each of the eight primary emotion
dimensions for each novel are added, and the percentage of
positive and negative emotive states revealed in the
novels is computed.

The results follow.

According to Davitz's classification of emotions,
88 percent of the character attitudes resulting from the
dyads in both novels is classified as Negative: Type I
and Negative: Type II while 12 percent is classified as
Positive.

According to Plutchik 32 percent of positive

emotive states occurs while 68 percent of negative emotive
states occurs.

Since the 32 percent of positive emotions

according to Plutchik is approximately twice as much as
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the 12 percent of positive emotions according to Davitz,
over half of the 109 positive emotions had to be mixed
with negative emotions.

In checking, results indicate

that there are 60 ·emotion mixtures which are made up of
one negative emotion and one positive emotion, and which
produce negative attitudes.

Thus, 60 is 55 percent of

109 which verifies the conjecture that over half of the
positive emotions had to be mixed with negative emotions.
These results prove that the application of the theories
of both Davitz and Plutchik reveals basically the same
findings though obtained through different methods.
Since, as Table V indicates, three negative
emotive states--Rejection (67 occurrences), Deprivation
(70 occurrences), and Protection (65 occurrences), and
one positive emotive state--Exploration (60 occurrences)
are revealed most

frequentl~

(75% of the time) in the

selected clauses of the two novels, the over-all attitudinal tone of the characters is considered negative in
nature.

Though the positive emotive state Exploration

(expectancy) occurs 60 times, it is only mixed with
another positive emotion (joy) nine (9) times resulting
in a positive character attitude (optimism).

The other

fifty-one (51) times, expectancy is mixed with negative
emotions (fear or sorrow) to produce negative character
attitudes (anxiety and pessimism).
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Tables VI-a, VI-b, and VI-c show Davitz's
emotions classified as Positive, Negative: Type I and
Negative: Type II.

Many of the "emotions" listed in

Davitz's chart are called "character attitudes" by
Plutchik.

An asterisk follows the emotions which are

equivalent to the character attitudes indicated in Table
IV.

When the exact emotion is not present in both tables,

the emotion most closely related serves as the equivalent.
For example, since Davitz does not include "optimism" in
his list of emotions an asterisk follows "hope" and "happiness" which are classified under the dimension of Activation as these emotions, when crossed, result in "optimism"
according to Plutchik (expectancy+ joy= optimism).
Table VII indicates the occurrences of the primary
clusters in the two novels considered in this study.

The

results indicate that in The Fixer, emotions classified
under the primary clusters Tension, Discomfort, Inadequacy,
and Moving Against occur most frequently.

These clusters

are in agreement with the findings discovered through the
application of Plutchik's theory--that the emotive states
Destruction, Protection, and Deprivation occur most often
in this novel.

The table shows that in the second novel,

The Assistant, emotions which occur most frequently are
classified under the clusters Incompet·ence :· Dis·s·ati's'faction,
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Discomfort, and Tension.

These three clusters are also

in agreement with Plutchik's emotive states revealed
most often by the characters in this novel, Deprivation
and Rejection.

For clarification, "grief" is listed

under Plutchik' s emotive state Deprivatn:m and Davitz' s
cluster Discomfort; "disgust" is listed under Plutchik's
Rejection and Davitz's Tension; "remorse" is listed under
Davitz's primary cluster Incompetence: Dissatisfaction;
and according to Plutchik, ''grief'' + "disgust''

=

"remorse."

The reader can easily see how Davitz tends tq mix emotions
and attitudes, making no distinction between them.

The

novels combined are characterized by the emotions and
clauses 56 classified under Davitz's primary clusters
Tension (54 occurrences) and Discomfort (50 occurrences).
Plutchik's theory has been used as a check on the
results determined through applying Davitz's theory; the
selected clauses of the seven characters in two of
Malamud's novels have been evaluated and discussed.

The

last chapter considers critics' evaluations of Malamud's
two novels considered in this monograph insofar as the
tones relating to emotions or attitudes are concerned.
A summary is made evaluating the usefulness of the
approach.

56see Appendix E

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS AND
POSSIBLE SIGNIFICANCE
The purpose of this study is to determine whether
Davitz has a workable thesis for determining emotions,
attitudes, and character, and to prove that Davitz's
work can be applied to the linguistic structures of a
modern novel.

Before discussing the conclusions, a few

critics' evaluations of the novels insofar as the tones
relating to emotions or attitudes are considered.
James Mellard 57 discusses the attitudes of the
characters in The Fixer and The Assistant in relation to
nature imagery.

The characters in The Assistant reveal

their attitudes in the mutations of weather-Morris Bober feeling unbuffeted by life as
November's winds blow upon him, Helen feeling
'tormented' by winter, but thinking of Frank
Alpine when the rains come, and both Helen and
Frank feeling life within them awakening when
flowers begin to bloom . . . in the spring . . .
The Fixer opens and closes in a wasteland, wintry
setting. And during Yakov's imprisonment nature
imagery is brought in through Yakov's memory of
and desire for it.58

57Mellard, op. cit.
58 Ibid., pp. 73-7 4 .
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All of Malamud's protagonists long for aspects of nature
which bring peace and fulfillment when they are not present
in their lives, often remembering pleasant natural scenes
in their pasts or dreaming of them in their futures.

For

Yakov, bound in solitary confinement, a beam of sunlight
showing momentarily on his cell wall is enough to recall
to him thoughts of a better life. 59 As the results indicate
in this study, Yakov is strongly characterized by "anxiety;"
in order to bring serenity and calmness into his life, he
reminisces and dreams of such scenes.
More important than the imagery used to convey
emotions or attitudes is the convention of characterization that the pastoral affords Malamud., William Empson
has said, "the essential trick of the old pastoral . . .
was to make simple people express strong feelings . • • in
learned and fashionable language . • . 1160 This study reveals
that Malamud· does make simple people, like Yakov, who
insists that he is ignorant, uneducated and a stranger
"from the provinces, 1161 and Frank, who has come East to
forget his suffering and poverty, express intense emotions.

59rbid.
6 0ibid.
61Malamud, The Fixer, p. 11.
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Ben Siegel discusses the tones relating to emotions
in Malamud's novels in "Victims in Motion: The Sad and
Bitter Clowns. 1162 Siegel maintains that each of Malamud's
novels attempts "to explore and reveal the melancholic
1163
state of the human condition.
Malamud emphasizes the
dark prison of the self as well as the somber, cramped,
and joyless world in which failure and calamity is destined
to prevail.

Malamud's sad and bitter clowns are outsiders.

Most are urban Jews.

But all--Jews and non-Jews alike--

64

are uncertain, unlucky, and unloved.
Samuel Irving Bellman 65 relates the attitudes of
Malamud's- characters to their drab surroundings.

The

characters are presented in a "dull and cheerless setting:
skies are gray, buildings are ancient, and the entire
setting is depressing."

The gloomy setting in which

Malamud's characters live i_s _significant in attributing
to the negative attitudes displayed in the two novels
considered in this monograph.
62
63

64
65

66

Siegel, op. cit., Bernard Malamud and the Critics.
Ibid. , p. 123.
Ibid.
Bellman, op. cit.
Ibid.,p.12.
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Earl H. Rovit 67 characterizes Malamud's people
as individuals who are drawn from the unassimilated
lives of New York City, presented in dark and tiny stores
where drab monotony stocks the counters.

His characters

are defined in images of loneliness--weighed down by
poverty, commercial greed, and natural calamity. 68
Malamud seems to be describing the "natural history
of man:"

man is born, man suffers, and then man dies.

If the latter fails to happen, then Malamud substitutes
hope: wanhope (despair), misguided hope, or miserable
resignation.

The curve in Malamud's characters seems

to run from birth to suffering to death or to false
hope or wanhope. 69 The relationship of the critics'
evaluations of the novels insofar as the tones relating
to emotions or attitudes, to the findings in this study
follows.
The findings in this study are in keeping with
the criticism just cited in that eighty-eight percent
(88%) of the character attitudes evoked by_ the characters
in the two novels considered is found to be negative in

67Rovit, op. cit.
68 Ibid., p. 8.
69Bellman, op. cit., pp. 12-13.
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nature according to Davitz's classification of emotions.
An evaluation of Malamud's novelistic art has not been
the primary issue in this monograph, but his novelistic
art is used to discover whether the content and method
of Davitz can be applied to literary novelistic structures.

Plutchik's theory is used as a check in Chapter

V, as his theory has been proven valid in determining
attitudinal tones in literary works.
Davitz's investigation in The Language of Emotion70
is focused on a systematic description of the language
used to describe emotional states.

Davitz's dictionary

of emotional meaning reflects the consensus of verbal
reports about experiences associated with words commonly
used to label emotional states.
-

Chapters III and IV

reveal that the selected clauses of the characters in the
two novels are found to be parallel to the meanings
carried by the Davitzian clauses or statements used to
describe emotional terms.

Where much emotional stress

is found in the character, or where the emotions evoked
reveal a high degree of intensity, it follows that the
clauses of Davitz are more dramatic and emotionally or
attitudinally-intense.

7DDavitz, op. cit.
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The emotive index of four characters in The Fixer
·and three characters in The Assistant has been assessed by
applying Davitz's theory.

The results follow.

a.

Through the random sampling involving two hundred
two (202) selected clauses, eighty-one (81%) of the
emotions evoked by the characters in both novels is
classified under Davitz's eight negative primary
clusters. The five clusters--Tension (56 occurrences),
'Discomfort (51 occurrences), Hyperactivation (40 occurrences), Inadequacy (35 occurrences) and Moving Against
(34 occurrences) account for 67% of the 81% of emotions
classified as negative.

b.

Emotions classified in the following clusters occur
most frequently in The Assistant: Incompetence: Dissatisfaction, Discomfort, and Tension.

c.

Emotions classified under the following clusters occur
most frequently in The Fixer: Discomfort, Tension, and
Hyperactivation.
~At this point , it is essential to look at the

findings insofar as Plutchik's The Emotions: Facts, Theories,
1
and A New Model is concerned. Because this study is concerned not only with emotions but with attitudes and character, Plutchik's theory is used.

The character attitudes

obtained through the application of Plutchik's theory
are classified as positive or negative according to
Davitz's method of classification.
a.

Results indicate that 88% of the character attitudes
evoked in 202 clauses (selected by random sampling)
by seven characters are negative in nature.
71 Plutchik, op. cit.
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b.

The character attitudes revealed most frequently
in The Fixer are anxiety (31 occurrences) and scorn,
contempt, and hate (28 occurrences).

c.

The character attitudes revealed most frequently
in The Assistant are misery, remorse, and forlornness
(18---0Ccurrences).

d.

In both novels, the four negative emotive states
in Plutchik occur 68% of the time. Results indicate
that there are sixty emotion mixtures which are made
up of one negative emotion and one positive emotion,
and which produce negative attitudes. This accounts
for the percentage of negative character attitudes
being twenty percent (20%) higher than the percentage
for negative emotive states.
The results indicate that certain areas of the theories

of Davitz and Plutchik correspond, although their theories
cannot be compared in their entirety since Davitz does
not distinguish between emotions and attitudes.

The

elements to be proven in this monograph are that Davitz
has a workable thesis for determining emotions, attitudes,
and character, and that his work can be applied directly
or through modification to the linguistic structures of
a modern novel.

It is suggested that. before Davitz's

theories can be usefully applied, some adjustment must
be made in distinguishing between emotions and attitudes.
For the purpose of this monograph, Plutchik's theory
serves as such a distinction.

This conclusion points

to the need for more theories which would enable
psychologists to determine the emotions and attitudes
of their patients.
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APPENDIX A

: Check List of ~escriptive Statements Used in Obtaining Definitions of Emotional Terms

-- 1.

weakness across my chest

__ 19. as if I'm out of touch, seeing
things from far away

2. seem to be immediately in touch
and appreciative of immediate
physical sensations

3. I feel soft and, firm
4. as if I'm suffocating or
. smothering

5. there is a heavy feeling in my

_20. my hands are shaky
__ 21. I'm cold, Vet perspiration pours,
out of me

__ 22. there is an 'inner warm glow, a
radiant sensation

__ 23. I sweat

stomach

-.-24. m.uscular rigidity'
6. I'm not aware of what's going on
inside

--

7. I'm 'easily irritated, ready to
snap

8. there is a clutching, sinking
feeling in the middle of my chest

9. my senses are perfectly focused
_ _ 10. ·a gnawing feeling in the pit of
my stomach ..

_·_11. rm excited in a calm Y:'ay

'

---'- 12. my blood pressure goes up; blood
seems to rush through my body

__ 13. l;m mOre aware of what's goi~g
on inside of me

__ 25. I feel empty, drained, hallow
_26. my body seems to soften
_21. a sense of being dried up
__ 28. breathing becomes shallower
__ 29.. I feel like fainting
_30. slightly headachy, as if my brain
were tired

_31. my ~ead shakes and shivers
__ 32. I can't hear as well as I normally
do

_33. clammy hands

_:_14. l feel tall.er, stronger, bigger

_ _ 34 •.' I'm shivery

_1s.' there's a·lump in my throat

_35. I'm really functi~ning as a unit

__ 16. my head spins

_36. my feelings seem dulled

__ 17. there's a combination 91 pain
and pleasure

_18. there is no sensation; I'm numb,
desensitized

_37. as if everything inside, my
stomach, my throat, my head is
expanding to the utmost, almost
bursting

72Joel R. Davitz, The Language of Emotion
(New York: Academic Press, 1969), pp. 15-31.
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Check List (continued)
·--7~. everything seems out of propor-

93. I feel effervescent, bubbly

tion

_ _ 75. my hands go limp

94. I'm jumpy inside as if my viscera
are trembling, shivering

_ _ 76. warm, yet simultaneously cold

95. my head aches, throbs

_ _ 77. I feel my mouth drooping

96. my sensations are blurred

_ _ 78. my heart seems to shiver

97. fists are clenched

79. I'm unfocused and I can't focus
_ _ BO. there's an increased awareness of
essential things like hotand cold,
texture and smell

_'_B1. there's tension across my back,
my neck, and shoulders

_ _ B2. sense of vitality, aliveness,
vibrancy, an extra spurt of
energy or drive

98. my heartbeat slows down
99. I have no appetite; I can't eat
__ 100. I feel bloated
- - 101. I'm full, yet simultaneously
e~pty

_ _ 102. a floating, soaring sensation
103. like having a warm lump inside
your chest

_ _ B3. my teeth grind against each other
_ _ B4. weakness in my back or neck
_ _ B5. feeling of suspension in my

104'. there's an icy burning inside
_ _ 105. like a gnawing inside wit_hout .
pangs

stomach

_ _ 106. there is an inner buoyancy
86. like I'm a mass o_f jelly inside

--

_ _ B7. there is a pushing pressure
behind my eyes

BB. my eyes twitch

107. I feel dizzy
-·10B. I'm thirsty
109. my face and mouth are tight,
tense', hard

B9. a creeping sensation all over my
body, my flesh seems to crawl

_.__ 90. a special lift in everything I do
and say; I feel bouncy, springy

91. there is a burning in my chest
92. there is a tightness, a constric·
tion across my chest

_ _ 110. my whole body is tenSe
111. I.feel understimulated, undercharged

_ _ 112. my.body seems to get smaller
_ _ 113. ·there's a deep, intense pain

··:
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Check List (continued)

114. I seem more alert

_136. my knees and legs tremble

115. I feel choked up

_ _ 137. there is a hollow pang in my
stomach

116. warm excitement
138. my senses aren't working quite
117. I'm physically less responsive
118. there is a churning inside

right

_ _ 139. I become conscious of my
breathing

119. my heart pou.nds
120. I seem to sense everything and
e)tperience everything immediately

140. there is a cold wave down my
back
141. my vision is slightly out of whack

121. my mouth gets dry

. _ _ 142. weakness in my legs or arms

122. I begin to gag, feel I will vomit

_ _ 143. there is a hot red flame inside of

me
123. I feel tired, sleepy
144. hands are moist
124. something inside seems to go,
seems cut loose
125. there's a sharp, acute pain

145. my body tingles
_ _ 146. a sense of lightness, buoyancy
and upsurge of the body

126. my heart seems to ache
147. my hair stands on end

127.. my teeth are clenched

'

128. my throat is tight, constricted

-- 148.

129. tE!nsion in my arms and legs

_._149. I need to take a deep breath

130 a shiver goes up my spii:ie
131. there· is a ringing or twisting
feeling in my chest

--

132. there's an inner imbalance

there is a queasy feeling in my
stomach

150. as if everything inside has
stopped
151 .. as if there were a tight, cold
fist inside
152. . my body seems to slow dow~

133. I have ~o urinate
134. I'm wound up inside

_ _ 153. my body wants to contract,
draw closer to myself

135. a sense of harmony and peace
within

_ _ 154. every pain is magnified

' .

.

-

..

_
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Check LiSt (~ontinuedi

_ _ 192. my movements are graceful and
easy, I feel especially well
coordinated

_ _ 193. numbness alternates with pain

- - 210. I'm alternately detached and
~hen

keenly aware of my surroundings

- - 211. everythijg seems unimportant
and trivi I

_ _ 194. my senses are sharp' but can't be
focused on anything for any
length of time; as though I'm
flitting from thing to thing

- - 212. a stro·ng sense of interest and
irlvolvement in things around me

- - 213. sense of "rightness" with one·
195. my pulse quickens

self and the world; nothing can
go wrong

_ _ 196. my chest feels like it will burst
_ _ 214. it seems as if the world is going
197. there's a heaviness in my chest
_ _ 198. my throat aches

to end

- - 215. there seems to be religious
overtones

199. my head seems tOo large
_ _·200. there's a mellow comfort
_ _ 201. I can't sleep
202. everything-breathing, moving,

216. a sense of being removed from
daily chores

_ _ 217. I'm just carried along by what is
happening-adrift without an
anchor

thinking-seems easier

- - 218. there's a renewed appreciation ·
_203. I have to swallow frequently
_ _'204. a sense of being dead inside
205. everything seemed artificial

of life

_·_ 219. "there's a sense of tenuouSness or
disintegra!ion of the world

220. things seem to be out of time,
out of space, eternal, just there

206. a sense of wandering, lost in
space with nothing solid to grab
onto

_ _ ·221. I'm optimistic and cheerful; the
world seems basically good and
men are essentially
kind; life is· worth living

·b~a"utiful;

207. everything is going right for me

.

.

222. the world seems no good,
_·_ 2oa. a sense of being totally un_able to

hostile, unfair

cope with the situation

--.223.· everything seems chaotic
209. the world seems a vast panorama
I'm viewing from outside

224. I'm in tune with the world

..,
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Check List (continued)

_ _ 225. I'm very aware of my rurround-

in gs
_ _ 226. the air seems heavy
_ _ 227. sense of being gripped by the
situation
- - 228. a sense of being close to some·
thing unknown
_ _ 229. there's a sense of the

unknow~

_ _ 230. I'm at peace with the world

- - 241. I have a sense of strangeness,
~nreality, as if I'm temporarily
in another world
_._242. I feel as if I am in a vacuum
243. nothing is a burden; problems
fade away and I'm free from
worry

_ _ 244. I have a sense that there is
simply no place to go, no way of
ever getting out
245. I feel close to God

231. sounds and sights seemed muted
and dulled; the world outside of
me is a shadow, as if there were
a veil over me, over everything
_ _ 232. I want to give thanks to God
233. a sense that another dimension
has been added and everything
has a greater intensity
_ _ 234. I want to look away but somehow I'm fascinated
_ _ 235. I feel a need to pray
236. as if God is in his heaven and all
is right with the world
237. everything seems Useless, absurd,
meaningless

_ _ 246. everything looks rotten, dirty,
black

- - 247. the world seems to be characterized by an ebbing and flowing
fullness
- - 248. as if I am in a dream and nothing
is real
- - 249. I became aware of the vastness
and spaciousness of the ~arid
around me
250. I seem to be immediately.in
touch with the world; a sense of
being very open, receptive, with
no separation between me and
the world

238. everything seems·quiet

251. there's a lack of involvement and
not caring about anything that
goes.on around me

239, I have a sense of running endlessly, not knowing where to turn
next, ~etting nowhere

252. I seem to be caught up and overwhelmed by the feeling

240. particularly acute awareness of
pleasurable things, their sounds,
their colors, and· textureseverything seems more beautiful,
natural, and desirable

253. everything seems in place,
ordered, organized
254. a sense of anticipation, waiting
for something to happen

152·

Check List !continued)

-255. there is a sense of regret

_ _ 212. I seem to be functioning
intellectually at a higher level

256. there is a sense of longing
273. I try to stop thinking of the
situation and try to think of

_ _ 257. there is a sense of loss, of
deprivation

other things

_ _ 258. I can only think of what caused
the feeling

274. I want to understand but I
can't

_759. I keep wondering if I'm doing

275. I seem to be going around in a

daze

· the right thing

_ _ 260. I'm stunned

276. I have many different thoughts
going through my head

261. I think of death
277. I can't control my thinking
ratiorially

262. I feel disoriented

278. all sensations, sounds, images,
ideas cr_owd together, overlap

_·__ 263.. thoughts just race through my
head without control

279. I become forgetful

264. my thoughts just keep going
around and around in a vicious
circle never getting anywhere,
thinking the same thing over
and over again

2ao.

281. I am unable to think or reason
correctly

_ _ 265 .. a sense that I'm losing my
understanding of t_hings around
me

--. 266.

I can't form thoughts

267. I try to escape into dreams
and fantasies
268. I am able to think clearly,
understand everything

..

I keep searching for an explana·
tio_n, for some understanding; I
keep thinking, "why?"

· - - 282. there is a sense of nostalgia as
old memories crop up and I
think of the past
283. I think of suicide

--

284. all judgment, reason is suspended

_ _ 269. I feel my brain is just a jungle·
of junk

285. I keep blaming myself far the
situation

_ _ 270. I keep thinking about what
happened over and over again

286. I begin to think about what I
can do to change the situation

271. there's a sense of disbelief

...

- - 287. I'm extremely distractable,
unable to concentrate
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Check List (continued)

_ _ 288. I'm completely free from worry

- - 306. somehow my sense of time is
disturbed, disrupted

_ _ 289. my mind goes blank and I can't
think

290. I wish I could go back in time

_307. a state of timelessness
308. I'm optimistic about the future;
the future seems bright

_ _ 291. I become introspective, turn
inwards

292. my thinking is rapid

309. a sense that this is the end;
there is no future in sight

310. as if there is a great dividing
line between the time before and
what's happened now

293. I think about beautiful things
294. I'm completely uncertain of
everything

- - 295. I'm haunted by terrible thoughts
that I can't stop

296. I keep thinking of past successes

311. there's an intense concern (or
what will happen next

- - 312. a feeling that time has passed
and its too late

313. there is a very strong sense that
time seems to slow down, to drag

297. my mind wanders
298. I'm not too alert

314. I'm less aware of time

299. there's a sense of increased

315 . . I beco,me very c~ncerned with the

clarity and understanding of the
world

past

316. a sense of eternity or permanency

300. I keep asking myself a thousand
~uestions

301. I feel mentally dull

317. time seems to stand still

--·318.

thi'ngs are slowinQ down or
stopping

302. I can't believe what's happening
is true

303. I keep thinking of getting even,
of revenge

304. there's a sense of not knowing
where to· go, what to do

305. as if everything has stopped, is.
standing still

319. Vm completely wrapped up in
ttie moment, the present, the
here and now,·with no thought
.of past or f_Uture

320. time seems to.speed up, to rush
by

321. a sense of uncertainty about the
future

.. :
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Check List (continued)
_ _ 322. there is no sense of the.past, no
present, no future; I'm suspended

__ 337. I want to talk to someone about
my feelings

in time
_338. a sense of being wanted, needed
323. as if I'm living from moment to
moment
324. I want to hold back time, capture
the moment

325. there's a desire to give of myself
to another person

326. a sense that people don't like
me
327. a sense of trust and appreciation
of another person

__ 339. I want to be with friends
340. a sense of loving everyone,
everything

341. I feel no respect for others
around me

_ _ 342. I want to reach out to everyone
I meet
343. I keep thinking of what the other
persOn has, how successful or how
·lucky he is

328. senSe of confidence in being with
another person

329. I want to be noticed, have others

pay attention to me
_·_330.

~sense of being deserted,
betrayed.and the world indif·
ferent to me

,_·_331. a sense of being a stranger in the
world

_ _ 332. there's a sense of complete
understanding af the other
person

_ _ 333. I want to talk to someone
334. a sense of empathic harmony
with another person; in tune,
sharing and experiencing the
same feelings and thoughts

335. I want others (or the other
person) to feel the same as I do

_ _ 336. I want to touch, hold, be close
physically to the other person

_ _ 344. there is an intense positive
relationship with another person
or with other people; a com·
munion, a unity. a closeness,
friendliness and freedom, mutual
respect and interdependence

345. a sense of unrelatedness to
others; everyone seems far away;
I am out of contact, can't reach
others

346. realization that someone else is
more important to me than I am
to myself

_ _ 347. I don't want to communicate
with anyone

_348. I want to help, protect, please
another person

__ 349. I want to feel with the other
person, experience with the
other person with every sense; to
be psychologically in touch with
another perSCX'l

-·
155Check List (continued)

_ _ 350. I want to be comforted, helped

by someone
· - - · 351. there is a total concentration on
another person, an intense
.awareness of the other persOn

_ _ 352. I feel outgoing

- - 366. I keep thinking about how baa it
is for the other person

- - 367. I wa·nt to withdraw, disappear,
draw back, be alone, away from
others, crawl into myself
368. I seem to be unable to communicate, unable to make another
person understand ·

_ _ 353. I want to avoid all stimulation
354. there is an impulse to hurt, to
hit or to kick someone else
355. a sense of belonging with another
person, a belonging from which
other people are excluded

356. I don't want to talk to anyone
· about how I am feeling
- - 357. I am very aware of myself in
relation to others
358. I feel more understanding of
others
359. I want to make others happy
360. a feeling of a certain distance
from others; everyone seems far
away
___361.- I'm just out ofcorltact with the
other person, I can't reach him
362. a sense of belonging with others

.

.

363 . a; sense of tolerance and accept. ance of others
'364. I want to communicate freely,
share my .thoughts and feelings
wit~ everyone around

_ _ 369. I want to be tender and gentle
with another person

370. there is a sense of aloneness,
being cut off, completely by
myself
_ _ 371. I don't care 'what anyone else
thinks
__ 372. a sense of being very integrated
and at ease with myself, in
harmony with myself
373. there is a heightened selfawareness
374. a sense of selflessness or surrender
of myself; absolutely no self
consciousness, I completely lose
myself
·375, a sense of not feeling or being me,
~f being unreal
376.

I feel invulnerable

_377. I feel. insignificant
378. a sense of beirig important and
worthwhife

379. I have a sense of innocence
_ _ 365. a sense of giving, doing something
_ _ 380. seems that nothing t do is right
for another person
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Check List (continued)

- - 381. I feel vulnerable and totally
helpless

_ _ 400. I feel as if I'm under a heavy

- - 382. I feel safe and secure

_401. my whole existence seems to be

burden

changed

__. 383. my mind and body seem totally
unified

_ _ 402. I have a sense of sureness

_ _ 384. a sense of being more alive

_ _ 403. a sense of being superior

385. a sense of being a bit ajar
within myself
386. I forget my physical self; I don't
care how I look

387. I have a tremendous sense of
being in a hur'ry, in a rush

- - 404. I lose all confidence in myself
and doubt myself

405. a sense that I am about to break
down completely
_ _ 406. · there is a sense of detachment
from myself, that I'm not my
whole self a'nymore

_ _ 388. a sense of smiling at myself
_ _ 389. 1 feel dirty and ugly
_ _ 390. I don't care what happens to me
_ _ 391. I feel aimless
_392. I feel I can't go on
_ _ 393. I'm intensely here and now
_ _ 394. as if I'm standing outside of
myself as an observer
395. a sense of being incomplete; as
if part of me is missing
. _ _ 396. there is something complete
within me
_ _ 397. it hurts to be alive
_.- 398. I feel lost
_ _ 399. a sense of being wild and
reckless

407. I feel mechanical, like a robot.
an automaton
__ 408. sense of being split, disintegrated,
fragmented
_ _ 409. I am free Of conflict
_·_ 410. my attention is completely
focused on myself, I'm preoc·
cupied with myself
411. a tremendous·self-consciousness,
a sense that I can't get myself
off my back, that I'm very aware
of myself ·
412. I· feel clean
_413. I feel as if I look especially
good
_414. there is a sense of accomplish·
·: ment, fulfillmmt

··:
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Check List (continued)

__ .415. I get mad at myself for my

_431. I seem to be acting without effort

feelings or thoughts or for what

or compulsion, just going along
with things as they come, in no
hurry

I've done
416. · I have a sense of being no good,
worthless

_ _ 417. I feel let down

432. I seem to be fighting myself
433. a sense of more confidence in
myself; a feeling that I can do
anything

418. I have a sense of power
_ _ 419. I have a feeling of being here,

_434. I can't.smile or laugh

but not here

_ _ 420. there's a feeling that no

_ _435: I'm concerned that my speech
won't come out right

obstacle is too great for me

421. sense of being low, close to the

436. I have trouble talking; my voice
gets more or less unsteady; I
stutter, stammer, hesitate

groun~

__ 422. I feel expansive
_423. I feel I can really be myself
424. there's a sense of being more
substantial, of existing, of being
real

425. there's a sense of dissociation
of mind and body

--437.

438. I'm torn between acting and not
acting

439. it's a state of release
__ 440. there is a lot of aimless physical
activity, lots of insignificant,
unnecessary little things

__ 426. as if part of me is watching the
other part of me, half uncontrollable, and the other half watching
and condemning

.--427. I .keep thinking how lucky I am

tears come to my eyes, the sort
of tears not just from my eyes,
but my whole self is crying

--~41. there is a yearning, a desire for

change; I want things to hurry
uP and begin to change

442. a.sense that I have no control
over the situation

_ _ 428; · I feel sorry for myself

--443.
-429. I am peaceful, tranquil, quiet

I seem to act on re~lex, without
thinking

__ 444. I can't control my body motion
. _ _ 430. a sense of being carefree but
within balance

__ 445. I want to cry, but I can't

Check List (continued)

_ _ 446. I am afraid. of expressing or
releasing the feeling

_464. I can't express my feelings
-·-465. I feel like singing

--

447. I want to hide my feeling

__ 466. my speec~ becomes verY rapid

_ _ 448.. I seem to lose all will power

_ _ 449. I want to act, but I can't
_ _ 450. there is an impulse to hide, to
escape, to run, to get away
_ _ 451.

t~ere's

no desire to live; I don't
want to go on

452. I'm on the verge of laughing and
crying
-.-453. a general apathy, "I don't care"
attitude, as if my will to do
anYthing were lost
_ _ 454. I feel

lik~

467. there is a great desire to let
i:nyself go completely

-- 468.

I want to express.my feelings but
somehow I can't

469. I am greatly concerned about
doing the wrong thing
470. a longing to have things the same
as before
471. I feel drive,n to move, be active,
do something, anything, dance,
jump, run, move-anything but
sitting or standing still

laughing

472. I don't want anything changed

--. 455. I have a sense of being trapped,
closed up, boxed, fenced in,
tied dowrl, inhibited
456. I don't want to move; I just
want to stay ~otionless,
immobile
45_7. it's an effort to do anything

473. tears well up
_ _ 474. I have no control of myself; I
lose my sense of self.control
475. I'm momentarily immobilized;
paralyzed; unable to act or move
_ _ 476. I want to run

458. the pitch of my voice goes up
477. ffiy speech slows down
_ _ 459. I wish I could care, but I can't

--. 460.

I can't complete anything I start
doing

_ _ 478. I talk as if I'm hoarse; my voice
soUnds strange, different to me

_.461. I get giggly

_479. I can't'talk

- - ~62. I want to put things in order

_ _ 480. I have an impulse to chatter and
talk~ lot; I keep talking and
talking almost iil,coherently

_._463. my speech gets softer

...
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Check List (continued)
_

_ _ 496. I b·~come concerned and worried
that I won't be able to control

481. I have a sense of being free,
uninhibited, open, no longer
blocked. I feel uninhibited and
spontaneous-anything goes

myself
497. · 1 want to lie down somewhere
and die

_ _ '482. there is nothing spontaneous,
onlv deliberately, carefully con·
trolled action

498. my voice gets m4ch lauder

_ _ 499•. I am completely silent as if I'm

· _ _ 483. I want to do something,
anything, to change the situa·
tion and relieve the tension

mute.

,·

500. I want ta strike out, explode,

--~· I want to try new things

·but I hold back, control myself

. _ _ 485. I cry

_ _ 501." I have no desire, no motivation,
no interest; wants, needs, drives
are gone

__
. 486. I want something but I don't
know what

__ 502. I'm afraid that others will know
how I feel

·--· 487. I've got to do something with
·my hands

_ _ 488. there is an impulse to strike out,
to pound, or smash, or kick, or
bite; to do something that will
hurt

_._ 503 •. I want to say something nasty,
·
.
something· that will hurt some· ·

one
_ _ 504. there is an irregular, undirected, ·
disorganized rhythm to the
feeli.ng

. _ _ lt89. the feeling seizes me snd takes
over. I feel totally incapable of
contrOlling, handling or stopping

it
_

490. I

.

..

want to Clap my hands

__
. 505. it's an almost intangible sort of
feeling ,

__5Q6. there doesn't seem ta· be niuch .
change in the intensity of the
feeling; it pretty much stays at
one level

_ _ 491. my movements are sharper and

quicker

_so1 .

_ _ 492.· I.feel like smiling

•

_

493. a sense of being passive together
with a desire to be active

_

494. I want to scream and yell

_

4~5. I feel like slouchin.g, just being
limp. completely relaxed

..

it's a c~nfused, mixed."up feeling,
involved with other feelings .

__sos.. it's primarily a visceral feeling
_ _ 509. the feeling ~ems to linger;.to
·
laSt a long time,. with no immedi·
ate release
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Check List (continued)

_ _ 510; it seems to be a clearly formed
tangible sort of feeling

_ _ 511. the feeling is all involuntary,
there is no anticipation on my
part, it all just comes

_526. i.t's a very personal feeling
__ 527. the feeling is very deep inside;
I seem to .feel it at the pit of
my being
528 . there is.a slow i'hytli~ to the
. feeling

512. the feeling seems to be all over,
nowhere special, just not local-

529. the feeling begins wi_th a sharp
sudden onset

ized
513. a sense that the feeling will never
end
_ _ 514. it's a feeling that comes witho~t
warning

530. it's a very bland sort of feelirlg
- - 531. the feeling starts_ somewhere in

middle and then fills my whole

body

_ _.515. it just seems to peter out, to ebb
away grad.Jally

532. 'it's a bottomless feeling
533. there is a slow gradual swelling

516. there is a steady, organized,

intensity of feeling, until a peak.
is reached

regular, rhythm ta the feeling

_ _ 517. the feeling is on the surface

534. I seem to nurture the feeling
within myself; I want the feeling
to continue, to keep going

518. a sense that I'll never get over
the feeling
_ _ 519. a sense that I can't overcome the
feeling

-- 535.

536. I experience it, but the feeling

_ _ 520. it's more an "inner" than an

doesn't really seem to touch me
very much

"outer'' feeling

._521. the feeling seems to go on and

537. I'm completely focused on the

on, boundless, endless, limitless

feeling; nothing intrudes; all
other feelings cut out; it fills
my whole being, Spreading over
everyone and everything. I lose
myself completely in the feeling
and experience

522. the feeling is on:y brief in time;
it's over quickly

523. the feeling goes slowly
524. it's an erratic, changing feeling
. _ _ 525. the feelil"g flows from the inside
outwards

'•

I'm afraid and concerned that
the feeling will end

_

536. the feeling seems to be mostly in
my muscles

539. I'm afraid of the feeling
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AFPECTION
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.·it's involved with other feelings (42); it's more an "inne[" than
an "outer" feeling (40); it's a steady, ongoing feeling (36); it's
~ very personal feeling (34)
·

A Dictionary of Emoi~onal Meaning·

AFFECTION (from · the Latin affectio, meaning 11influence." "state of
mind," or 0 favorable disposition")
Number of items: 45
Range of agreement: 34-72%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 14
Adequacy rating: 1.5
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ADMIRATION (from the Latin admirliri, meaning "wonder at,,)
Number of items: 28
Range of agreement: 34-66%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 2
Adequacy rating: 2.0

DEFINITION

-

·:

DEFINITION

there's a renewed appreciation of life (48), I'm optimistic and
cheerful; the world seems basically good and beautiful; men are
essentially kind; life is worth living (46); !:feel like smiling (44),
there is an inner warm glow,.a radiant sensation (42); the future
seems bright (38); there is a feeling of warmth all over (36),
a sense of well-being (34); I think about beautirul things (34)
I'm excited in a calm way (52). I feel wide awake (46), my
sense arc perfectly focused ( 44); there is a strong sense of interest
and involven1ent in things around me (42), a sense of vitality,
aliveness, vibrancy, an extra spurt of energy or drive (36), a \varm
exciten1ent (36), an inner buoyancy (36), a sense of being more
alive (34)
there's a sense of trust and appreciation of another person (66),
a total concentration on another person, an intense awareness of.
the other person (42), an intense positive relationship with another
person or with other people; a con1n1union, a unity, a closeness,
friendliness and frccdorn, mutual respect and interdependence
(40), a sense of confidence in bciitg with another person (36),
a sense of empathic harn1ony with another person; in tune, sharing
and experiencing the same feelings and thoughts (34)

I feel strong inside (40); I seem to be functioning intellectually
at a higher level (34)

J keep 1l1inking nf what the other

person has, how succcsi;ful or

a sense of trust and appreciation of another person (62), an intense
positive relationship with another person or with other people;
a communion, a unity, a closeness, friendliness and freedom, mutual respect and interdependence (56); a sense of giving, doing
something for another person (56), I want to be tender and gentle
with another person (56); a sense of empathic harmony with another person; in tune, sharing and experiencing the same feelings
and thoughts (52), a sense of complete understanding of the other
person (52); I want to help, protect, please another person (48);
there is a sense of confidence in being with another person ( 44);
I. want to touch, hold, be close physically to· the other person
(44); a sense of being wanted, needed (42); I feel soft .and firm
(40); there is a desire to give of myse~f to another person (40),
a- realization that someone else is more important to me than I
am to myself (38); I want to make others happy (38); I feel
outgoing (36) ;· I want ·to feel with the other person, experience
with the other person with evf:ry sense; to be psychologicaUy in
touch with another person ( 34)

I feel like smiling (72), there is an inner warm glow, a radiant sensation (68), a feeling of warmth all over (_62), a sense of w~ll being
(54), I'm loose, relaxed (52), there is a sense of harmony and·
peace within (48); I'm optin1istie and cheerful; the world seems.
basically good and beautiful; n1en are essentially kind;_ Iif~ is worth
living (46); there is a mellow comfort (42); there 1s a renewed
appreciation of life (42); my body seems to soften (38), I feel
safe and secure (36), I think about beautiful things (36), I'm
optimistic about the future; the future seems bright (34), I'm
in tune \Vith the. world (34), my mind and body seem totally
unified (34)
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DICTIOSARY OF EMOTIONAL MEANING

rm excited in a calm way (52); there is an inner buoyancy (50),
a warm excitement (48), a sense of being more alive (38), a
sense of lightness, an upsurge of the body (34), I feel wide awake
(34)
there is a sense of being important and worthwhile ( 44)
it's a very personal feeling ( 64), it's more an "inner" than an
..outer" feeling ( 46); it's a simple, pure feeling ( 44), a steady, ongoing feeling ( 42); the feeling seems to be all over, nowhere speci al, just not localized (38); the feeling flows from the inside outwards (36); it's involved with other feelings (36)
AMUSEMENT (taken from the French a11111Ser, meaning "divert" or
"occupy with trifles")
Number of items: 32
R ange of agreement: 34-82%
N umber of items at least 50% agreement: 6
Adequacy rating: 2.0
DEftNITION

I feel like smiling (82), I'm loose, relaxed (64); there is a sense
of w:ll-being (58), a sense of .smiling nt myself, (48); there is
art Inner warm glow, a radiant sensation ( 46) , a general release,
a lessening of ten sion (44); I'm optimis tic and cheerful; the world
seems basically good and beautirul; men are essentially kind; life
is worth li ving (38); there is a feeling of warmth all over (36),
a tnellow comfort (36), a sense of being carefree but within balance ( 34) ; I am free of conflict ( 34); there is a renewed appreciation of life (34); I'm in tune with the world (34)
I feel effervescent, bubbly (56), wide awake (48); there is an
in ner buoyancy (46), a warm excitement (44), a sense of lightness, an upsurge of the body (42), a sense of vitrtlity, aliveness,
vibrancy, an extra spurt of energy or drive (42), a s'!nse of being
more alive (42), a spcci;il lift in everything I do and say;,I feel
bouncy, springy, (40), more ale rt (JR); my senses are perfectly
focused ( 36), I'm excited in a c;ilm way ( 34)
I feel like laughing (76); I Cccl outgoing (48); I get giggly (42);
I'm completely wrapped up in the moment, the present, the here a nd
now, wi,h no thought of p.1st o r future (42); l seem to nurture
the feel ing wilh in myself; l want the feeling to continue, to keep
going ( 40); rm lc~s aware of time ( 34 ).

ANGER

35

it's· a simple, pure feeling (54); the feeling is all involuntary, there
is no anticipation on my part, it all just comes (36)
ANGER (from the Scandinavian; a comparable word in Icelandic is angr,
meaning "grier• or "sorrow")
Number of items: 34
Range of agreement: 34-72%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 15
Adequacy rating: 1.0
·
DEFINITION

my blood pressure goes up; blood seems to rush through my body
(72), there is an excitement, a sense of being keyed up, overstimulated, supercharged (58); my pu lse quickens (56), my body seems
· to speed up (54) , there is a quickening of heartbeat (52); I feel
that I'll burst or explode; as if there is too much inside to be
held in (48); there is a churning inside (40), my heart pounds
(40). its 'as if everything inside, my stomach, my throat, my
head is expanding to the utmost, almost bursting (34)
my fists are clenched (52); there is a narrowing of my senses, my
attention becomes riveted on one tring (52); there is an impulse to hurt, to hit, or to kick someone else (50). an impulse
to strike out, to pound, or smash, or kick, or bite; to do something
that will hurt (50); l want to strike out, explode, but l hold
back, control myself ( 46); 1 want to say something nasty, someth ing th at will hurt someone ( 42); I keep thinking of getting
even , of revenge ( 40) ·
I'm easily irritated, ready to snap (64); my face and mouth are
tight, tense, hard (60), my whole body is tense (60), my teeth
are clenched (52), there is a muscular rigidity (40), a tight knotted
feeling in my stomach (38)
·
I seem to be caught u p and overwhelmed by the feeling (64);
~here is a sense of being gripped by the situation (54)
lhere is an intensified focus to my sensations (34). my senses
are perfectly focused (34)
I keep thinking about what happened over and over again ( 44 ),
I can only think of what caused the feeling (38); my reactions
seem to be exaggera ted (3 8) ; I'm completely wrapped up in
the moment, the presen t, the here anti now, \I ith no thought of
past or future ( 36); I keep sea rching fur an expbn:11ion, Cur some
understanding; I keep th inl.ing. "11 hyT ( 3-1)
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36

th~ "feeling begins with a sb~rp, sudden onset ( 42); it's. irivolved
with other feelings .(40), a confused, 'mixed-up feeling (38) ·
~NXIETY

(from the Latin anxietas, .meaning essen~z.lly the same as
anxiety in English)
Number of items: 23
Range of agreement: 34-60%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 3
.Adequacy rating: 1.0
DEFINITION
t'

I'm wound up in;ide (60), my who!~ body. is tense (48), I'm
jumpy, jittery ( 48); I want to do something, anything, to cha.age
the situation and relieve the tenSion ( 44); there is a tight knotted
feeling in iny stomach ( 40), a ten_sion across my back, my neck,
and shoulders (38)
there .is a sens'e that I have no control over the situation (S4),
a sense of being gripped by~ the situation .( 48); there's a sense
of uncertainty about the future (46); I seem to be caught up
and overwhelmed by the feeling (40); e"._erything seems out of
proportion (34)

I have no appetite; I can't eat (42), there is a queasy feeling
in my st~mach (38), a .clutching, sinking f~eling in the middle
of my chest (38), a gnawing_ feeling in the pit of my stomach (36)
there is a yearning a desire for change; I want things to hurry
up and begiQ. to change (36); I try to stop thinking of the situation
and try to think of other things (34)
there is an intense concern for \Vhat will happen next (56), a·
sense of anticipation, waiting for something to happen (SO); there
is a sense of aloneness, being cut off, completely by myself (40);
there is a narrow:ng of my senses, my attention becomes riveted
on one thing (36); I want to fight against it, not let th~ feeling
overcome me ( 34)
·
it's involved \Vith. other feelings (38)
APATil,Y (from the Latin ap&thia; originally fron1 the Greek apatheia.
. meaning "insensibility")
Number of items: 37
Range of agreement: 34-72%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 10
Adequacy rating: 1.0

AWE
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DEFINITION

a general 111 don~t care attitude,,, as if my will to do' anythiiig
were lost (72) ; I have no desire, n·o motivation, no interest; wants,
needs, drives are gone ( 58) ; I feel Understimulated, undercharged
(56); there seems to be a lack of feeling inside (56); I'm physically
less responsive (54); I feel mentally dull (54), my feelings seem
dulled (54); all excitement, vitality is gone (SO), there is no sen·
sation; I'm numb, desensitized ( 48); I'm not too alert ( 48); it's
an effort to do anything (46); I feel empty, drained, hollow (44),
heavy, logy, sluggish (42), my body seems to slow down (40),
I f~el tired, sleepy (40); there's a sense of being dead i!lside (38)

there's a lack of involvement and not caring about anything that
· goes on around me ( 66); everything seems unimportant and trivial
(52); I feel aimless (46); it's as if I'm out of touch, seeing things
from far away (42); everything seems useless, absurd, meaningless
(42); there's a feeling of a certain distance from others; everyone
seems far away (40); there is a sense of being incomplete; as
if part of me is rriissing (38); I wan~ to withdraw, and disappear,
draw back, be alone, away from others, crawl into myself (38);
there is a sense of unrelatedness to others; ever;one seems far
away; I am out of contact, can't reach others (38), a sense of
aloneness, being cut off, completely by myself (36); there is a
sense _of wandering, lost in space with nothing solid to grab onto
. (36) .
my mind wanders ·(42), I'm just carried along by what is
happening-adrift without an anchor (38), I'm unfocused and
I can't focus (38); I feel mechanical, like a robot, an automation·
(38); I wish I could care, but I can't (36), I seem to be acting
without effort or compulsion,. just going along with things as they
com~, in no hurry (34); my sensations are blurred (34).
the feeling seems to be all over, nowhere speci~l, just not localized
(40); it's a very bland sort of feeling (40), there doesn't seem
to be much change in Hie intensity of the feeling; it pretty much
stays at one level (34)

AWE (from the Scandinavian; a comparable word in Icelandic is agi~
meaning "fear")
·Number of items: 25
Range of agreement: 34-66%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 3
Adequacy rating: 2.0
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CHEERFULNESS

2. DICTIONARY OF EMOTIONAL MEANING
DEFINlTION

I'm excited in a ca1m way ( 66), I feel wide awake (50), there's
a warm excitement (4§); my senses are perfectly focused (44),
I'm very aware of my surroundings (40); there is an intensified
focus to my sensations (40), all my senses seem to be completely
open (38); there is a strong sense of interest and involvement
in things around me (36), a sense that I'm experiencing everything
fully, completely, thoroughly; that I'm feeling all the way (36),
that I seem to sense everything and experience everyd:iing imme·diately (34)
1 · seem to be caught up and ovenvhelmed by the feeling ( 40);
there is a sense of be1ng gripped by, the situation (38); I fed
insignificant (38)
there is a renewed appreciation of life (50), a11; inner warm glow,
a radiant sensation (38)
there is a quickening of heartbeat (44), an excitement, a sense
of being keyed up, overstimulated, supercharged ( 44)
I 'become aware of the vastness and spaciousness of tbe world
around me ( 42) ; there is a narrowing of my senses, my attention
becomes riveted on one thing (40); I'm less aware of time (36);
. there seems to be religious overtones (34); there is a sense th~t
another dimension has been added and everything has a greater
intensity (34)
it"s more an "inner'" than an ~·outer" feeling (42), a vecy p·ersonal
· feeling ( 40); the feeling fills me completely (34)

BOREDOM (origin unknown)
Number of times: 32
Range of agreement: 34-60%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 11
Adequacy rating: 1.5
DEFINITION

I feel tired, sleepy (60), I'm physically less responsive (58); I
feel heavy, logy, sluggish (58), understimulated, undercharged
(58), mentally dull (56);.all excitement, vitality is gone (52);
my feelings seem dulled (50), I'm not too alert (44), there seems
to be a lack of feeling inside (40); my body seems to slow down
(40), I feel let down (38)
there's a lack of involvement and not caring about anything that
goes on around me (54); I feel ain1less (46), everything seems
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. unimportant and trivial ( 44); there is a sense of aloneness, bCing
cut off, completely by myself ( 42); I try to escape into dreams
· and fantasies ( 40); I feel as if I'm in a vacuum ( 40); as if I'm
out of touch, seeing things from far away (38), a feeling.of a
certain distance ·from others; everyone seems far away (36); a
sense of unreJatedness to others; everyone seems far away; I'm
out of contact, can't reach others (36)
there is a yearning, a desire for Change; I want things to burcy
: up and begin to change (52), I begin to think about what I can
.do. to change the situation (44)
·my mind wanders (56); ·there is a very strong sense that time
seems to slow down, to drag (56); I have a sense of being trapped,
closed up, boxed, fenced in, tied down, inhibited (40); time seems
to stand stiII (36); it's as if I'm suffocating or smothering (36);
l feel driven to move, be active, do something, anything, dance,
jump, run, move-anything but sitting or standing still (34); I'm
easily irritated, ready to snap (34) the feeling seems to be all
over, nowhere special, just not localized (38 )"; it seems to come
over me graduaUy, without my being aware of When it starts (36) i
·it's a very bland sort of feeling (34)
CHEERFULNESS (from the Old French .[before 1400] cliere; going back
to the Latin cara, meaning "face")
·. Number of items: 69
Range of agreement: 34-76%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 26
Adequacy rating: 1.0
DEFINITION

I feCI like smiling (76); I'm loose, relaxed (74); there is a renewed
appreciation of life (68), I'm optimistic and cheerful; the. world
seems basically good and beautiful; men are essentially kind; life
is worth living (66); there is a s~nse of weH-being (66), an inner
warm glow, a radiant sensation ( 64); everything is going right
for me (58); a sense of being very integrated and at ease. with
myself, in harmony with myself, (54); I'm optimistic about the
future; the future seems bright (50); I'm in iune with the world
(50), there is a sense of being carefree but within balance (48),
I'm completely free from worry ( 48); there is a sense of harmony
and peace within (48), a feeling of warmth all over (46), a sense
of "rightness" with onself and the world; nothing cap go wrong
(46); I am free of conflict (44), I'm really functioning as a unit
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(44), I'm at pi:ace \vith the wOrld (44),] feel safe ·and secure
(44), I feel I can really be myself (42); I think about beautiful
things ( 42); everything-breathing, moving, thinking-seems
easier (40), my movements are gracCful and easy, I feel especially
well coordinated (40); there is a·scnse of smiling at myself (40),
a general release, a Iesse!ling of tension (40), a sense of fullness
(34); nothing is a burden; problems fade a\vay and I'm free from
worry (34)
there is a special lift in everything I do a11:d say; I feel bOuncy,
springy (74 ), a sense of vitality, aliveness, vibrancy, an extra spurt.
o(.. cnergy or drive (66), a lightness, buoyancy and upsurge of
the body (64); I feel wide ;iwakc (60), more alive (58), excited
in a calm way (56), n1ore alert (54); there is a particularly acute
awareness of pleasurable things, their sounds,. their colors, .and
textures-everything seems ntore beautiful, natural, and desirable
(54); there is a strong sense of interest and involvement in things
around (52); there is an inner buoyancy (50), a.warm excitement
(48); I feel effervescent, bubbly (46); my senses are perfectly
focused (44), there is an intense a\varcness of everything; I seem
to experience things with greater clarity; c9lors seem brighter,
sounds clearer, movements more vivid (40); I seem to be immediately in touch with the worl~; a sense of being .very open, receptive, with no separation between me and the world (38); I seem
to be immediately in touch and rippreciative of immediate physicaJ
sensations (36); rm very aware of my surroundings (34), thc;:re
is a sense that I'm experiencing everything fully, completely, thoroughly; that rm feeling all the way (34)
I have a sense of sureness (58);. I feel strong inside (54); I feel
taller, stronger, bigger ( 46); I feel as if I look especially good
(42); I feel clean (40), expansive (40); I keep thinking how
lucky I am ( 40); there is r.. sense of being more substantial, of
existing, of being real (36); a sense of being exceptionally strong
or energetic (36), of being important and \VOrth\vhile (36); a
sense of more confidence in myself; a feeling that I can do anything
(34)
I feel outgoing (60), I want others or the other person to feel
the same as I do (52); there is a sense of loving everyone, everything (42), I \Vant to n1akc others hnppy (40); there is an intense
positive relntionship with nnother person or with other people;
a communion, a unity, a closeness, friendliness and freedom, 'n1utual respect and interdependence (40); I feel n1orc understanding
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·of others (40), there is a sense of tolerance 'and acceptance of
others (38); I want to be with friends (36); there is a sense
of irust and appreciation of another per:Son ·(34) ·
I feel like singing (50); I seem to nurture the feeling within myself;
I want the feeling to continue, to keep going (48)
. the feeling seems.to be all over, nowhere special, just not localized
· (52); it's a simple, pure feeling (44)
CONFIDENCE (from the Latin con[tdentia, meaning "reliant" or "firmly
trusting")
Number of items: 58
Range of agreement: 34-68%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 19
Adequacy rating: 1.5 ·
DEFINITION

I feel safe and secure (62); rin really functioning as a unit (56);
there's a sense of well-being (52), a sense of "rightness" with
oneself and the world; nothing can· go wrong (52); there is a
sense of accomplishment, fulfi!Im·e~t (52); I'm optimistic about
the future; the future seems bright (50), everything is going right
for me (50), I'm optimistic and cheerful; the world seems basically
good. and ·beautiful; men are essentially kind; life is worth living
(46); I feel like smiling (46), I'm in tune with the world (44);
there is a· sense of harmony and peace within (44), a sense of
being. very integrated and at ease with myself, in harmony with
myse1f· (47), everything seems in pl?ce, ordered, org:inized (42);
there is an inner warm glow, a radiant sensation (42); I feel
I can really be myself (40), I am free of conflict (38), my mind
and body seem tot:illy unifiCd (38 )~there is a renewed appreciation
of life (38); nothing is a burden; problems fade away and I'm
free from wprry (38); there is something com pie re \\'ithin me
(36); there is a mellow comfort (36), I'm at peace with the world
(36); everything-breathing, moving, thinking-seems easier (34) .
I have a sefise of sureness (68), I feel strong inside (60); I seem
to be functioning intellectually at a higher level (52), I am able
to think cle<!rly, understand everything (50); I feel taller, stronger,
bigger (50), there are nloments of tren1endous strength (48); there
is a sense of more confidence in myself; a feeling that I can do
anything (48); a sense of being important and \\'orthwhile (46);
my movements arc graceful and c:isy, ~ feel especially well coordi- .
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CONTENTMENT
DICTIONARY OP EMOTIONAL MEANING

nated ( 44); I feel as if I look especially good ( 36); there is a
feel ing that no obstacle is too great for me (36), a sense of being
exceptionally strong or energetic (36), my muscle tone is suddenly
enhanced (34); my thinking is rapid (34), there .is a sense of.
increased clarity and understanding o[ the world (34) ; I keep
thinking how lucky I am (34)
1 feel wide awake (58), more alert (58), excited in a calm way
(5 8); my senses are perfectly focused {54); there is an inner
buoyancy (52), a sense o[ vitality, aliveness, vibrancy, an .:xtra
spurt of energy or drive (50), a sense of being more alive ( 48.);
there is a strong sense of interest and involvement in things around
me (42 ); I seem to be immediately in touch with the world; a
sense of being very open, receptive, with no separation between
me and the world ( 42); there is a special lift in eve.rything I
d o and say; I feel bouncy, springy (36)
I feel outgoing (52); there is an intense positive relationship with
another person or with other people; a communion, a unity, .a
closeness, friendliness and freedom, mutual respect and interdependence ( 38) ; there is a sense of confide nce in being with another
person (34 ) , a sense of trust and appreciation of another person
(34 )
I seem to .nurture the feeling within myself; I want the feeling
to continue, to keep going ( 40); I am very aware of myselC in
relation to others (36)
it's a very personal feeling ( 40) ; it seems to be a clearly formed
tangible sort of feeling (38); it's more an "inner" than an "outer"
feeling (36)
CONTEMPT (from the Latin contemptus, meaning "scorn")
Number or items: l~
R anger or agreement: 34-58%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 2
Adequacy rating: 2.0
DEFINITION

my race and mouth arc tight, tense, hard (5 8), my whole body
is tense (50 ) ; I'm easily irritated, ready to snap (48), I'm wound
up inside (46)
I want to say something nasty, something that will hurt someone
( 46); I want to strike out, explode, but I ho ld back, control myself
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( 44); there is an impulse to strike out, to pound, or smash. or ·
kick, or bite; to do something that will hurt (42)
my blood pressu re goes up; blood seems t<> ..rush through my
body ( 40), there is a quickening of heartbeat (34)
·
there is a sense of d isbelie[ (38); I keep searching for an explanation, for some understanding; I keep thinking, "why?" (36); I
seem to be caught up and overwhelmed by the feeling (34)
it's a confused, mixed-up feeling, involved with other feelings (40) ,
it's involved with other feelings (36)
CONTENTMENT (Crom the Latin contentus, meaning "satisfied" )
Number of items: 49
R ange of agreement: 34-84%
Number of items at least 50% agreement : 22
Adequacy rating: 1.0
·
DEFINITION

I'm loose, relaxed (84) , there is a sense of well-being (78), harmony and peace within (76), l am peaceful, tranquil, quiet (74);
there is a general release, a lessening of tension (72); there is
an inner warm glow, a radiant sensatio n ( 68); I'm optimistic and
cheerful; the world seems basically good and beautiful; men are
essentially kind; life is worth living (66); I am free of conflict
( 66), safe and secure ( 64); there is a renewed appreciation of
life (62); I'm at peace with the world (62), there is a mellow
comfort ( 60); I feel like srpiling ( 60), everything is going right
for me (58); I'm completely free from worry (58); there is a
sense of fullness (52); nothing is a burden; problems fade away
and I'm free from worry (52). I'm in tune with the \Vorld (50),
there is a sense of "rightness" with oneself and the world; nothing
can go wrong (50); there is a· sense of being very integrated and
at ease with myself, in harmony with myself (50)j there is a feeling
of warmth all over (50); I'm optimistic about the future ; the
fu ture seems bright ( 48); I think about beautiful things ( 4~);
· everything seems quiet ( 42); my mind and body seem to tally uni- .
tied ( 42), everything- breathing, moving, thinking-seems easier
( 40); there is a sense of being carefree but" within balance (38);
my body seems to soften (38); it's a state of release (36); I
feel I can really be myself (36)
there is an in ner buoyancy (44); a particularly acute awareness
of pleasurable things, their sounds, their colors, and textures -
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everythin.g seems more b~autiful, natural, and. desirable ( 44); I
seem to be immediately in touch and appreciative of immediate
physical sensations (40); there is a sense of being inore alive (40)
I feel strong inside (38); I have a sense of sureness (38), a sense
. of more confid~nce in myself; a feeling that I can do anything .
(36); I keep thinking how lucky I am (36)
there is a sense of loving everyone, everything (36); a ·~ense of
confide!'lce in being with another person (36); I- feel Soft and
finn (34)
I Seem to nurture the f~eling within myself; I want the feeling
to continue, to keep going (46); I'm less aware of time (44);
there is a sense of being rcn1oved from daily' chores (42); r want
to hold back time, capture the moment (40); there is a sense
of accomplishmen~ fulfillment (38).
.!

the fee1ing seems to be all over, nowhere special,just not localized
(50); it's a simple, pure fee1ing (38); a steadj, ongoing feeling
(36); it's more of an "inner" than an "outer~· feeling (34)
DELIGHT (from the Old French delitier; going bac~ to the Latin
delectlire, a verb form of de/icere, meaning "allure")
Number of items: 53
Range of agreement: 34-74%
Number of items.at least 50% agreement: 16
Adequacy rating: 1.0
DEFINITION

I feel like smiling (74); there is an inner warm glow, a radiant
sensation (68), a sense of \Veil-being (66), a renewed appreciation
of life (60); I'm optimistic and cheerful; the world seems basically
good and beautiful; men are essentially kind; life is worth living
(60); everything is going right for me (52); there is a feeling
of warmth all over (48); I'm in tune with the world (46), rm
loose, relaxed ( 42), optimistic about the future; the future seems
bright (42); there is a sense of "rightness" with oneself and the
world; nothing can go wrong (.40); there is a mellow comfort
(40); I think about beautiful things (40); I have a sense of being
very integrated and at case with myself, in harmony with myself
(38), I am free or conflict (38); there is a general release, a
lessening of tension (38), a sense of hannony and peace withio

DEPRESSION
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(36)~ I feel safe and secure (36); there is a sense of being carefree
but within balance (34); ·a sense of _smiling at myself (34)

there is a warm excitement (70); I feel effervescent, bubbly (70),
eXcited in a calm way ( 64) ; there is an inner buoyancy ( 62),
a special lift in everything I do and say; I feel bouncy, springy
(58), a sense of vitality, aliveness, vibrancy, an extra spurt of
energy or drive (56), a sense of lightness, buoyancy and upsurge
of the body (52), a sense of being µlOre alive (46); there is
an intense awareness of everything; I seem to experience things
with greater clarity; colors seem brighter, sounds clearer, movements more vivid (46); I seem more alert (44); there is a particularly acute awareness of pleasurable things, their sounds, their
colors, and textures-everything seems more beautiful, natural,
and desirable (40); I feel wide awake (38); I seem to sense
everything and experience everything immediately (36); a sense
that I am experiencing everything fully, completely, thoroughly;
that I'm feeling all the way (36); there is a sense of interest and
involvement in things around me (34)
I feel outgoing ( 48), a sense of loving everyone, everything ( 44);
there is an intense positive relationship with another person or
with other people; a communion, a unity, a closeness, friendliness
and free4om, mutual respect and interdependence (40); there's
a sense. of trust and appreciation of another person (40); I want
to make others happy (34)
I keep thinking how lucky I am (46); I feel expansive (36),
strong inside (34); my movements are graceful and easy, I feel
especially \V~ll coordinated (34)
there is an excitement, a sense of being keyed up, overstimulated,
supercharged (50); ther'e is quickening of heartbeat (40)
I s'eem to nurture the feeling withitt mysel(; I ·want the feeling
to continue, to keep going (54); I feel like singing .(52), like
laughing ( 44); I want to hold back time, capture the moment
.
(34 )°
it's a· simpJ"e, p.ure feeling (44); it's a very personal feeling (40);
the fe~ling seems to be all over, nowhere spcciiii, just not localized
"(34)
DEPRESSION (from the Latin deprinzere, meaning ' 1 to press down")
Number of itenis: 83
Range of agreement: 34-60%

.
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Number of items at least 50% agreenaent: 16
Adequacy rating: 1.0
DEFINJTION

I.feel empty, drained, hoJlow (60j, understimulated, undercha~g~··
(52). heavy, logy, sluggish (52); my feelings seem dulled (52),
1· am physically Jess responsive (50), all excitement, vita'lity is.
gone (50); there is a sense of being dead inside (50); I feel
Jet down (46). tired, sleepy (44); ifs an effort to. do anything.
(42), I have no desire, no motivation, no interest; wants, needs,
driVes are gone (42);•it's as if everything inside has stopped (40); ·.·
I feel mentally dull (40); my body seems to slow down (40); ·
theie is a sense that somehow I can't experience things wholly,·
as if there is. a lid or some sort of clamp which keeps me from
perceiving (36).
•
•
there is a sense of uncertainty about the future (52); I fcel·s~z:ry
for myself (50); a sense of being gripped by the situation .(50);
everything seems out of proportion ( 48) ;·a sense ,of being totally
unable to cope with the sit1Jation (44), there is simply no place
to go, no way of ever ·getting out ( 44), a sense of not knowing
where to go, what to do (42); I lo5e all confidence in myself
and doubt myself (42); I feel lost (40r; I seem to be caught
up ahd overwhelmed by the feeling (38)j I feel vulnerable and
totally helpless (36), off balance (36), as if I were in quieksand; .. ·
. the harder I struggle to get out of the feeling, the deeper I'm
drawn in; I can't and don't know how to get rid of or pull out
of the'.feeling (34); I'm completely uncertain of ever)'thing (34);
I feel insignificant (34)
·
there is a sense of aloneness, being cut off, completely by myself
(56); I \Vant to withdraw,' disappear, draw back, be alone, away
from others, crawl into myself (52); I feel aimless (46), wandering, lost in space with nothing solid to grab on to ( 42); I become
introspective, tum inwards ( 42); everything seems useless: absurd;
ineaningless (42); there is a iack of involvement and not Caring
about anything that goes on around me ( 42); there is a sense of
being incomplete; as if part of me is missing (40); a feeling of
a certain distance from others; everyone seems far away (38), as
if I'm out of touch, seeing things from far away (36); there is
a sense of unrelatedness to others; everyone seems far away; I
am out of contact, can't reach others (36); I feel as if I am
in a vacuum (36); I don't want to .communicate with ap.yone

DETERMINATION
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(36}; there is a sense of being deserted, betrayed and the world
indifferent to me (34); my body wants to contract. draw closer
to myself (34)
there is a heavy feeling in my stomach (58); 'a sense. of loss,
of deprivation (52); there is an inner ache you can't locate (52);
I have no appetite; I can't eat ( 48); there is a clutching, ~inking
feeling in the middle of my chest (46), there is a heaviness in
my chest (44), I feel as if I'm under a heavy burden (44); there
is a lump in my throat (42); I'm slightly headachy, as if my
brain were tired (42); I can't smile or laugh (38);·there is a.
gnawing feeling in the pit of my stomach (36); a sensation of
my heart sinking (34); it's as if I'm suffocating or s~'?thering
(34); it hurts to be alive (34)
there is a sense of longing (46), a yearning, a desire for change;
I want things to hurry up and begin to change (42); there is
a sense of weakness ( 40); it seems that nothing I do is right
(36); I begin to think about what I can do to change the situation
(34)
I'm easily irritated, r~ady to snap (44); I feel choked up (36),
·wound up inside (34)
I keep searching for an explanation, for some understanding; I
keep thinking, "why?" (38); I want to be comforted, helped by
someone (36); I can only think of what caused the feeling (34);
I have a sense of being trapped.. closed up, boxed, fenced ,in,
tied down, inhibited (34); .my attention is completely focused on
my myself,' I'm preoccupied with myself (34) ·
·
·

r

the feeiing is very deep inside; I seem .. to feel it at the pit of
my being (52), it's more an·''inner'~ !han an 11 oute~" feeling (46);
it's a confused, mixed up feeling, involved with other feelings ( 44); .
the feeling seems to linger; to last a long time, With no immedi3.te
release (44); it's a very personal feeling (42); it's ,involved wit~
other feelings (42); the feeling goes slowly (36), ~t's a bottomless·
·feeling (36), there is a sense that the feeling will never end.(36);
it all seems bottled up inside of me (34); .i(Jills me completely
(34)
DETERMINATION (from the Latin ditern~inii're, 'meaning "to bound," ·
11
tolimit," or"tofix")
Number of items: 36
Range of agreement: 34-52 %

..
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Number of items at least so% ·agrei!m~nt: 6
Adequacy rating: 1.5
·

49

DEFINITION

I'm easily irritated. ready to snap ( 44); my face and mouth are
tight, tense, hard (42); there is a tight knotted feeling in my stomach (40); my teeth are clenched (34), my whole body is tense
(34)

DEFINITION

I have a sense of sureness (52); I seem to be furictioning intellectually at a higher level (50); there is. a feeling that no obstacle
is too great for me (46); I feel tailer, stronger, bigger (40); I
have a sense of more confidcncC in myself; ·a feeling that I can
do an):.thing (38), a sense of being important and wortlnvhile (38),·
there are moments of· tremendous strength (38), a sense of being
·.exceptionally strong or energetic (36), I feel strong inside (36),
my muscle tone is suddenly enhanced· (34)
my senses are perfectly focused (52); I am excited in a calm
way (50), more alert (48), wide awake (48), with a sense of
vitality, aliveness, vibrancy, an extra spurt of energy or drive (42);
there is an intensified focus to my sensations ( 42)

my body seems to speed up ( 44), there is an excitement, a sense
of being keyed up, overstimulated, supercharged (40); my blood

I feel nauseated, sick to my stomac;h (50), there is a queasy feeling
in my stomach ( 40)
there is a sense that I have no control over the situation (38);
there ls a sense of disbelief (38); I feel let down (34)
0

it's fu volved with other feelings (40); the feeling begins with a
sharp sudden onset (38), it-comes without .warning (34); the
feeling is all involuntary, there is no anticipation on my part. it
all just comes (34)
·

DISLIKE (from dis, iinplying negation, and like, in Old English. lician;
probably going back to original Teutonic nko, meaning "body")
Number of items: 10
Range of agreement: 34-48%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 0
. Adequacy rating: 2.5

pressure goes up; blood seems to rush through my body (34)
my whole body is tense (44), I'm wound up inside (38), there
is a muscular rigidity (34)
· ·

DEFINITION

there is a sense of being gripped by the situation (52); I'm really
functioning as a unit (50); there is a narrowing of my senses,
my attention becomes riveted on one thing ( 48); there is a height- ·
ened self-awareness (46); there is an intense concern for what
will happen next (44), a sense of anticipation, waiting for something to happen ( 40); there is nothing spontaneous, only deliberately, carefully controlled action (38); I'm intensely here and now
(38); there is a sense of accomplishment, fulfillment (36)

I'm easily irritated, ready to snap (48); my face and mouth are
tight. tense, hard (36); I'm wound up inside (36), there is a
D)USCUlar rigidity (34)
there is a narrowing of my senses, my attention becomes riveted
one thing (46); I want to say something nasty, something
that will .hurt someone (38); I want to strike out, explode, but
thold back, control myself (36)

·OD

it seems to be a clearly formed tangible sort of feeling (46); it's

I begin to think about what I can do to change the situation
(40); I try to stop thinking of the situation and try to think of

more an "inner" than an ..outer" feeling (40); the feeling is very
deep inside; I seem to feel it at the pit of· my being ( 40); it's
a steady, ongoing feeling (38); it's involved \vith other feelings
(34)

DISGUST (from the Old French desgoust and from the Italian dis, implying negation, plus gusto, meaning ''taste")
Number of items: 14
Range of agreement: 34-50%
Nun1bcr of items at least 50% agreement~ I
Adequacy rating: 1.5

'

other things ( 4)
the feeling is only brief In time; it's over quickly (34)

ELATION (from the Latin iliilus, mean in& "J>rought Out," "raised," or
CxhaltC:d")
·
Number of items: 63
·Rei.age of agreement: 34-78%
Number Of items at least 50% agreement: 22
Adequacy rating: J .0
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DEFJNITJciN .

I feel cffcrvesc~rit, bubbly. (74); ·there is an ·inner buoyancy (72),

a sense or lightness, buoyancy and upsurge of .the body

(~8),

a special lift in everything I do and say; I feel bouncy, springy
(68); there is a warm excitement (68), a sense of being more
alive (66), Y1ide awake ( 64), a sense of vitality, ·aliveness,
yibrancy, an extra spurt of energy or drive ( 62); there is· a floating, .
soaring sensation (52); I seem. more alert (48); there is partic~
JarJy acute awareness of pleasurable things, their soun~s, theJr
colors, and textures-everything seems more beautiful, natu.ral,
and desirable ( 44); there is an intense awareness of everything;
I seem to experience· with grenter clarity; colors seem brighter,
soGnds clearer, movements ntore vivid (40); all my senses seem
"to' be completely open (36), I'm experiencing everything ful1y,
compiet~ly, thoroughly; I'm feeling all the way (36); I'm excited
in a calm way (36)
·
I'm optimistic and cheerful; the w"orld seems basicaliy good and
beautiful; men are essentially kind; life is v.·orth living (74); there
is a rene\ved .appreciation bf life (70); I feel l!ke smiling (70);
there is an inner warm glow, a radiant sensation· (70); everything
is going right for me (62), there is a sense of well-being (60),
a sense of "rightness" with oneself and the worlP; nothing. can
go wrong (52); I'm optimistic about the future; the future seems
bright ( 48); it's a state of rele~se (46); I'm in tune with the
world ( 44); there is a general release, a lessening of tension ( 42);
· there is a feeling of \\'arm th all over ( 42); I feel safe and secure
(40), I'm comple"tf:ly free from \vorry (38); I think about beautiful
things (38); there is a sense of fullness (36), a sense of smiling
at myself (36)
I keep thinking how lucky I am ( 62); there is a sense of being
important .:ind \Vorthwhile (54); I feel taller, stronger, bigger (46);
I have a sense of sureness ( 44); I feel strong inside ( 44) > expansive ( 42); th'ere is ::J. sense of being exceptionally strong or energetic
(42), a sense of power (38); a sense of more confidence in myself;
a feeling that I can do anything (36) .
there is an excitement, a sense of being keyed up, overstimulated,
supercharged (78); there is a quickening of heartbeat (50), my
body seems to speed up (42), niy blood pressure goes up; blood
seems to rush through n1y body (36); I feel driven to n1ovc, _be
active, do son1clhing, anything, d~ncc, jump, run, n~ove-::i.nyll11ng
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but sitting or standing still (36); I feel that I'll burs.tor explode,
as if there is too much °inside to be held in (36)
I· feel outgoing ( 68), I want to reach· out to everyone I meet
(.ilO), I want others (or the other person) to feel the same as
· I do (40); there is a sense of loving everyone, everything (36);
I want to talk to someone about my feelings (34), I want to
·communicate freely, share n1y thoughts and feelings with everyone
: 'around (34)
there is a sense of accomplishment, fuffi.ltment (50); I feel like
laughing (48), like singing (46); I seem to nurture the feeling
within n1ysel[; I want the feeling to continue, to keep going ( 44);
·I can't believe \Vhat's happening is true (38); I seem to be caught
. up. and overwhelmed by the feeling (38); my whole existence
seems to be changed (34)
·
the feeling seems to be all over, nowhere special, just not localized
(48); it fills me completely (46); it's involved with other feelings
(38)
.

EMBARRASSMENT (from the French en1barrasser, meaning
or "obstruct"; derived from e111barras, meaning "obst::icle11 )

11

block11

Nuin.ber of items: 30 ~: .
Range of agreement: 34-58%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 4
Adequacy rating: 1.0
DEFINITION

there is a sense of regret (54); I begin to think about \vhat I
can d0 to change the situation (52); there is a yearning, a desire
for change; I want things to hurry up and begin to change (48);
·1 want to hide my feeling (48); .I keep blaming myself for the
situation (42), I get mad at myself for my feelings or thoughts
or for what I've done (38); I try to stop thinking of the situation
and try to think of other things. (36)
I want to \Vilhdra,v, disappear,· dr'aw back, be alone, away from
others, crawl into myself (58); there js ao. in1pulse to hide, to
escape, Jo run, to get a\vay. (46); n1y body \Vants to contr:ict,
· draw closer to myself (44); there is a sense of aloneness, being
·cut off, completely by myself (34)
1·fccl vulnerable and totally helpless (46); there is a "sense that
I have no contrvl O\'Cr the situation (40), a sense of being gripped
by the situation (40)

..
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my blood pressure goes up; blood seems to rush through my body
{44), my pulse quickens (34), there is a quickening of heartbeat
(34)
I want to do something, anything, to change the situation and
reiieve the tension (52), my whole body is tense (40)

there is a clutching, a sinking feeling in the middle of my chest
(38); there ·is a queasy feeling in my stomach (34)
·
I keep thinking about \vhat happened over and over again ( 46);
rm hypersensitive ( 44); I can only think of \Vhat caused the
feelirig (42); I am Very aware of myself in relation to others (38);
I'm chilled, cold all over (38); I'm especially sensitive to everything around me (34)
'
the feeling is all involuntary, there is no antiCipation on my par~
it hi! just comes (40); the feeling begins with a sharp sudden
ortSet (36); it's a very personal feeling (36) ·

ENJOYMENT

(from. the Old French enjoir, from. en, meaning "in1" plu;
.
N~mber of items: 6S
R~nge of agreement: 34-72%
Ntimber of items at least 50% ~greement: 2~
Adequacy rating: 1.0
·

joir~ m~a?i!ng "joy")
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go. wrong (38), I'm really functioning as a unit (36); I think
about beautiful things (36); I am peaceful, tranquil, quiet (34);
everything-breathing, moving, thinking-seems easier (34); there
is a sense of smiling at myself ( 34)
I'm excited in a calm way ( 66) : I feel wide aWake ( 66) 1 more
alive (60); there is a warm excitement (SB), an inner buoyancy
(56); I feel effervescent, bubbly (54), more alert (52); there's
a particularly acute awareness of pleasurable things, their· sounds,
their colors, and textures-everything seems more beautiful, natural, and desirable (52); my senses are Perfectly focused (50);
there is an intense awareness of everything; I seem to experience
things with greater clarity; colors seem brighter, sound:; clearer,
movements more vivid (SO); there is a special lift in everything
I do and say; I [eel bouncy, springy (50), with a sense of vitality,
aliveness, vibrancy, an extra spurt o[ energy or drive (48); there
is strong sense of interest and involvement in things around me
(46); I seem to be immediately in touch and appreciative of immediate physical sensations (40); there "is a sense of lightness,
buoyancy and upsurge of the body (40); I'm experiencing everything fully, completely, thoroughly; I'm feeling all the Wfil.v (38);
all my senses.seem to be completely opcn (36), I seeitt to be
immediately in touch with the world; a sense o[ being ve•y open,
receptive, with no separation between me an·d the war_; (34),
I seem to sense everything and experience everything imri'1ediately
(34)
.
.
.

DEFINITION

I feel like smiling (72); rm loose, relaxed (68), there•s sense
of well-being (60); I'm completely free from worry (58), I'm
in tune with the world (S6); I'm optimistic and cheerful; the world
seems basically good and beautiful; men are essentially kind; life
is worth living (S6); there is an inner warm glow, a radiant sensa7
tion (56), a rene\ved appreciation of life (S6); there is a sense
of harmony and peace within (56), a sense of being very integrated
and at ease with myself, 'in harmony with myself (SO); everything
is going right ·for me (~8); there is a ·sense of bciilg :.carefree
-but within balance (48); there is a general release, a lessening
of ·tension (48); nothing is a burden; problems fade away and
I'm free from 'worry (46), I'm at peace with the world (46),
I feel safe and secure ( 46); there is a mellow comfort (44 ), a
feeling of warmth all over ( 44); there is a sense of fullness ( 42);
I feel I can really by myself (42), I am free of conflict (40),
a sense of "rightness" with one~cl[ and the world; i:iothing can

I feel outgoin"g (56); I-want others (or the other ·person) to feel
the same as I do (38), I want to make others happy (38); ther:e's
a sense of belonging with others· (38), I want to communicate
freely, share my thoughts and fc;:elings with ev'eryone arqund (38);
I want robe with friends (36); there is an intense positive reii11ionship with another person o.r. with other people; a· communion,
a unity, a closeness, friendliness and ·frcedon1, mutual respect ~nd
interdependence
·
my movements are graceful and easy, I feel esf>ecially well coordi:
nated (38); I feel strong inside (34); I have a se.nse of sureness·
~4).

.

.

.

I'm less aware of time (52); I seem to nurture the feeling withiO
myself; I want the feeling to continue, to keep going (44); I feel
like singing (42); I want to hold back time, capture the n1oment
(34)

,.
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it's a simple, pure feeling ( 48) ; the feeling seems to be all over,
nowhere special, just not localized (42); it s a very personal feeling
(38); it's a steady, ongoing feeling (34); the feeling fills me completely (34)
·

Number of items at least 50% agreement: 10
Adequacy rating: 1.0

0

EXCITEMENT (from the Latin excitOre, a verb form of exciere, mean-·
ing "call forth" or "rouse")
Number of items: 28
Range of agrce1nent: 36-76%
·Number of items at least 50% agreemel}.t: 7
Adequacy rating: 1.b
DEFINITION

there is a sense of vitality, aliveness, Vibrancy, an extra spurt of
energy or drive (66), a sense of being more alive (58), more
alert (56), a warm excitement (54), a special lift in evCrything
I do and say; I feel bouncy, spring (50), there is an inner buoyancy
( 48); there is a strong sense o[ interest and involvement in things
around me (48); I [eel effervescent, bubbly (44), wide awake
( 44); there is a sense of lightness, buoyancy and upsurge of .the
body ( 40); I'm excited in a calm way (36)
there is an excitement, a sense o[ being keyed up, overstimulated,
supercharged (76); there is a quickening of heartbeat (56), my
pulse quickens (46), my body seems to speed up (46), my blood
pressure goes up; blood seems to rush through my body (42)
·there is an inner wann glow, a radiant sensation (48); I feel
like smiling ( 42); I'm optimistic and cheerful; the world seems
basically good and bi::auti[ul; n1cn are essentially kind; life is worth
living (38), rm optimistic about the future; the future seems bright
(36)
I feel thinking how lucky I am (44); I feel expansive (36); my
movements are sharper and quicker (36)
there is a sense of being gripped bY the situation ( 46), I seem
to be caught up and overwhelmed by the feeling (36)
there is a sense of anticipation, waiting for something to happen
(44); I feel outgoing (44); i•m wound up inside (40)
FEAR (in Old English before 1100, fter. meaning "sudden attick" or
'"sudden danger")
Number of items: 50
Dr\("T/.

DEFINITION

·

.

my whole body° is tense (80); there is a tight knotted feeling
in my stomach (50), a muscular rigidity ( 46); I want to do some·
·thing, anything, to change the situation and relieve the tension
(46); my face and mouth are tight, tense, hard (44); I'm cold,
yet perspiration pours out of me (44); I'm jumpy, jittery (42);
my hands are moist (40); I'm wound up inside (34)
there's a quickening of heartbeat (68), my pulse quickens (60),
my heart pounds (54), my blood pressure goes up; blood seems
to rush through my body ( 44); there's absolute physical turmoil
(42), an excitement, a sense of being keyed up. overstimulated,
"supercharged (40); there is a churning inside (38); I'm stunned
(36); my body seems to speed up (34)
there is a sense of being gripped by the situation ( 64), I feel
vulnerable and totally helpl.ess (54); I seem to be caught up and
overWhelmed by the feeling (48), there is a sense that I have
no control over the situation (42), being totally unable to cope
with the situation (40); thoughts just race through my head with·
out control (34); there is a sense of not knowing where to go,
what to do (34); I'm momentarily immobilized; paralyzed; unable
to act or move (34)
there is a clutching, sinking feeling in the middle of my chest
(68), a heavy feeling in my stomach (36), a queasy feeling in my
stomach (36), my stomach shivers and trembles; there is a tremor
in my stomach (34); I can't smile or laugh (34) there is an
intense concern for what will happen next (58); I sweat (48);
there is a sense of aloneness, being cut off, completely by myself
(48); there's a narrowing of my senses, my attention becomes
riveted on one thing ( 46); there is a sense of anticipation, waiting
for something to happen ( 44); I can't believe what's happening
is true (42); I have clammy hands (42); there is a yearning,
a desire for chnnge; I want things to hurry up and begin to change
·(38); I want to be comforted, helped by someone (36); I want
.to fight against it, not let the feeling overcome me (36), I'm affaid
of the feeling (36); I'm intensely here and no\v (36); my reactions
seem to be exaggerated ( 34)
the feeling fills me completely (SO); the feeling is all involuntary,
there is no anticipation on n1y part, it all just comes (48); the

.
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DICTIONARY

·FRUSTRATION

oi: EMQTiONAL. MEANING

fecling"begins with a sharp sudden onset (46)i the feeling seCms
to· be all over, nowhere.special, Just not IoCalii:ed (38); the f~eling
is very deep inside;' I seem to feel it at the pit of my being (38);
it's a feeling that comes without warning (36)
FRIENDI.INESS (iri Old English, freond, meaning "love")
· Number of items: 46 , ·
Range of agreement: 34-68%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 14
Adequacy rating: 1.0
DEFINITION

•
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·extra spurt of energy or drive ( 40), a· sense of lightness, buoyancy
·and upsurge of·the .body (40); I seem more.alert (38); I feel
effervescent, bubbly (38). excited in a calm way (36)
I have a sense of sureness (42); I feet'strong inside (40); I have
a sense of beini important and worthwhile (36); I keep thinking
how lucky I am (34)
I seem to nurture the feeling within myself; I want the feeling
to continue, to keep_ going (34)
it's a very personal feeling (46); it's a simple,_ pure feeling (44)

.

.

.

fm optimistic and cheerful; the workl seems basically gciod and
beautiful; men are essentially kind; life is worth liviq,g (68); there.
is a renewed appreciation of life (66); i feel like smiling (62);
there is a sense of well-being (60), an inner warm glow, a radiant
sensation (54), I'm loose, relaxed (52) 1 with a feeling of wamith
all over (48); there is a sense o(.harmony and peace within (46),
I'm in tune \vi th the \Vorld ( 44 ), with a sense of being very inte.
grated and at ease with nlyself, in harmony with myself (42);
I feel I can really be myself (42); I feel safe and secure (42);
there is a mellow comfort ( 40), . a general release, a lessening
of tension (38); everything is going right for me (38); I'm opti· ·
·
mistic about the future; the future seems bright (36)
there is a sense of confidence in being \Vith another person (68),
a sense of trust and appreciation of another person ( 64); there
is an intense positive relationship \Vith another person or with
other people; a con1munion, a unity, a closeness, friendliness and
freedom, mutual respect and interdependence (64); I feel outgoing
(56); there is a sense of empathic harmony with another person;
in tune, sharing and experiencing the same feelings and thoughts
(52); there is a sense of belonging with others (50); a sense
of tolerance and· acceptance of others (50); there is a sense of
complete understanding of the other person ( 40); a sense of giving,
doing something, for another person ( 40); I feel more understand· •
ing of others (36); I want to be with friends (36); there is a
sense of being wanted, needed (34)
there is an inner buoyancy (58), a sense of being more alive
( 48 ), wide awake ( 48), a special lift in everything I do and say;
I feel bouncy, springy (48); there is a strong sense of interest
and in\'olvement in things around 1ne ( 44); my senses are perfectly
focused (42); there is a sense of vit<.1lity 1 aliveness, vibrancy, an

FRUSTRATION (from the Latin frustriitus, meaning "having disappointed" or "having deceived")
Number of items: 31
. Range of agreement: 34-82 %
Number of items at least 50% agreement: S
Adequacy rating: 1.0
DEFINITION

I'm easily irritated, ready to snap (82); my whole body is tense
(54). I'm wound up inside (52). with a tight, knotted feeling
.in my stomach (50); I'm jumpy, jiuery (48), my face and mouth
are tight, tense, hard ( 44), there is a tension across my back,
my neck, and shoulders (42); I want to do something, anything,
to c_hange the situation and relieve the tensi.on ( 42) ! I'm hypersen·
sitive (40)
there is a sense of being totally unable to cope with the situation
(40), I seem to be caught up and overwhelmed by the feeling
(40); I feel sorry for myself ( 40); there is a sense of being gripped
by the situation (36)
I feel as if I'm under a heavy burden (42); I am slightly heada~hy,
as if my brain were tired (36) ;,it's as if I'm suffocating or smothering (36)
I feel that I'll burst or explode, as if there is too much to be
held in (42); there is a chu'rning inside (34); my blood pressure
·
goes up; blood seems to rush through my body (34)
I begin to think what I can do to change the' situation· (54),·
there is a yearning:, a desire for change; I warii things to hurry ·
up and begin to change ( 48)
I want to strike out, explode, but I hold back, control myself
(36); there is a narro,ving of my senses, my attention becomes
riveted on one thing (34)
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GAIETY

·1 feel let down (46); there is a sense o[ aloneness, being cut
off, completely by myself ( 44) i I have a sense o[ being trapped,
closed up, boxed, fenced in, tied down, inhibited (42); there is
an intense concern for what will happen (38); I seem to be fighting myself (34)

is a strong sense of interest and involvement in things around
me (SO); I seem more alert ( 44); there is a particularly acute
awareness of pleasurable things, their sounds, their colors, and
textures-everything seems more beautiful, natural, and desirable
( 44); there is an intense awareness of everything; I seem to experience things with greater clarity; colors seem brighter, sounds
clearer, movements more vivid ( 42); there is a floating, soaring
sensation (40); I seem to be immediately in touch with the world;
a sense of being very open, receptive, with no separation behveen
me ·and the world (34); all my senses seem to be completely
open (36), I seem to sense everything and experience everything
immediately (36)

it's involvi;d with other feeling's (44), a confused, mixed-up feeling
(36) ; the feeling goes slowly ( 34)
•

GAIETY (from the French gaieti, gaiti, derived from· gai, ipeaning .

"gay")
Number of items: 7J

Range of agreement: 34-74%
Number of items at least 50% agreemeQt: 25
Adequacy rating: 1.0
·
DEFINITION

I feel outgoing (70), loving everyone, everything (52); there is
a sense of belonging with others ( 44); I want to communicate
·freely, share my thoughts and feelings with everyone around (38);
. there is a sense of confidence in being with another person (38);
I want to make others happy (38), I want to be with friends
(36); there is an intense positive relationship with another person
or with other people; a communion, a unity, a closeness, friendliness and freedom, mutual respect and interdependence (36); there
is a sense of empa.thic harmony with another person; I'm in tune,
sharing and experiencing the same feelings and thoughts (34);
there is a sense of trust and appreciation of another person (34)

'

I feel like smiling (70); there is an inner warni glow1 a radiant
sensation (68), a sense of well-being (68); I'm optimistic and
cheerful; the world seems basically good and .beautiful; men are
essentially kind; life is worth living (64); I have a sense of being
free, uninhibited, open, no Jongcr blocked; I feel uninhibited and
spontaneous-anything goes (54) i there is a sense of being carefree but \\'ithin balance (50); there is a general release, a lessening
of tension (50), I'm loose, relaxed (50); there'is a renewed appreciation of life (48); everything is going right for me (46),
I'm completely free from worry ( 44); there is a sense of smiling
at myself (44); I feel like I can really be myself (44); nothing
is a burden; problems fade away and I'm free from worry (42),
I'm in tune with the w0rld (42); I'm really functioning as a unit
(40), I am free of conflict (40), there is a feeling of warmth
an over (40); there .is a sense of "rightness" with oneself and
the \\'orld; nothing can go wrong (38); I feel safe and secure(38), v.:ith a sense of harmony and peace within (36) I'm optimistic about the future; the future seems bright (36); I think
about beautiful things (34); it.'s a state of release (34 ), everything-breathing, 1noving, thinking-seemS easier (34) · :·.

my moven'lcnts are graceful and easy, I feel especiaily well coordinated (52); I feel as if I look especially good (52); I have
a sense of sureness (42), a sense of being exceptionally strong
or energetic (42); I feel. expansivC (40); there is.a sense of more
confidence in myself; a feeling that I can do' anything (34), I
feel strong inside (34)
·
there is an excitement, a sense at being keyed up, overstimulated,
supercharged (62); my body seems to speed up (40); I feel driven
to move, be active, do something, anything, dance, jump, run,
move-anything but sitting or standing still (40).
·I feel like laughing (56); I"m less aware of lime (50); I feel
like singing (48); I seem to nurture the feeling within mysclr;
I want the reeling to continue, to keep going ( 46); I'm completely
wrapped up in the moment, the present, the here and now, with
no thought of past or future (36)j I'm intensely here and now
(34); I want to try new things (34)

I feel effervescent, bubbly (74), there is a \varm excitement (72),
a sense of vitality, aliveness, vibrancy, an extra spurt of energy
or drive (70), an inner buoyancy (70), a special lift in everything
I do ll.nd say; I feel bouncy, springy (64), a sense of lightness,
buoyancy and upsurge of the body (60), a sense of being more
alive (60)", \vide awake (56), excited in a calm way (52); there
L
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the reeling seen1s to be all over•. nowhere special, just not localized
( 40); it"s a steady. ongoing feeling (34)
~.

,,
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GRATI'1:UDE (from the Latin griititudo, derived from griitus,
"pleasing" or "thankful")
Number of items: 30
Range or agreement: 34-62%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 7
Adequacy rating: 2.0
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DICTIONARY OF. EMOTIONAL MEANING : ' '
me~ning

DEFINITION

there is an inner warm glow, a radiant sensatiOn (58), a sense
of well-being (54); there is a renewed appreciation of life (52);
I'm opcimistic a~out ·the future;:; the future seems bright .(50);
the y,·orld seems basically good and beautiful; men ar'e essentially
kind; life is worth living ( 46); I feel like smiling ( 44); I feel
safe and secure (42), nothing is a burde~; problems fade ,'away
and
free from worry (42); there is a feeling of warmth all
over ( 40) ; there is a general release, a Jessening of tension ( 40);
ever}'thing is going right for me (40), there is a sense of hannony
and peace within (38), a sense of "rightness" \Vith oneself and
the v.·orld; nothing can go wrong (34); there is a mellow comfort
(34)

rm

there is a sense of trust and appreciatiOn of another pe~son (60);
I feel outgoing ( 40); there is an intense positive relationship with
another. person or with other people; a coinmunion, ·a· unity," a
closenesS, friendliness and frccdon1, mutual respect and interde·
pendence (40); there is a sense of confidence in being with another
person (36); there is a sense of giving, doi.qg son1ething for another
person (34)
there is a sense of being more aiive (38), a warm excitement
(36), an inner buoyancy (34)
I keep thinking how lucky I .am (62); I have a sense of sureness
(38)

.I want to give thanks to God (38); I feel choked up ·(36)
it's a very personal feeling (50); it's a simple, pure feeling (44);
it's more an '"inner" than an "outer" feeling (38); it's involved
with other feelings (36) ·
GRIEF (from the Old French grever, which goes back to the Latin
graviire, n1eaning "way down")
Nun1ber of items: 53
Range of agreen1ent: 34-84%

Number of items at least 50% agreem.ent: 18
Adequacy rating: 1.0
DEFINITION

,

I can't smile or laugh (56); there is a lump in my throat (54);
there is an inner ache you can't locate (48); there is. a heaviness
in my chest (46), my heart seems to ache (46); there is a heavy
feeling in· my stomach (40), a. clutching, sinking feeling inJhe
middle of my chest (40); I have no appetite; I can't eat (36);
I feel as if I'm under a heavy burden (34); theie is a deep, intense
pain (34), it hurts to be alive (34)
there is a sense of regret (54), a sense of longing (46), a longing
to have things the same as.before (40), a feeling that time has
passed and it's too late (34)
there is a sense of being incomplete; as if ·part of me is missing
(40); I don't want to talk to anyone about how I am feeling
(36); there is a sense of aloneness, being cut off, completely by·
ntyself (34), a sense of wandering, lost in space with nothing
·solid to grab onto (34 l

I feel empty, drained, hollow (64), dead inside (40), all excitement1 vitality is gone (38).
I seem to be caught up and overwhelmed by the feeling (54);
there is a sense of being gripped by the situation (52), a sense.
of not knowing where to go, what to do (34)

I feel choked uP (50); there is a tight knotted feeling in my stom·
ach (34) ·
·
·
there is a sense of loss, of deprivation (84); there iS a sense
of disbelief (68); I keep thinking about what happened over and
over again (60); tears come to my· eyes, the sort of tears not
just from my eyes, but my whole self is crying (60); I'm stunned
(56); tears well up (54); I keep searching for an· explanation,
for some understanding; I keep thinking, "why?" (52); I can't
believe what's happening is true (50); I think ·of death (46);
I cry (46); there is a sense of nostalgia as-old memories crop
up and I think of the past ( 44); my whole existence seems to
be changed (42); I can only think of what caused the feeling
(38); I forget my physical self; I don't care how I look ( 34);
it's as if there is a great dividing line between the time before
and what's hnppening now (34) i there is a narrowing of my senses,
my attention becomes riveted on one thing (34)
·

I
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the feeling iS very deep insfde; I seem· to. fee! it ·at the pit of
my being (62); it's a'very personal feeling (6~"); it fills me completely (54); it's more an "inner" than an "outer" feeling (48);
it seems to be all over, nowhere Special, just not localized (44) i
it all set?ms bottled up inside of me ( 44); there is· a sense that
rn never get over the feeling (42); it's a botton1Icss feeling (42);
a confused, mixed-up feeling involved with other .feelings (38);
.. there is a sense that the feeling will never end (36)

'·

.

an "inner" than an uouter" feeling ( 40); ·the feeling seems to
. linger; to last a long time, with no immediate release (34)
0

HAPPINESS (taken from the Scandinavian; a corriparablc world in lee-.
landic is happ, meaning "chaticc" or "good luck")
'"
Number of items: 66
Range of agreement: 34-82%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 26
Adequacy rating: 1.0
DEFINITION

GUILT (in Old English, gylt, meaning "offense").
·
~umber of HemS: 32
·
'Range of agreement: 34-84%
· Number of items at least 50% agreement: 4 ·
Adequacy rating: 1.0
DEFINITION

63

. HAPPINESS
DICTIONARY .OF EMOTIONAL MEANING.

.

there is a sense of regret (84); r get mad at myself for my feelings
or thoughts or for what I've done (58), I keep' blaming myself
for the situation (52); ·1 begin to think of what I can do to change
the situation (52); I try to stop thinking -0f the situation and
try to think of other things (42); I \vish l could go back in time
(42); I have a sense of being 'no good, wo~thlcss (42); there
is a sense of weakness (36); I want to hide my fe~ling (34)

I feel as if I'm under a heavy burden ( 48); there is a heavy
feeling in my stomach (42), a heaviness in my chest (34), a
clutching, sin~ing feeling in the middle of my chest (34), a tugging
sensation inside (34)
I'm hypersensitive (42), wound up in,ide (38), my whole body
is tense (38); I want to do something, anything, to change the
situation <Jnd relieve the tension (38)
there is a sense of aloneness, being cut off, completely by myself
(44); I don't want to talk to anyone about how I am feeling
(34).
there is an intense concern for \vhat will happen next (38 ); therC
is a sense of being a bit ajar within myself (34); I keep thinking
about v.·hat happened over and over again (34); I can only think
of wh::lt caused the feeling (34); there is a sense of being gripped
'
by the situation (34); all excitement, vitality is gone (34)
it's a very pcrsonnl feeling ( 46); it's involved with other feelings
(46), a con£uscd, n1ixcd-up feeling (42); the feeling is very deep
inside; I seem to feel it at the pit or my being (42); it's more

there is an inner warm glo"w, a radiant s~nsation (82); I feel
"like smiling (72); there is a sense of well-being (66),· a sense
of harmony and peace within (66), everything is going right for
"me (66); I'm optimistic nnd cheerful; the world seems basicatly
good and beautiful; men are essentially kind; life is worth living
(66); there is a renewed appreciation of life (66); I'm optimistic
about the future; the future seems bright (58); I'm loose, relaxed
(56), in tune with the world (54); there's a feeling of warmth
all over (52); I think about beautiful things (46); I feel safe
and "secure (46), I'm at peace with the world (46); there is a
mellow ·comfort ( 46 ), a sense of being very· integrated and at
ease with ntyself, in harmony with myself ( 44); there is a sense
of fullness (42), a sense of smiling at myself (40); I am free
of confliCt (40); there is a sense of "rightness" with oneself and
'the world; nothing can go wrong (38); my movements are graceful
and easy, I feel especially well coordinated (38); there is~ general
release, a lessening of tension (38), I am peaceful, tranquil, quiet
, (36), Completely. free from worry (36); I am 1eally functioning
. as a unit ·(34)

there is a sense of being more alive (72), I am excited in a calm
· y.1a'y (70); there is an inner buoyancy (64), a warm excitement
.(64 ), a sense of vitality, aliveness, Vibrancy, an extra spurt of
energy or drive (60), a special.lift in everything I do and say;
I feel ~ouncy, springy (54), effervescent, bubbly (54), wide awake
(48), with a sense of lightness, buoyapcy and upsurge of the body
.· (48), more alert (46); there is a particularly a~ute awareness
· of pleasurable things, their sounds, their colors, and textureseverything seems more b~autiful, nntural, and desirable ( 44); there
is .an intense awareness of everything; I seem to experience things
with greater clarity; Colors seem brighter, sounds clearer, nlove~
· men ls more vivid ( 40 j; I seem to bC immediately in touCh with

,.
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HOPE

the world; a sense of being very open, receptive, with no separation
between me and the world (38); °a SCJ;ISC that I'm experiencing
every1hing fully, comple1ely, 1horoughly; that I'm feeling all the
way (38), all my senses seem to be completely open (36); there
is a strong sense of interest and involvement in things around
me (36)

I keep thinking how lucky I am (56); I have a sense of sureness
(52), I feel strong inside (46), taller, stronger, bigger (42); there
is a sense of being important and worthwhile (42), a sense of
more confidence in myself; a feeling tha't I can do anything ( 40);
I feel clean (38), as if I look espe~ially good (36); there. is. a
sense of being more·substa~tjal, of existing. of being real (36)

(44),
(38),
across
thing,
(34)
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there is a muscular rigidity (42); my teeth are clenched
my teeth grind against each other (36); "there is a tension .

my back, my neck, and shoulders (34); I want to do someanything, to change the situation and relieve the tension

I want to say something nasty, something that will hurt someone
(62); there is an impulse to hurt, to hit or to kick someone else
(58), an impulse to strike out, to pound, or smash, or kick, oi
bite; to do something that will hurt (58); I keep thinking of getting
even_; of revenge (54); I want to strike out, explode, but I hold
back, control myself (50); my fists are clenched (46); there is
a narro\ving of my senses, my attention becomes riveted on one
.
thing (40)

I feel outgoing (56), I want to make others happy (50); there .
is an. in!ense, positive relationship with anothei person or with
other people; a communion, a unity, a closeness, friendliness and
freedom, mutual respect and interdependence (50); I want others
(o~ the other person) to feel the same as I do (48); there is
a sense of trust and appreciation of another person (42); a sense
of loving everyo_ne, everything (38)
'

my blood pressure goes up; blood seCms to rush through my body
(46), I feel that I'll burst or explode, as if there is too much
inside to be held in (46);
pulse thickens (40), there is a
quickening of heartbeat (38) ;·there is an excitement, a sense of
being keyed up, overstimulated, supercharged (34)

I seem to nurture the feeling withiil myself; I want
to continue, to keep going (54); I feel like singing
laughing (42); there is a sense of accomplishment,
(40); there is an excitement, a sense of being keyed up,
lated, supercharged (40)

I can't smile or laugh (42); I feel as if I'm under a heavy burden
(34)

the feeling
(50), like
fulfillment
overstimu·.

it's a very personal feeling (52); a simple, pure feeiing (46);
it's more an "inner" than an "outer" feeling (42); the feeling
flows from the inside outwards (38); the feeling seems to be all
·over, nowhere special, just not localized (34)
HATE (in Old English, hatian, which has essentially the same meaning
as hate in current English)
Number of items: 35
Range of agreement: 34-68%
• Number of items at least 50% agreemetit: 10
Adequacy rating: 2.0
DEFINITION

my whole body is tense (68); I'm easily irritated, ready to snap
(58); my face and mouth are tight, tense, hard (48), there is
a tight knotted feeling in my stomach (46), I'm wound up inside

mf

there is a sense of being gripped by the situation (52); I seem
to be caught up and overwhelmed by the feeling (50)

I have a sense of being trapped, closed up, boxed, fenced in,
tied down, inhibited (40); the world seems no good, hostile, unfair
(38); there is a yearning, a desire for change; I v1ant things to
hurry up and begin to change (36)
it's involved with other feelings (50), it's a confused, mixed-up
feeling ( 46); it's a very personal feeling ( 44); it all seenls bottled
up inside of me (42); the feeling fills me completely (36); it's
~ore an "inner" th~n an "outer" feeling (36)
HOPE (in Old English, hopa, which has esseritially the same meaning
as h"ope in ~urrent English)
Number of items: 12
Range of agreement: 34-54%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 5
Adequacy rating: 2.0
DEFINITION

I'm excited in a calm way (52); there is a warm excitement (38)

"
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I'm oPtimistic about the futO~~; the .future seems ·bright (4~),
the world seems basically good and beautiful;~l!'en are essentially
kind; life is worth living (38)
there is a sense of anticipation, Waiting for sOmething to happen
(54), an intense concern for what will happen neXt· (54); there
is a sense of longing (40); therC is a narrowing of my s~nses,.
my attention becomes riveted on one thing (38) i there is.a renewed
_apprecia!!on of life (34)
·
it's involved with other feelings (52); it's more an "inner" thlln
an "cute(' feeling' (.50); it's a very personal fee:ling (40)

,..

IMPATIENCE (from the Latin inipatiens, meaning "not bearing:• or "not
enduring")

•

·

Number of items: 2;
Range of agreement: 34-80%
Number of items at least 50% agieement: S
Adequacy rating: 1.0

:-·

DEFl~ITJON

I'm easily irritated, ready to snap (8); I'm jumpy, jittery (62),
wound up inside (56); my whole body is tense (54);· I want.
to do something, anything, to change the situation and relieve
the tension (48); there is tension across my back, my neck, and·
shoulders (36); my teeth grind against each other (34); I'm hyper.
sensitive ( 34)
there is a yearning, a desire for change; I \vant things to hurry
up a~d begin to change (56), I begin tO think about what I can
do to change the situation ( 40); I try to stop thinking of the ·
situation and try to think of other things (38)
I seem to be caught up and overwhelmed by the feeling ( 44);
there is a sense that I have no control over the situation (4f)
there is a narrowing of my senses, my attention becomes riveted
on one thing ( 46); I feel driven to move, be active, do something, •
anything, dan~e. jump, run, move-anything but sitting or standing
still ( 42); I have a tremendous sense of being in a hurry, in a
rush ( 42); there is a very strong sense that time seems to slo\V
down, to drag (40); I have a sense of being trapped~ closed up,
boxed, fenced in, tied down, inhibited (38); there is a lot of aimless
physical activity, lots of insignificant, unnecessary little things
(38) i my reactions seem to be exaggerated (34}
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INSPIRATION (from the Latin inspirare, meaning ...breathe into")
Number of items: 41
Ringe of agreement: 34-66%
. Number of items a{ least 50% agreement: 11
Adequacy rating: 1.5
DEFINITION

I'm excited in a calm way (66); there is an inner buoyancy (58);
I seem more alert (56), more alive (56), With a sense of vitality,
aliveness, vibrancy, an extra spurt of energy or drive (56); I feel
wide awake (50); my senses are perfectly focused (44); there
is a sense that another dimension has been added and everything
has a greater intensity (40); there is a wann excitement (40),
a sense of lightness, buoyancy and upsurge of the body (38);
I seem to sense everything and experience everything immediately
(38); there is an intense awareness of everything; I seem to experience things with greater clarity; colors seem brighter, sounds
clearer, movements more vivid (36)
I feel strong inside (62); I seem to be functioning intellectually
at a higher level (54) i there is a sense of more confidence in
myself; a feeling that I can do anything (52); I have a sense
of sureness t50); I feel taller; stronger, bigger (48); there is a
sense.of being important and worth\vhile (42); there are moments
of tremendous strength ( 40) ; a sense of increased clarity and
understanding of the world (36); my thinking is rapid (34); there
is a sense of being exceptionally strong or energetic (34} j a sense
of being more substantial, of existing, of being ·real (34)
there is an inner warm glow, a radiant sensation (50); there is
a renewed appreciation of 'life (48); I'm optimistic about the future; the future seems bright (46), the world seems basically good
and beautiful; men are essentially kind; life is worth living (42);
there is a sense of well-being (.42); I feel like smiling (40); I'm
really functioning as a unit (36), my mind and body seem totally
unified (34); there is a sense of "rightness" with oneself and the
....
world; nothing can go \vrong (34)
there is an excitement, a sense of being keyed up, overstimulated, .
supercharged (46); my body seems to speed up (34) .
I seem to be caught up and ovenvhclmed by the feeling (38); ·
there is a sense of being gripped by the situation (34)

,\
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there is a sense of accomplishment, fulfillment (40); I seem to
nurture the feeling within myself; I want the feeling to continue.
to keep__going (38)
it's a very personal feeling (46); it's more an "inner"· than an
"outer" feeling (46); the feeling fills me comp!etely (34)

IRRITATION (from the Latin irritiitus, which has essentially the same
meaning as irritate in English)
Number of items: 18
Range of agreement: 34-66%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 3
Adequacy r~ting: 2.0
DEFINITION

I'm easiiy irritated, ready to -snap (66), my#face and mouth are
tight, tense, hard (50), I'm wound up inside (48), my whole
body is tense (48); my teeth are clenched (42); I'm hypers.ensitive
(38)
I want to strike Out, explode, but I hold back, control myself
( 44) i there is a narro\ving of my senses, my attention becomes
riveted on one thing (38); my fists are clenched (34); I want
to say something nasty, something that will hurt s?meone (34)
I begin to think about what I can do to change the situation
(52), there is a yearJ].ing, a desire for. change; I waiit things to
huriy up and begin to change (38) ·
·

my blood pressure goes up; my blood seems to rush through my
body (38), my pulse quickens (34)

I have a sense of being trapped, closed up, boxed, fenc'ed in,
tied down, inhibited (44 ), a sense of being gripped by the situation
(42)
it seems to be a clearly formed tangible sort of feeling (36); the
feeling is only brief in timC; i~'s over quickl}'. _(34)

..

DEFINITION

I'm easily irritated, ready to snap (64); my face and mouth are
tight, tense, hard (50) 1 I'm wound up inside (50) 1 my whole
body is tense (50); I'm hypersensitive (44); there is a tight knotted
feeling in my stomach (42); I'm jumpy, jittery (40); I feel choked
up (36)
I feel sorry for myself (58); I feel insignificant (50); there is
a sens·e of being gripped by the situation (50); I seem to be caught
up and overwhelmed by the feeling (42); I want to understand,
but I can't (36); there is a sense that I have no control over
the situation (34); I lose all confidence in myself and doubt myself
(34)
there is a sense of longing ( 48) i I begin to think about what
I can do to change the situation" (48); I want to hide ffiy feeling
(46), I'm afraid that others will know how I feel (38); I try
to stop thinking of the situation and uy to think of other things
(36)
there is a heavy feeling, in my stomach (70); a sense of loss,
of deprivation (5;4);.there is an inner ache you can't locate (50) 1
a sensation of my heart sinking (36) .
there is a narrowing of my senses, my attention becomes riveted
on .one thing (42); I want to say something nasty, something
that will hurt someone ( 42); I keep thinking of getting even, of
revenge (40); I want to strike out, explode, but I hold back,
control myscir (38)
there is a sense of aloneness, being cut off, completely by myself
·(48); there is a sense of being deserted, bc~ed and the world
indifferent to me (48); I become introspective, turn inwards (36)
I feel let down (70); I keep· searching for an explanation, for
some understanding; I keep thinking, "Why?" (48); I keep thinking
about what happened over and over again (44); I'nt torn betwe~n
actirig and not acting (42); my reactions scerh co be exaggerated
(42); I'm afraid of expressing or releasing the feeling (40); I
want to fight against it, not let the feeling overcome me (38);
there is an intense concern for what will hiippen next (38); I
keep thinking of what the other person has, how successful or
how lucky he is (38); everything seems out of proportion (38);
there is a churning inside (36); I have many different thoughts
going through n1y bend (36); I can ohly think of what caused
the feeling (36); there is a sense of disbelief (34)

h

0

JEALOUSY (from the Latin ze/Osus. which was taken from the Greek
ze/os, meaning "zeal") .
Number of itenls: 49
Range of agreement: 34-70%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 12
Adequacy rating: 1.0
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it's involved with other feelings (52), .it's a confused,' mixed-up
feeling (44); it's a very personal feeling (42), more of an'"inner"
than an "outer" feeling (38)
·
LOVE (in Old English lufu and Jufian, which has essentially the.same·:
meaning as love in current English)
·
·
Number of items: 78
Range of agreement: 34-80%
Number of items at lenst 50% agreement: 38
Adequacy rating; I.o·
DEFINITION

·.

there is an inner warm glow, a radiant sensation (76); I'm ·optimistic and cheerful; the world seems basiccilly good and bealltiful;
men are essentially kind; life is worth living (72); there js a feeling
of warmth all over (70); I feel like smiling (66), !here is a renewed apprech1tion of life (56); there is a sense of wcll-Peing
(54), I feel safe and secure (54), I'm optimistic about the future;
the future seems bright (52); I think about beautiful things (50);
there is a sense of hannony and peace within (46), a sense of
"rightness" with oneself and the world; nothing cjln go wrong
(46). I'm at peace with the world (42); I feel I can really be
myself (:42); there is a sense of fuilness (40); everything is going
right for me (40), I'm in tune with the world (38); there is a
mellow comfort (36), something is complete within me (36); I'm
peaceful, tranquil, quiet (36), loose, relaxed (34); there is a sense
of being carefree, but \\.'ithin balance (34)
I want to be tender and gentle with another person (80); there
is a desire to give of myself to another person (80); I' want to
touch, hold, be close physically to the other person (76); there·
is a sense of empathic harmony \vith another person; in tune,
sharing and experiencing the same feelings and thoughts (74);
there is a total concentration on another person, an intense awareness of the other person (74); there is an intense positive· relationship wi1h another person or \Vith other people; a communion,
a unity, a closeness, friendliness and freedom, mutUal respect and
' interdependence (72); there is a sense of trust and appreciation
of another person (72), a sense of belonging with another person,
a belonging from v.·hich other people are excluded (70); there
is a sense of confidence in being with another person (68); I
want to feel with the other person, experience \Vith the other person
with every sense; to be psychologically in touch with another per-

LOVE
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son (62); I want to help, to protec~ please another person (62),
there is a sense of giving, doing something for another person
(60); there's a sense of complete understanding of the other person
(60); a realization that someone else is more important to me
than I am to myself (58J; there is a sense of being wanted, needed
(56); I want others (or the other person) to feel the same as
I do (52); I feel soft and firm ( 44) ~ there is a sense of loving
everyone, everything (40); I want to make others happy (36)
there is a warm excitement (68), an inner buoyancy (SO), a special lift in everything I do and say; I feel bouncy, springy (50),
more alive (50); there's a particularly acute awareness of pleasurable things, their sounds, their colors, arid textures--everything
seems more beautiful, natural, and desirable (50); I'm excited
in a calm way (48), with a sense of vitality, aliveness, vibrancy,
an extra spurt of energy or drive ( 46); I seem to be immediately
in touch and appreciative of immediate physical sensations (46);
there is a sense that I'm experiencing everything fully, contpletely,
thoroughly; that I'm feeling all the way ( 46); there is a Hoa ting,
soaring sensation (42); there is an intense awareness of everything;
I seem to experience things \Vith greater clarity; colors seem
brighter, sounds clearer, movements more vivid (40); I feel effervescent, bubbly (40), with a sense of iightness, buoyancy and
·
upsurge of the body ( 40)
I keep thinking how lucky I am (60);. I have a sense of being
important and worthwhile (54), a sen~e of sureness (48); I feel
strong inside ( 48), taller, stronger, bigger ( 46) i there is a sense
of being more substantial, of existing, of being r~al (36)
there is an excitement, a sense Qf being keyed up, overstimulated,
supercharged (44); there is a quickening of heartbeat (46)

...

I seeln to nurture the feeling within myself; I 'want the. feeling
to continue, to keep going (60); I seem to be caught up and
overwhelmed by the feeling· (46);J feel like singing (42); I want
to hold back time, capture the moment (36); I feel sexuaily excited
(36); my speech gets softer (34)
·
it'S}a very personal feeling (72), mer~ of .an "inner" than an
"outer" feeling (58); the feeling seems to be·nll over,. nowhere.
special, just not localized (54); it fills me. .completely (52); ·the
feeling is very deep inside; I seem to [eel it at the pit of my
being (52); the feeling seems to linger; to last a long time, Ytith
no in1n1cdiatc release (42); it's a steady, ongoing feeling (42);

'·
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•

it's involved with 0th.er feelings (40); thr. feeling seems .to go
on and on, boundless, endles·s; limitless {40), there's a sense that·
the feeling will never end (38); the feeling fl9ws from the inside
outwards (36)

~ANIC
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overcome me (34); the~e·s a narrowing of my sens.es, my attention
becomes riveted on one thing (34)
.it's:a confused, mix;d up feeling, involVcd With other feelings (34)

.

NERVOUSNESS (from the Latin nervOsus, meaning "sinewy"; 'the addition ·or the suffix, ness, denotes.a quality or state)
·
Number of items: 37
Range of agreement: 34-66%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 12
Adequacy rating: ~.O
·

.

PANIC (from the French panique, which was taken from the Latin'"
plinicus, which in turn was taken from the Greek PanikOs, meaning "pertaining to or caused by P<in")
·
·
Nun).ber of items: 33
Range of agreement: 34-60%
Nuritber of items at least 50% agreement: 7
Adequacy rating: 1.0

DEF[.\llTION

.'I'm jumpy, jittery (66)j there is a tight knotted feeling in my
stomach (66); my whole body is tense (62), I'm \vound up inside
(58); my hands are moist (54); my hands arc shaky (48); there
is. a tension across my back,. my neck, and shoulders (42); I want
to do something, anything. to• change the situation and relieve
the tension (42); my face and mouth are tight, tense, hard (36)

DEFINITION

there is a sense of being gripped by the situation (58), I seem
to be caught up and overwhelmed by the feeling (48); I feel
vulnerable and totally helpless (46); there is a sense that I have
no control over the situation (42), a sense of being totally unable
to cope with the situation (42), not knowing where to go, what
to do ( 42); thoughts just race through my head without control
. (38); everything seems chaotic (38)
•

there is a quickening of heartbeat (56), my pulse quickens (52),
there is a churning inside ( 44); there is an excitement, a sense
of being keyed up, overstin1ulated 1 supercharged ( 44); I've got
to do something \vith my hands (40)

.·. · thefe' is .a quickening of heartbeat (60), my pulse quickens (54),
my blood pressure goes up; blood seems to rush through my body
(52); ~here is absolute physical turmoil (46); I'm stunned (42);
my lieart pounds (40), my body seems to speed up (38); there
,is an excitement, a sense of being keyed up, overstimulated, supercharged (36)

there is a gnawing feeling in the pit of my stomach (52), a queasy
feeling in my stomach ( 46); I feel as if I'm under a heavy burden
(44); I have no appetite; I can't eat (42); there is a heavy feeling
in my stomach (38)

my whole body is tense (52); my hands are shaky (44); there
is a tight knotted feeling in my stomach (40); I'm jumpy, jittery
'(36); I y.-ant to ·do something, anything, to change the situation
·and relieve the tension (34)

there is a sense of being gripped by the situation (56), I seem
to be caught up and overwhelmed by the feeling (52); I'm extremely distractable, unable to concentrate (36)
I'm greatly concerned about doing the wrong thing (44); there
is a yearning, a desire fo;- change; I want things' to hurry up and
begin to change (42)

there )s a clutching, sinking feeling in the ~iddle of my chest
(46); there is a narro\ving of my senses, 'my attention becomes
·riveted on one thing ( 42); thCre is a sense of aloneness, being
cut off, con1pletely by myself (42); I sweat (38); I'm afraid of
the feeling (38); there is an intense concern for what will happen
. next (36); 1 seem to act on reflex,° without thinking (36); I want
. to be comforted, helped by someone (36); I'mjntensely here and
·
now (34) .

there is a sense of anticipation, waiting for something to happen
(52); I have clammy hands (50); I sweat (46); I have to urinate
( 42); there is an intense concern for \Vhat will happen next ( 40);
I need to take a deep breath (40); there is a lot of aimlCss physical
activity, lots of insignificant, unnecessary little things (38); there
is a sense of being a bit ajar within myself (34); there is a height~
ened self-awareness (34); I have n1any different thoughts going
through my head (34); I wnnt to fight against it, not let the feeling

"' ..:

the feeling begins with a sharp sudden onset (54 ), it comes without
warning (50); the feeling is only brief in time; it's over quickly
. (40)
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PASSION (from the Latin passio, meaning 11suffering")
Number of items: 59
Range of agreement: 34-76%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 24
· Adequacy rating: 1.0
DEFINITION

I want to. touch, hold, be close physically to the other person
(76); there is a desirp to give of myself to another person (64)i
there is a sense of empathic harmony \Vith another person; in
tune, sharing and experiencing the same feelings and thoughts
(64); ~want to be tender and gentle with another person (60);
there is a totaJ concentration on another person,· an intense 3\vare_ness of the other person ·c 60); I want to feel \Vilh the other person,
experience with the other person with every sense; to be psychologically in touch with another person (58); there is a sense of
belonging with another person, a bcIOnging frorri which other people are excluded (50) i there is a sense of confidence in .being
with another pcrson (46), an intense positive relationship with
another person or \Vith other people; a comniunion, a unity, a
closeness, friendliness and freedom, mutuai respect and interdependence (42); there is a sense of being wanted, needed (40);
I want others (or the othC:r person) to feel the same as I do
(38); there is a sense of trust and appreciation of. another person
(36); I want to help, protect, please another person (34); there
is a realization that someone else is more important tO me than
I am to myself (34); there is a sense of giving, doing something
for another person (34)
·
there is a v•arm excitement (72); there is an intel)sified focus
to my sensations (66); I have a sense of vitality, aliveness, vibrancy, an extra spurt of energy or drive (60); I seem t~ be
immediately in touch and appreciative of imnicdiate physical sensations (58), a sense that I'ni experiencing everything fully, com~
pletely, thoroughly; that rm feeling all the way (56); there is
a sense of being more alive ( 48); I seem to sense everything
and experience everything in1mediately (36); another dimension
has been added and everything has a greater intensity (36); I
have· a floating, soaring sensation (36); all my senses seem to
be completely open (34)
there is an excitement, a sense of being keyed up, ov"lrstin1ulated,
supercharged (74); there is a quickening: of heartbeat (64 ), my
. blood pressure ~oes up; blood seems to rush through· my ?ody
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(52), my body seems to speed up (42), my heart pounds (42),
my pulse quickens (42), my body tingles (36), my breathing becomes faster (34)
my muscle tone is suddenly enhanced (36), I feel strong inside
(36); there is a sense of being more substantial, of.existing, or
being real (36)

I seem to be caught up and overwhelmed by the feeling (60),
gripped by the situation (46)
there is a feeli~g of warmth all over (56), an inner Wann glow,
a radiant sensation (50)
I feel sexually excited (70); I'm intensely here and now (60);
I'm completely focused on the fcelingj nothing intrudes; all other
feelings cut out; it fills my whole being, spreading over everyone
and everything; I lose myself completely in the feeling ,and experience (56); I seem to nurture the feeling within myself; I want
the· feeling to continue, to keep going (52); I'm completely
wrapped up in the moment, the present. the here and now, with
no thought of past or future (46); there is a sense of longing
(40); there is a narrowing of my senses, my attention becomes
riveted on .one thing (40); there is no thinking, just feeling (38);
there is a great desire to let myself gO completely (36); I breathe
more deeply (34 ); I'm less aware of time (34)

it's a very personal feeling (60); it ~lls me completely (52); the
feeling is very deep inside; I seem to feel it at the pit of my
being ( 44); it seems to build up more and mor~ ( 44), there is
a slow gradual s\velling intensity of feeling, until a peak is reached
( 44); the feeling seerlis to be all over, raowhere special, just not
localized (42); there is a throbbing swell of _intensity of feeling
( 40); the feeling flows from the inside outwards (36)

...

Pl1Y (from the Latin pietas. mea'ning "piety")
Number of jtcnis: 22
Range of agreement: 34-78%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 4
Adequacy rating: 1.5
DE:FINIT!ON

....,.

there is a lump in my throat (50); a he.avy feeling in my stcimach
(44); there is an inner ache you can't locate (42), a sen'sation
of my heart sinking (38); I can't smile or laugh (34); my heart
seems to ache (34)
0
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. I feel more understanding of olhers (42); I want to help, protect,
please another person (38); there is a sense of giving, doing som~
thing for another person (3.4); there ·is a total concentration on
another person,· an· intense awareness of the other person (34)
there is a"Sense of regret (52); I begin to think about what I
'
can do to change the situation (34)
there is a sense that I have no control over the si.tuation (38),
I seem to be caught up and overwhelmed by the feeling (36)

.r

I keep thinking abqut how bad it is for the "other person (78);
'I feel choked up (50); I keep thinking how lucky I am (42);
I keep searching for an explanation, for some understanding; I
keep thinking, ·.. ,vhy?" (36); I want tO look away but somehow
I'm fascinated (36)
•
.
the feeling is all involuntary, there is no anticipation on my part,
it all just comes (46); it's a very personal feeling (40); it's involved with other feelings (36)

PRIDE (in Old English, pryde, derived from prUd, meaning "proud")
Number of items: 43
Range of agreement: 34-74%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 19
Adequacy rating: 1.0
·
DEFINITION

there is an inner buoyancy (66); I'm excited in a caJm way (62);
there is a warm excitement (58); a sense of vitality, aliveness,
vibrancy, an ~xtra spurrof energy or drive (56), a sense of being
more alive (52), a special lift in everything I do and say; I feel
bouncy, springy (52); I have a strong sense of interest nnd involvement in things <around me (48); I feel effervescent, bubbly (46),
more alert (42), wide awake (42), \Vith a sense of lightness,
buoyance and upsurge of the body (42); my senses are perfectly
focused (42)
there is an inner wann glow, a radiant sensation (74); there is
a renewed appreciation of life ( 64); there is a sense of well-being'
(56); I feel like sn1iling (56); I'm optimistic about the future;
the future seems bright (52); everything is going right for me
(52), the world seen1s basically good and beautiful~ ffien are essentially kind; lire is worth living (50); there is a sense of fullness
(48); a sense of "rightness" with onesclr and the world; nothing
can go wrong (44); there is a feeling of wnrnlth all over (38);
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RELIEF

a sense of harmony and peace within (34 ) 1 a sens~ of smiling
at myself (34) .
l feel taller, stronger, bigger· .(60), strong inside (58); I have
a sense of sureness (50), a sense of being important and worthwhile (50);.I keep thinking how lucky I am (46); I have a sense
of being superior (36), a sense of power (34); I feel expansive
(34); there is a sense of more confidence in myself; a feeling
that I_can do anything (34)
.
I fed outgoing (42), I want to be with friends (34)
therO is a sense of accomplishment, fulfillmeqt (60); I want to
be noticed, have others pay attention to me (38); there is an
excitement, a sense of being keyed up, overstimulated, .supercharged (38); I seem to nurture the feeling within myself; I want
the feeling to continue, (o' keep going (36); there is a heightened
self-a~nreness (34)
it's a'' very personal feeling (60); it's involved with other feelings
(40); it's more an "inner" than an "outer" feeling (38)
. RELIEF (from the Latin releviire, meaning "raise again" br
Number of items: 27
·
Range of agreement: 34-80%
Number of items at least SO% agreement: 6
• Adequacy rating: 1.0

11

assist")

DEFINITION

. there is a general release, a lessening of tension (80}, . a state ·
of release (70); I'm loose, relaxed (64); I feel like smiling (58);
there is a renewed appreciation of life (54); I have a sense of
:Well-being· ( 48 ); I'm optimistic about the future'; the future seems
bright (46); there is a sense of hannony and peace within (44);
I. feel Safe and secure (44), nothing is a .burden; problems fade
away and I'm free from worry (42);- the world seems basically
good and beautiful; men· are essentially kind; life is worth Jiving
(42); I am free of conflict (38), everything is going right for
me (36), I'm at peace with the wor~d (36); there is a mellow
"con1fort (36); everything-breathing, moving, thinking-seems
easier (34); I'm con1plctely free front worry (34
there is· a s~nse of lightness, buoyancy and upsurge of the body
(46); I'm exciled in a.cnln1 way (40); there is an inner buoyancy
.(40), a sense of being more alive (36), a \Varm excilen1en.t (34)
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REVERENCE

I keep thinking how lucky I am (62); I feel outgoing (42); I
breathe more deeply (42); there is a sense of accomplishment,
fulfillment (38); the feeling seems to be all over, nowhere special,
just not localized (40)
REMORSE (from the Latin remorsus, meaning "a biting
Number of items: 35
Range of agreement: 34-82%
Number of items at least 50% ?sreement: 8
Adequacy rating: 1.0
· ·

~ack'")

DEFINITION .
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(36), it seems to linger; to last a long time, with no immediate
release ! 3 4)
RESENTMENT (from the French ressentir: the prefix re indicates with~
drawal or backward motion; sentir goes back to the Latin senfir, meaning
0
feel")
Number of items: 22
Range of agreement: 34-68%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 2
Adequacy rating: 2.0
DEFINITION

there is a sense of regrCt (82); I keep blaming myself fo'r the
Situation (56); I \Vish I could go back in time (50); I begin
to think about \Vhat I can do to change the situation ( 44); I
get mad at myself for my feelings or thoughtS. or for what I've
dob.e (42); there· is a sense of weakness (40); I have a feeling
that time has passed and it's too late (40); there is a yearning,
a desire ~or change; I want things to hurry up and begin to change
(38); it seems that nothing I do is right (36); there is a Ioriging
to have things the sainc as before (34)

I'm easily irritated, ready to snap (68); my whole body· is tense
(52); there is a tight knotted feeling in iny stomach (46), I'm
wound up inside (44), my [ace and mouth are tight, tense, hard
(44); I'm hypersensitive (42); there is a tension acroSs my back,
my neck, .and shoulders (40); I want to do something, anything,
to chang¢ ·the situation and relieve the tension (34)

there is an inner ache you can't locate (50); I have no appetite;
I can't eat ( 44); there is a clutching, sinking feeling in the middle
of my chest (40), a tugging sensation inside (38); there is a
heavy feeling in my stomach (36), a heaviness in my Chest (34);
I can't smile or laugh (34)

there is a s~nse of being gripped by the situation (48), I seem
to be caught up and overwhelmed by the feeling ( 40); I feel
sorry for myself (38)
my blood pressure goes up; blood seems to rush through my body
( 40); I have a sense of being trapped, closed up, boxed, fenced
in, tied down, inhibited ·(38);·1 can oiJ.ly think of what caused
the feeling (36}; I feel let down (36); there is a s~nse of being
deserted, betrayed and the world indifferent to me (36); I begin
to think about what I can do to change the situation (36)

I feel empty, drained, hollow (52), all excitement, vitality is gone
(36), I feel Jet down (34)
there is a sense of being gripped by the situation (42), J·secm
to be caught up and overwhelmed by the feeling (36)
ihere is a sense of aloneness, being cut· off, completely by myself
(36); I become introspec~ivc, turn inwards (36)
I keep thinking about what happened over and over again (58);
my whole existence seems to be changed (42); I keep s6arching
for· an explanation, for some understanding; I keep thinking,
"'why?" (38); there is a tight knotted feeling in n1y ston1ach (34)
it's a very personal feeling (58); it's involved with other feelings
(52), a confused, mixed-up feeling (46); it's moic an "inner"
than an "outer•: feeling (40); the feeling is very deep inside; I
seem to feel it at the pit o[ my bc;ing (36); the feelin~ goes slowly

I want to say something nasty, something that will hurt someone
( 46); I want to strike out. explode, but I hold back, control myself
(42); I keep thinking of getting even, of revenge ( 40)

it's involved with other feelings (40); it's a very personal feeling
(34) .

"

REVERENCE (from the Latin revefe11tia, Y1hich has 'essentially the same
meaning as reverence in English)
Number of items: 36
Range of agreement: 34-72%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 8
. 'I-'
co .
Adequacy rating: 1.5
\Jl

DEFINITION

there is a sense of harmony and peace within (56.); there is an
inner warm glow, a radiant sensation (56) 1 I am peaceful, tranquil,
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SERENITY

quiet (52); there is a renewed appreciation of life (52); there
is a sense of fullness (40); rm at peace with the world (38);
there is a reeling of warmth all over (38), a sense of well-being
(36); everything seems quiet (36); I think about beautiful things
(34); it's as if God is in his heaven and all is rjght with the
world (34)

I seem to be immediately in touch and appreciative of immediate
physical sensations (72), my senses are perfectly focused (40);
I'm excited in a calm way (40); there is an intense awareness
.of everything; I seem to experience things with greater clarity;
colors seem brighter, sounds clearer, movements more vivid ·(36);
I have a strong sense of interest and involvement in things around
me (34), all my senses seem to be completely open (34); there
is a v,.·arm excitement (34), a floating, soaring sensation (34)
there is a sense of being gripped by the situation (38), I seem
to be caught up and overwhelmed by the feeling (38)
I feel strong inside (38); there are moments of tremendous
strength (34)
.
there seems to be religious overtones (64); there is a sense of
being close to something unknO\\'n (42); I feel close t9 God (38);
I have a sense of strangeness 1 unreality, as if l'n1 temporarily in
another world (36); I feel choked up (36); there is a state of
timelessness (34); there i~ a sense of the unknown (34); I become
introspective, turn inwards (34); there is a quickening of heartbeat
(34)
it's a very personal feeling (58); it's more an "inner" than an
"outer" feeling (56); the feeling is very deep inside; I seem to
feel it at the pit of my being (38); it's involved with other feelings
(34) .
SADNESS (in Old English, sa:d, which has essentially tl1e same meaning
as sad in current English)
Number of items: 35
Range of agreement: 34-66%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 7
Adequacy rating: 1.0
DEFINITION

there is a lump in n1y throat -(66); there is a sense of loss, of
deprivation (64); there is a clutching, si~king feeling in the middle
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of my chest {46?; there is an inner ache you· cari't locate (46).;
I have no appetite; I can't eat (46); there is a heavy feeling in
my stomach (42)i my heart seems to ache (40); I can't smile
or laugh (38); there is a gnawing feeling in the pit of·my stomach
(36); there is a heaviness in my chest (34)
I feel empty, drain~d, hollow (52), let down (48) all excitement,
vitality is gone (38)
'
· tlu~re is a sense of regret ( 60) ; a sense of longing ( 44), a longing
to have things the same as before (34)
·
I seem to be caught up and overwhelmed by the feeling (38),
there is a sense of being gripped by the situation (36)
I feel choked up (58); there is a sense of nostalgia as old memories
crop up and I think of the past (54) i there is a sense of disbelief
(46); tears_ r-'ell up (46), I cry (42), tears come to my eyes,
the sort of· tears not just from the eyes, but my whole self is ·
crying (34') ;· I keep thinking about what happened over and over
again (40); I keep searching for an explanation, for some understanding; I keep thinking, "why?" (36); there is a throbbing in
my throat (36); I become introspective, turn inwards (36)
it's a very personal feeling (60); it's involved with other feelings
( 44); the feeling is very deep inside; I seem to feel it at the
very pit of my being (42); it's more an 11 inncr" than an °outer" ·
feeling (40); the feeling fills me completely (36); it goes slowly
(36), it seems to linger, to last a long time, with no immediate
release (36)
SERENITY (from the Latin serinus, which has essentially the same
meaning as serene in English)
Number of items: SO
Range of agrecritcnt: 34-84%
Number of items at least 50% aCrccment: 21
. Adequacy rating: 1.0
DEFINlTfON

I am peaceful, tranquil, quiet (84); there is a sense of harm~ny
and peace \Vithin (80), a sense of well.being (78); I'm loose,·
relaxed (76), completely free from worry (70); there is a renewed
appreciation o[ life (66); I'm at peace with the world (62), I
feel safe and secure (60), everything seems quiet (58); there is
a sense of being Very inlcgratc~ and at case with myself, in bar-

,.
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mony with myself (56); there is ·a general release, a lessening
of tension (54); I'm optimistic and cheerful; the world .sCems
basically good and beautiful; men are essentially kindj life i~ wOrth
living (54j; I think about beautiful things (54); there is an inne~
warm glow, a radiant :;cnsation (54), a sense of "rightness" with.
Oneself and the world; nothing can go wrong (52); I am free
of conflict (52); there is a n1c1low comfort (50); I feel like.smiling
(48), everything is going right for me (42); nothing is a burden;
problems fade. away and I'm free from \vorry (42), everything
seems in place, ordered, organized (42); there is a feeling of
warmth all over (42); there is a sense of fullness (40); my body
seems to soften (40); I'm in tune with the world. (40); my. movements are graceful and easy, I feel especially well coordinated
(36)
there is a particulnrly acute awareness of pleasurable things, their
sounds, their colors, and textures---everything seems more beauti· ~
•ful, natural, and desirable (52); there is an inner buoyancy (46);
my senses are perfectly focused ( 42); there is an intense awareness
. of everything; I seem to experience things with .greater clarity;
colors seem brighter, sounds clearer, movements more vivid (42);
there is a sense that I'm experiencing everything fully, con1pletely,
thorouihty; that I'm feeling all the way (38); thcrC is a sense of.
being more alive (38), a sense of lightness, buoyancy and upsurge.
of the body (36); I seem to be immediately in touch with the.
world; a sense of being very open, receptive, \Vith no separation
between me and the world (34)
I'm less aware of time ( 46), it's a state of timclesSness ( 46);
I seem to nurture the feeling ~vithin myself; I want the feeling
to continue, to keep going ( 46); I don't want anything changed
( 44); I feel strong inside ( 42); I want others (or the other person)
to feel the same as I do ( 40); I have a sense of being removed
from daily chores (38); I want to hold back time, capture the·
moment (36); I breathe more deeply (36); my body.seems to
slow down (36)
..
it's a simple, pure feeling (56); a verY personal feeling (54);
the feeling fills nte completely (50); it's more an "inner" than
an ..outer" feeling (44)i there doesn't seem to be n1uch change
in the intensity o[ the feeling; it pretty much stays at one level
( 44); the feeling seems to be all over, nowhere special, just not
localized (42)
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SHAME (in Old English, sc(e)amu, which has e.Sentially the same meaning as shame in current English)
Number of items: 28
Range of agreement: 34-70%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 4
Adequacy rating: 1.0
DEFINITION

there is a sense of regret (70); I keep blaming myself for the
situation (62), I get mad at myself for my feelings or thoughts
or for what I've· done ( 60); I begin'. to think about wh"at I can
do to change the situation (42); there is a sense of weakness
(40); I want to hide my feeling (40); I have a sense of being
no good, worthless (40); there is a yearning. a desire for change;
I want things to hurry up and begin to change (38); it seems
that nothil)g I do is right (34); there is a longing to have things
the same before (34)

as

I feel as if I'm under a heavy burden ( 44); I can't smile or laugh
(38); there is a clutching, sinking feeling in the middle of my
chest (38); a gnawing feeling in the pit of n1Y stomach (38),
an inner ache you can't locate (36)
I want to withdraw, disappear, draw back, be alone, away from
others, crawl into myself (52) i there is an impulse to hide, to
escape, .to run, to get away (38)
I keep thinking about what happened over and over again (48);
I want to dO something, unything, to change the situation and
retieve the tensiOn (40); I feel vulnerable and ~otally helpless
(36); I feel empty, drained, hollow (34)

.

.

it's a conrused, mix:ed-up feeling (46), it's involved with other.
feelings ( 44); it's a very ·personal reeling ( 44); it all ~ccms bottled
up inside of n1e (38); it's more an "innc;r" than an "outer'' feeling
(38); there is a sense that the feeling will never end (36), it
seems to linger; to last a long tiine, With no immediate i:elease
(34)
SOLEMNITY (from the Latin sDlen1nitas, which haS essentially the
same meaning as solen111ily in English)
Number of iten1s: 13
Range of agrccntent: 34-66%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 2
Adequacy rating: 2.5

';·
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DEFJNITION

everything seems quiet ( 42); there is ·a renewed appreciation of
life (38); I am peaceful, tranquil, quiet (36); there's
sense
of harmony and peace within (34)

a

there seems to be religious overtonCs (66); there is a sense of
being gripped by the situation (40); I become introspective,.turn
inwards (40); there is a narrowing of my senses, my attention
becomes riveted on one thing (38); my senses are perfectly focused
(36)
· it7s more an "inner" than an "outer" feeling (SO); it's involved ·
with other feelings. (38); it's a very personal. feeling (36); the
feeling goes slowly (34)
SURPRISE (from the French surprendre,· the prefix sur corresponds to
..super"; prendre means 11 take")

.·'

Number of items: 23
Range of agreement: 34-54%
Number of items at least 50% agreement: 7
Adequacy rating: 1.0
DEFINITION

there is a wann excitement (54); I feel wide aWake (48), more
alert (46), with a sense of vitality, aliveness, vibrancy, an extra
spurt of energy or drive (46), a ;;ense of being more ative (38);
I'm excited in a calm way (36)
...
there is a quickening of heartbeat (54), my pulse quickens (52);
there is 3.n excitement, a sense of being keyed up, overstimulated,
supercharged (52)
there is a feeling of warmth all over (42), an inner warm glow,
a radiant sensation (38); there is a renewed appreciation of life
(34)
there is a sense of disbelief (52), I can't believe what's happening
is true (52); I keep thinking how lucky I am (46); I feel outgoing
( 44); I'm breathless ( 42); I feel like laughing (36)
it's a feeling that comes \vithout warning (50); it is only brief
in time; it's over quicklf ( 44); it begins with a sharp sudden
onset ( 40); the feeling is all involuntary, there is no anticipation
on my part, it all just comes (40); the feeling fills !flC completely.

I-'
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(34)
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APPENDIX C
The mean judged intensity of synonyms for each of the eight primary emotion dimensions.
DIMENSIONS
DESTRUCTION
Rage
(9.90)
Anger
(8.40)
l\.nnoyance
(5.00)

REPRODUCTION INCORPORATION ORIENTATION PROTECTION DEPRIVATIOJ REJECTION EXPLORATION
Admission
(4.16)

Astonishment
(9.30)

Terror
(lo.13)

Joy
(8.10)

Acceptance
(4.00)

Amazement
(8.30)

Panic
(9.75)

Sorrow
(7.53)

Disgust
(7.60)

Expectancy
(6.76)

Happiness
(7.10)

Incorporati on
(3.56)

Surprise

Fear

Dejection

Dislike

Attentivenes s

(6.26)

(5.50)

(5.86)

(7.26)

(7.96)

Grief
(8.83)

Loathing Anticipation
:(9.10)
(7.30)

Ecstasy
(10.00)

Pleasure
(5.70)

Apprehension
(6.40)

Gloominess Boredom
(4.70)
(5.50)

Serenity
(4.36)

Timidity
(4.03)

Pensiveness
(4.40)

Calmness
(3.30)

'

Set
(3.56)

Tiresomeness
(4.50)

f-'
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APPENDIX D
PLUTCHIK'S DYADIC CROSSES
PRIMARY DYADS
anger + joy = pride
joy + acceptance = love, friendliness
acceptance + surprise = curiosity
surprise + fear = alarm, awe
fear + sorrow = despair, guilt
sorrow + disgust = mis·ery, remorse, forlornness
disgust + expectancy = cynicism
expectancy + anger = aggression, revenge, stubbornness

SECONDARY DYADS

'

anger ·+ acceptance = dominance ( ?°)
joy + surprise = delight
acceptance· + fear = submission, modesty
surprise + sorrow = embarrassment, disappointment
fear + disgust = shame, prudishness
sorrow + expectancy = pessimism
disgust + anger =.scorn, loathing, indignation, contempt,
hate, resentment, hostility
expectancy + joy = optimism, courage, hopefulness, conceit

TERTIARY DYADS
anger + surprise = outrage, resentment, hate
joy + fear = guilt
acceptance + sorrow = resignation, sentimentality
surprise + disgust = ?
fear + expectancy = anxiety, caution, dread, cowardliness,
distrust
sorrow + anger = envy, sullenness
disgust + joy = morbidness (?)
expectancy + acceptance = fatalism

75Robert Plutchik, The Emotions: Facts, Theories
and a New Model (New York: Random House, 1962), pp. 117-118.

APPENDIX E
Clusters.of Items Appearing in the Definitions of 50 Emotional States

CLUSTER 1: ACTIVATION
Sense of vitality, aliveness, vibrancy·, an,extra spurt of energy or drivo ·
A special lift in everything I do and.say; I feel bouncy, springy

·~I'm excited in a calm way
t:J
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There's an inner buoyancy
I feel effervescent, bubbly ·
Warm excitement

I seem riiore alert ·
A sense of being more alive
I feel wide awake
A sense of lightness, buoyancy and upsurge of the body
I seem to be immediately in touch with the world; a sense of being very open, receptive,
with no separation between me and the world
Particularly acute awareness of pleasurable ttiirlgs, their sounds, thcair colors, and textureseverything seems more beautiful, natural, and desirable
There's an intense awareness of everything; I seem to experience things with greater clarity;
colors seem bri9hter. sounds clearer, movements more vivid
I ~em to sense everything and experief1ce everything immediately
A sense that I'm experiencing everything fully, completely, thoroughly; that I'm feeling all.
the way
A strong sen~ of interest and involvement in things around mg
I fCer like singing

'

CLUSTER 4: MOVING TOWARD

There is an lntens'e positive relationship with another person or with other people; a communion, a unity, a closeness, friendliness and freedom, mutual respect and interdependence
I want to help, protect, please another person
A sense of empathic harmony with another person; in tune, sharing and experiencing th-a
same feelings andlhoughts
There"s a sense of complete understanding of the other person
I want to feel with the other person, experience with the other person with every sanse; to
· be psychologically in touch with another person
Realization that someone else is more important to me than I am to myself
I want to touch, hold, be close physically to the other person
I want to be tender and gentle with another person
I want to communicate freely, share my thoughts and feelings with everyone around
A sense of giving, doing something for another person
I want to make others happy
A sense of being v1anted. needed
I feel soft and firm
A sense of trust and appreciation of another person
Sense of confidence in baing with another person
There's a desire to give of myself to another person

CLUSTER 5: MOVING AWAY
CLUSTER 2: HYPOACTIVATION

I feel empty, drained, hollow
I feel heavy, logy, sluggish
I feel understimulated. underchargsd
All excitement, vitality is gona
I feel tired, sleepy
My feelings seem dulled
My body seems to slow down
A sense of being dead insida
I feel let down
I feel mentally dull

I want to withdraw, disappear, draw back, be alone, away from others, cra\vl into myself

A sense of unrelatedness to others; everyone seems far away; I am out of contact, can't
reach others
There's a lack of involvement and not carlng about anything that goes on around me
A feeling of a certain distance frotn others; everyone seems fat aWay
There is a sense of alon2ness, being- cut off, completely by myself
!°feel aimless
·
·As if I'm out of touch, seeing things· from far away
A sense of wandering, lost in space with nothing solid to grab onto
A sense of being incomplete; as if part of me is missing
·

CLUSTER 6:
CLUSTER 3: HYPERACTIVATION
My blood pressure goes up; blood seems to rush through my body
My body seems to speed up
There's an excitement, a sense of being keyed up, overstimulated, supercharfJ2d
-There's a quickening of heartbeat
My heart pounds
My pulse quickens
The feeling begins with a sharp sudden onset

MOVU~G

AGAINST

There is an Impulse to strike out, to pound, or smash. or kick. or bite; to do something that
• will hurt
I want tO strike out, explode, but I hold back, control myself
. I want to say something nasty, something that will hurt someone
Fists are clenched
I keep thinking of getting even, of revenge

;

CLUSTER 7: COMFORT·

There's a mellow comfort

..

A sense of well-being .
A sense of harmony and peace within

I am free of conflict
A feeling of warmth all over
I am peaceful, tranquil, quiet
There is an inner warm glow, a radiant sensation
Sense of .. rightness" with oneself and the Viorld; nothing can go V'Jrong
A sense of being very integrated and it ease with myself, in harmony with myself
I'm loose. relaxed
·
There is a general release, a lessening of tension
Everything-breathing, moving, thinking-seems easier
A sense of being carefree but within balance
,
I'm optimistic and cheerful·; the world seems basically good and beautiful; men are essentially kind; life is worth liVing
rm optimistic about the future; the future seems bright
rm in tune with the world
My movements are graceful and easy, I feel especially well coordinated
I feel I can really be myself
Everything is going right for me
A sense of smiling at myself
Nothing is a burden; problems fade away and I'm free from wprry
I think about beautiful things
:
There's a renewed appreciation of life
I'm completely freO from worry
I feel like smiling ·
I feel safe and secure
I'm at peace with the world
It's a state of release

..

CLUSTER 8: DISCOMFORT
There is a clutching, sinking feeling in the middle of my chest
There's a lump in my throat
A gnawing feeling in the pit of my stomach
An inner ache you c.an't lac.ate
My heart seems to ache
There is a heavy feeling in my stomach
There's a heaviness in my chest
I have no appetite; I can't eat
There is a sense of loss, of deprivatior:i
I c.an't smile or laugh
I feel.as if I'm under a heavy burden

----·-~--------------------

CLUSTER 9: TENSION
My whole body is tense
There's tension across my back, my neck, and shoulders
wound up inside
My face and mouth are tight, tense, hard
A tight knotted feeling in my stomach
I'm hypersensitive ·
I'm ecisily irritated, ready to snap
I have a sense of b~ing trapped, closed up, boxed, fenced. in; tied down, inhibited

rm

CLUSTER 10: ENHANCEMENT

I feel taller, stronger, bigger
I have a sense of sureness
A sense of being exceptionally strong or energetic
I'm really functioning as a unit
Muscle tone is suddenly enhanced
I feel strong inside
A sense of more confidence in myself; a feeling that I can ·da anythi~g
A sense of being important and worthwhile
I seem to be functioning intellectually at a higher level
There is a sense of accomplishment, fulfillment
There are moments of tremendous strength
.'
CLUSTER 11: INCOMPETENCE:DISSATISFACTION

Seems that nothing I do is right
I get mad at myself for my feelings or thoughts or ft;>r wh"at I've done
·
There is a yearning, a desire for change; I want things to hurry up and begin to change
A longing to have things the same as before
I begin to think about what I can do to change the situation
There is a sense of regret
There's a sense of weakness

I keep blaming myself for the situation

CLUSTER 12: INADEQUACY
A sense of being totally unable. to cope Wifh the situatio~
There's a sense of not knowing where to go, what to do
I feel vulnerable and totally helpless
A sense that I have no control over the situation
I seem to be caught up and overwhelmed by the feeling
· Sense of being gripped by the situation
I want to he comforted, helped by someone
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